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GrIFFIN orIGINAL

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Advertising	Campaign
•	Extensive	Online	Publicity	

Campaign
•	Online	Book	Community	

Outreach	
•	Social	Media	Campaign																																																																																																																																								
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4668-0151-6

IF you GIve a KID 
a CooKIe, WILL he 
ShuT The F**K uP?
A	Parody	for	Adults

by MArcy rozNIcK; ILLustrAted by 
MIrANdA LeMMING

before they Go The F**K To SLeeP  
they need to ShuT The F**K uP! a  
hilarious parody for every parent—who  
wants a moment of peace! 

If	you	give	a	kid	a	cookie,	will	he	shut	the	f**k	up?	That	is	the	
question	 at	 the	 heart	 of	 this	 funny,	 deeply	 honest,	 profanity-
laced	 book	 for	 parents	 who	 will	 do	 whatever	 it	 takes	 for	 a	
moment’s	peace.	What	really	happens	when	you	give	in	to	your	
child’s	 tantrums?	The	events	 that	 follow	 this	 seemingly	 simple	
act	will	 test	parents	 to	 the	breaking	point…while	entertaining	
the	 millions	 of	 us	 who	 have	 been	 there	 ourselves.	 Also	 a	
cautionary	and	instructive	tale	for	new	parents,	If You Give a Kid 
a Cookie, Will He Shut the F**k Up? is	a	must-have	for	every	family	
library	collection.	

“Finally adult themed depictions of children I can enjoy 

without getting my computer confiscated...again.“ 	

	 —AdAm	CArollA,	ComediAn,	 fAther

“hilarious! The perfect baby shower gift for the dewy-eyed, 

clueless parents to be.“  

 —CeliA	rivenbArk,	Author,  mother

marcY roznicK	and	her	husband	live	in New	Jersey with their	two	

sons,	 who  they	 love	 even	 when	 they	 won’t	 shut	 the	 f**k	 up.	 This	 is	

her	first	book.	miranDa lemminG was	born	in	Amarillo,	Texas	and	

received	 her	 schooling	 through	 The	 Cartooning	 Institute	 of	 Detroit.  	

She	has	had	an	 illustrious	career	 in	bumper	 sticker	 and	 t-shirt	design.	

This	is	her	first	book.

HuMor
978-1-250-00799-5 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
7"		x	8"	/	32	Pages
Includes	color	illustrations		
throughout	
Paper	Over	Board	
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Minotaur books

LonDon bouLevarD
KeN brueN

academy award-winning screenwriter  
William monahan (The Departed) makes his 
directorial debut in the film adaptation of 
London Boulevard, which stars Keira Knightley 
and Colin Farrell

When	Mitchell	is	released	from	prison	after	serving	three	years	
for	a	vicious	attack	he	doesn’t	even	remember,	Billy	Norton	 is	
there	 to	pick	him	up.	But	Norton	works	 for	Tommy	Logan,	a	
ruthless	loan	shark	lowlife	with	plans	Mitchell	wants	nothing	to	
do	with.	Attempting	to	stay	out	of	Logan’s	way,	he	finds	work	
at	 the	 Holland	 Park	 mansion	 of	 faded	 movie	 actress,	 Lillian	
Palmer,	where	he	has	to	deal	with	her	mysterious	butler,	Jordan.	
It	 isn’t	 long	before	Mitchell’s	violent	past	catches	up	with	him	
and	people	start	getting	hurt.	When	his	disturbed	sister	Briony	is	
threatened,	Mitchell	is	forced	to	act.

This	is	a	masterful	work	of	double	dealing	and	suspense	from	
one	of	the	great	crime	writers	of	our	time.

“noir fans will enjoy this rapid-fire thrill ride.“ 

         —Publishers Weekly

“This is a strong solo effort from Irish noir master bruen, 

whose prose floats like a butterfly and stings like bejesus.“  

 —library Journal

“bruen combines staccato prose and hard-edged dialogue 

with gritty realism and a terrifying look at London’s dark 

underbelly. This one packs one hell of a powerful punch.“   

 —booklist (stArred	review)

Ken bruen	has	been	a	finalist	 for	 the	Edgar®	and	Anthony	Awards,	

and	has	won	a	Macavity	Award,	a	Barry	Award,	and	two	Shamus	Awards	

for	 the	 Jack	 Taylor	 series.	 He	 has	 been	 an	 English	 teacher	 in	 Africa,	

Japan,	Southeast	Asia,	and	South	America.	He	lives	in	Galway,	Ireland.

hC: 978-0-312-56168-0

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at		
Criminal	Element

•	Author	Website:	KenBruen.com																																																																																																																											
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-8578-9

Mystery
978-0-312-65042-1 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		256	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
Minotaur	Books
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STorIeS I  onLy TeLL  
my FrIenDS
An	Autobiography
rob Lowe
The critically acclaimed bestselling autobiography by actor  
rob Lowe—”the best type of celeb memoir” (People Magazine)

A	teen	idol	at	fifteen,	an	international	icon	and	founding	member	of	the	Brat	Pack	at	twenty,	
and	 one	 of	 Hollywood’s	 top	 stars	 to	 this	 day,	 Rob	 Lowe	 has	 spent	 almost	 his	 entire	 life	
in	 the	 public	 eye.  	 Now,	 in	 this	 wryly	 funny	 and	 moving	 memoir,	 every	 word	 of	 which	
he	wrote	himself,	Rob	 chronicles	his	 experiences	 as	 a	painfully	misunderstood	 child	 actor	
from	Ohio who	was	uprooted	to	the	wild	counterculture	of	mid-seventies	Malibu,	where	he	
embarked	on	his	unrelenting	pursuit	of	a	career	in	Hollywood.	 The Outsiders	placed	Rob	at	the	
birth	of	the	modern	youth	movement	in	the	entertainment	industry.	During	his	time	on	The 
West Wing,	he	witnessed	the	surreal	nexus	of	show	business	and	politics	both	on	the	set	and	
in	the	actual	White	House.	And	Rob	tells	unforgettable	stories	of	the	years	in	between,	of	the	
wild	excesses	that	marked	the	eighties	and	lead	to	his	quest	for	family	and	sobriety.	 No	other	
actor	could	write	about	this	era	in	Hollywood	with	such	wit,	candor,	and	depth. 	Never	mean-
spirited	 or	 salacious,	 he	 delivers	 unexpected	 glimpses	 into	 his	 successes,	 disappointments,	
relationships,	and	one-of-a-kind	encounters	with	people	who	shaped	our	world	over	the	last	
twenty-five	years.	 

”[Lowe’s] charming, honest, even affectionate memoir is the story of strong guts behind 

a strikingly handsome face.”                      —booklist

”a lovely autobiography, equal parts dish and pathos.”          —Vanity Fair

“[Lowe] writes viscerally and insightfully…”         —the neW york times

rob lowe is	a	film,	television,	and	theater actor,	a	producer,	and	an	entrepreneur.	He	also	is	involved	in	politics.	

He	lives	with	his	wife	and	two	sons	in	California.
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hC: 978-0-8050-9329-2

MArKetING

• national broadcast Publicity
• national Print review attention
• online Publicity Campaign
• online advertising Campaign
• ebook Promotion
• extensive Social media Campaign
     Twitter: 125,000 followers 

to date
    Facebook: 35,000 likes to date
• email marketing Campaign                                                                                                                                        
• available on CD from macmillan 

audio: 978-1-4272-1227-6
• available as an ebook:  

978-1-4299-9602-0

”a fresh pop-culture history of hollywood in the ’70s and ’80s from the point of view of the 

man who lived it…[Lowe] is as funny as he is thoughtful.”                            —PeoPle magazine

 ”Lively and engaging…surprisingly evocative…full of fun chance encounters.”  

        —the neW york times book reVieW

”The world would be a better place if more stars’ memoirs were like Lowe’s—chatty, dishy, 

and with celebrity walk-ons (Tom Cruise! Sarah jessica Parker! Princess Stephanie of monaco! 

martin Sheen!) galore.”      —Parade

bIoGrApHy
978-1-250-00885-5 

$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	

5	1/2”	x	8	1/4”		/		320	pages		
Plus	one	16-page	color	photo	insert	

Trade	Paperback
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GrIFFIN

a SmILe aS bIG aS  
The moon
MIKe Kersjes wItH joe LAydeN

“a heartening story, sure to inspire other 
teachers struggling with students who often 
seem beyond their reach.“ —teacher magazine

After	reading	an	article	on	NASA’s	“Space	Camp,“	high	school	
football	 coach	 and	 special	 education	 teacher	 Mike	 Kersjes	
decided	that	this	program—where	students	undergo	tests	used	
to	prepare	astronauts	for	the	Space	Shuttle—was	just	the	experi-
ence	his	special	education	students	needed.	There	was	just	one	
problem:	 convincing	 administrators,	 parents,	 and	 the	 students	
themselves	 that	even	with	disabilities	 like	Tourette	Syndrome,	
Downs	Syndrome,	and	dyslexia	they	could	succeed	in	a	program	
designed	for	gifted	students.	With	limitless	faith	in	his	students	
and	unswerving	persistence,	Kersjes	finally	got	his	kids	to	Camp,	
where	 they	 turned	 in	 a	 performance	 no	 one	 will	 ever	 forget.	
Here	is	the	whole	remarkable	story.

“It’s hard not to fall under the spell of this michigan-based 

David-and-Goliath tale.“      —detroit Free-Press

“an inspiration.“ —the roanoke times

miKe KersJes	 is	 president	 of	 Space	 is	 Special,	 Inc.,	 a	 not-for-profit	

organization	 that	 helps	 special	 education	 students	 enhance	 their	 sci-

ence	 and	 mathematics	 skills.	 He	 lives	 in	 Grand	 Rapids,	 Michigan.	

Joe laYDen	 is	 an	 award-winning	 journalist	 and	 author	 of	 over	 20	

books.	He	lives	in	Saratoga	Springs,	New	York.

hC: 978-0-312-273149

MArKetING

•	National	Television	Publicity
•	National	Print	Publicity
•	National	Television	Advertising	

Campaign
•	Online	Promotion
•	Social	Media	Campaign																																																																																											
•	Available	as	an	eBook:	

978-1-4299-7620-6

INspIrAtIoN
978-1-250-01262-3 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		288	pages		
Trade	Paperback

now a  
hallmark  

hall of Fame  
Television  

event
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maD men on The 
CouCh
Analyzing	the	Minds	of	the	Men	and		
Women	of	the	Hit	TV	Show

dr. stepHANIe NewMAN

an analytic look inside the psyches of the  
deeply flawed and endlessly fascinating characters  
of the emmy award-winning amC drama

Mad Men  has	 captured	 the	 imagination	 of	 millions	 of	 viewers	
with	its	glamour	and intricate	storylines,	winning	thirteen	golden	
globes	and	four	Emmys.	Beyond	the	gorgeously	stylized	visuals	
and	 impeccably	 recreated	 history,	 it’s	 the	 show’s	 richly	 drawn	
characters	 stumbling	 through	 their	 personal	 and	 professional	
lives	 that	 get	 under	 our	 skin	 and	 keep	 us	 invested.  Mad Men 
on the Couch  explores	 the	 psychological	 aspects	 of	 the	 show’s	
primary	 characters,	 and	 examines	 them	 through	 the	 lens	 of	
modern	psychology. Why	does	Don constantly	engage	in	self-
sabotaging	 behaviors?	 Why	 is	 Betty	 such	 a	 cold	 mother	 and	
desperately	unhappy	housewife	(Hint:	 It’s	not	 just	because	her	
”people	are	Nordic”)?	Why	does	Pete	prevail	in	adversity	when	
Roger	falters?	Why	is	Peggy	able	to thrive	in	the	male	jungle	of	
Madison	Avenue?	Dr.	Stephanie	Newman	lends	her	professional	
opinion	to these	and	other	pressing	fan	questions	and	expertly	
explains	the	hidden dynamics	and	motivations	that	drive	these	
compelling	and	complex	men	and	women.	

Entertaining	and	full	of	insights,	Mad Men on the Couch	will	be	a	
must-have	companion	to	the	show	for	its	dedicated	fans.	

Dr. stepHanie newman	 is  a	 clinical	 psychologist/psychoanalyst	

with	over	15	years’	experience	providing	 insight-oriented	talk	 therapy	

for	 those	 with	 anxiety,	 depression,	 relationship,	 health,	 and	 work-

place	difficulties.  She	 is	 a	 regular	 contributor	 to	 the	online	 edition	of	

Psychology Today.	Dr.	Newman is a	 faculty	member	at	 the	Institute	for	

Psychoanalytic	Education,	affiliated	with	the	School	of	Medicine,	NYU,	

and	teaches	candidates	in	the	Institute’s	analytic	training	program.	

MArKetING

•	Timed	to	coincide	with	the	new	
season	of	“Mad	Men“

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	Online	Advertising	Campaign
•	Academic	Marketing	Campaign
•	Outreach	to	Psychology	

Organizations
•	Social	Media	Campaign
•	Available	as	an	eBook:	

978-1-250-01443-6

MovIes/teLevIsIoN
978-1-250-00298-3 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	256	Pages	
Trade	Paperback	
St.	Martin's	Griffin
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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a Game oF GroanS
A	Sonnet	of	Slush	and	Soot

GeorGe r.r. wAsHINGtoN

a parody of the #1 New York Times
bestselling series and hit hbo series  
by George r.r. martin

In	a	world	where	seasons	can	last	decades	and	comparisons	to	
Tolkien	a	lifetime,	trouble	is	brewing.	The	warmth	is	returning,	
and	 in	 the	 thawing	 tundra	 to	 the	 North	 of	 Summerseve,	
something	 wicked	 is	 coming	 this	 way.	 At	 the	 center	 of	 the	
conflict	squat	the	Barkers	of	Summerseve,	a	family	unit	as	hard	
and	unforgiving	as	the	pronunciation	of	“Daenerys	Targaryen.“	
Swooping	from	this	land	of	sweater	weather	to	a	balmy	kingdom	
of	equestrian	delights	and	outdoor	fornication,	here	is	an	epic	of	
novella	proportions.	Amid	plots	and	counterplots,	wizards	and	
warriors,	poor	reception	and	no	wireless,	the	future	of	the	Barks,	
their	 BFFs,	 and	 their	 enemies	 dangles	 in	 the	 balance,	 as	 each	
strives	to	star	to	in	that	funniest	of	concepts:	a	parody	of	George	
R.R.	Martin’s	A Game of Thrones.

“now this is a literary mashup we’re dying to see.“—io9.Com

GeorGe r.r. wasHinGton is	the	author	of	many	novels.	As	a	writ-

er-producer,	he	has	worked	on	The Outer Limits,	Teen Wolf, and	many	other	

films	and	pilots	that	are	currently	stored	in	the	Yucca	Mountain	Nuclear	

Waste	Repository. 	He	lives	with	the	lovely	Natalie	in	Chicago,	Illinois.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Major	Online	Publicity	

Campaign
•	Online	Advertising	Campaign
•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Social	Media	Promotion																																																																																																																																							
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-250-01125-1

HuMor 
978-1-250-01126-8 
$9.99 
$10.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		208	pages		
Trade	Paperback
St.	Martin’s	Griffin	
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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The brIDe’S houSe
sANdrA dALLAs

The New York Times bestselling author of 
Whiter Than Snow delivers a novel about the 
secrets and passions of three generations of 
women who live in a victorian Colorado 
house 
It’s	1880,	and	for	Nealie	Bent,	seventeen,	the	splendid	Victorian	
house	 under	 construction	 in	 Georgetown,	 Colorado,	 is	 like	 a	
fairy	tale	come	to	life.	She	dreams	of	living	in	“the	Bride’s	House,“	
as	she	calls	it,	with	Will	Spaulding,	the	young	entrepreneur	sent	
from	 the	 East	 by	 his	 grandfather	 to	 learn	 about	 the	 mining	
business.	Will	 is	 not	 the	only	one	who	courts	Nealie.	Charlie	
Dumas,	a	miner	who	lacks	Will’s	polish,	wants	to	marry	the	hired	
girl,	too,	and	although	Nealie	rebuffs	him,	Charlie	refuses	to	give	
up.	Ultimately,	Nealie	must	deal	with	lies,	secrets,	and	heartache	
before	choosing	the	man	who	will	give	her	the	Bride’s	House.	
For	 the	 motherless	 Pearl,	 growing	 up	 in	 the	 Bride’s	 House	 is	
akin	to	being	raised	in	a	mausoleum.	Her	father,	robbed	of	the	
life	he	envisioned	with	Nealie,	has	 fashioned	 the	house	 into	a	
shrine	 to	 the	 woman	 he	 loved.	 He	 keeps	 his	 daughter	 close.	
When	the	enterprising	young	Frank	Curry	comes	along	and	asks	
for	Pearl’s	hand	in	marriage,	Pearl’s	father	sabotages	the	union.	
But	Pearl	has	 inherited	her	mother’s	 tenacity	of	heart,	and	her	
father	 underestimates	 the	 lengths	 to	 which	 the	 women	 in	 the	
Bride’s	House	will	go	for	love.	Susan	is	the	latest	in	the	line	of	
strong	and	willful	women	in	the	Bride’s	House.	She’s	proud	of	
the	women	who	came	before	her.	Their	legacy	and	the	Bride’s	
House’s	secrets	force	Susan	to	question	what	she	wants	and	who	
she	loves.	

“With a perfect blend of masterful storytelling, sympathetic 
and realistic characters and prose as crisp as a Colorado 
creek, Dallas again spins a timeless tale of love and tenacity, 
tenderness and redemption. and The Bride’s House is ulti-
mately a story of the confines of legacy and the fulfillment 
that can come when those chains are broken.“    
 —richmond times disPatch 

sanDra Dallas	 is	 the	 author	 of  ten	 novels,	 including	 Whiter Than 
Snow,	Prayers for Sale,	Tallgrass and	New Mercies.	She	 is	 a	 former	Denver	

bureau	chief	for	Business Week magazine	and	lives	in	Denver,	Colorado.	

hC: 978-0-312-60016-7

MArKetING

•	Online	Advertising	Campaign
•	Reading	Group	Guide		

Bound	in	Book
•	Online	Promotion	at	

ReadingGroupGold.com
•	Email	Marketing	Campaign
•	Author	Website:		

SandraDallas.com																																																																																																			
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-7751-7

FIctIoN
978-1-250-00827-5 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		400	pages		
Trade	Paperback

GrIFFIN
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Iron houSe
joHN HArt
”Lean, hard and absolutely riveting, Iron House is a tour de force. 
With his best book yet, john hart has clearly joined the top rank  
of thriller writers.”            —vinCe	flynn

John	Hart’s	New York Times bestselling	debut,	The King of Lies, announced	the	arrival	of	a	
major	talent.	With	Down River, he	surpassed	his	earlier	success,	transcending	the	barrier	
between	thriller	and	literature	and	winning	the	2008	Edgar®	Award	for	best	novel.	His	
most	recent	novel,	The Last Child, earned	an	unprecedented	second	Edgar®	Award	for	best	
novel,	and	cracked	the	top	ten	on	the	New York Times bestseller	list	in	both	hardcover	
and	paperback.	With	over	350,000	trade	paperback	copies	in	print	and	25	weeks	on	the	
New York Times printed	bestseller	list,	The Last Child exploded	an	already	impressive	fan	
base	eager	for	Hart’s	signature	blend	of	gothic	atmosphere,	family	secrets,	murder	and	
redemption.	

Now,	with	Iron House, Hart	tells	the	remarkable	story	of	two	orphaned	brothers	separated	
by	violence	at	a	tender	age.	When	a	boy	is	brutally	killed	in	their	hardscrabble	orphan-
age,	one	brother	is	accused	of	the	crime	and	runs,	eventually	finding	his	way	to	New	York	
and	into	the	heart	of	organized	crime.	Two	decades	later—a	seasoned	killer—he	returns	
to	North	Carolina	with	a	sentence	on	his	head,	the	mob	in	hot	pursuit,	and	his	long-lost	
brother	in	trouble	of	a	different	kind.	With	vast	sums	in	play,	political	fortunes	at	risk,	and	
bodies	piling	up,	the	brothers	reunite	to	solve	the	mystery	of	their	shared	past	in	a	tour	de	
force	narrative	of	loss,	courage,	and	the	aftermath	of	violence.	

”If you crave thrillers that are vividly beautiful, graphic, will make you bleed, try john 

hart.”            —PAtriCiA	Cornwell

JoHn Hart	is	the	author	of	three	New York Times	bestsellers,	The King of Lies,	Down River	and	The Last Child.	The	only	

author	in	history	to	win	the	best	novel	Edgar®	Award	for	consecutive	novels,	John	has	also	won	the	Barry	Award	

and	England’s	Steel	Dagger	Award	for	best	thriller	of	the	year.	His	books	have	been	translated	into	twenty-nine	

languages	and	can	be	found	in	over	fifty	countries.	
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hC: 978-0-312-38034-2

MArKetING

• national one Day Laydown: 
march 27th, 2012

• national Print advertising
• national Print review attention
• national radio Publicity
• online advertising Campaign
• online book Community 

outreach
• reading Group Gold Selection
     Discussion guide & bonus 

material bound in book

     author available for call-ins to 
reading groups

     Sweepstakes: chance for readers 
to win copies for reading groups

     online Promotion at 
readingGroupGold.com

• Social media Campaign
• author Website:  

johnhartFiction.com
• 18-copy mixed Floor Displays: 

978-1-250-01250-0    
(9x Iron House, 3x King of Lies, 
3x Down River, 3x	Last Child)

• available on CD from macmillan 
audio: 978-1-4272-1223-8   

• available as an ebook:  
978-1-4299-9031-8   

”Iron House lifts hart to an altogether new level of excellence…. Like the great Peter hoeg in 

Borderliners (1994), hart uses the familiar story of mistreatment in an orphanage as a way into 

the inner lives of his characters, and the blind fear, abject confusion, and yearning for love he 

finds there are both heartbreaking and curiously hopeful, in an almost postapocalyptic way. an 

unforgettable novel from a master of popular fiction.”   —booklist, stArred	review

”rich, impressive... hart deftly interweaves a complex family his-

tory story with Stevan’s intense, bloody quest for vengeance.... 

[The book’s] powerful themes and its beautiful prose will delight 

hart’s fans—and should earn him many new ones.”      
 
                                                   —Publishers Weekly, 	 stArred	review

FIctIoN
978-1-250-00701-8 

$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	

5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		432	pages		
Trade	Paperback	

St.	Martin’s	Griffin	
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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The amerICan heIreSS
A	Novel
dAIsy GoodwIN
From the Gilded age mansions of newport, rhode Island,  
to the grand estates of the british aristocracy, the richest heiress  
in america learns what money can—and can’t—buy in this  
irresistible New York Times bestseller

Be	careful	what	you	wish	for.	Traveling	abroad	with	her	mother	at	the	turn	of	the	twentieth	
century	to	seek	a	titled	husband,	beautiful,	vivacious	Cora	Cash—whose	family	mansion	in	
Newport	dwarfs	the	Vanderbilts’—suddenly	finds	herself	Duchess	of	Wareham,	married	to	
Ivo,	the	most	eligible	bachelor	in	England.	

Money	 cannot	 buy  everything,	 however,	 and	 the	 English	 social	 scene—and	 perhaps	
Cora’s	marriage	 itself—is	full	of	traps	and	betrayals.	 In	this	brilliant	debut by	a	glorious	
storyteller	who	brings	a	 fresh	spirit	 to	 the	tradition	of	Edith	Wharton	and	Jane	Austen,	
Cora	must	grow	from	a	spoiled	rich	girl	into	a	woman	of	substance. 	

”ms. Goodwin...writes deliciously.”                              —JAnet	mAslin,  the neW york times

 ”a propulsive story of love, manners, culture clash, and store-bought class from a time 

long past that proves altogether fresh.”              —Publishers Weekly

 ”Top-notch writing....will please fans of historical romance, including book club mem-

bers.”                                                                                   —library Journal (stArred	review)

”[an] exceptionally thoughtful and stunning historical novel that will leave you reel-

ing and astonished...and give you the urge to re-read it the instant the last page is 

turned.”          —bookrePorter.Com

“anyone suffering Downton Abbey withdrawal symptoms (who isn’t?) will 

find an instant tonic in Daisy Goodwin’s deliciously evocative first novel.”  

         —Allison	PeArson,	neW york times 	bestselling	Author	of	 i  don’t knoW hoW she does it?

DaisY GooDwin,	a	Harkness	scholar	who	attended	Columbia	University’s	film	school	after	earning	a	degree	

in	history	at	Cambridge	University,	 is	a	television	producer	 in	the	U.K.	Her	poetry	anthologies,	 including	101 
Poems That Could Save Your Life, have	introduced	many	new	readers	to	the	pleasures	of	poetry,	and	she	was	Chair	of	

the	judging	panel	of	the	2010	Orange	Prize	for	Fiction.	She	and	her	husband,	an	ABC	TV	executive,	have	two	

daughters	and	live	in	London.	
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     author available for call-ins 
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• available on CD from macmillan 

audio: 978-1-4272-1229-0
• available as an ebook:  

978-1-4299-8708-0 

”Superior entertainment.”    —kirkus reVieWs (stArred	review)

”Smart, emotional, entertaining writing....a delicious tale that captivates.” —rt book reVieWs

”Deliciously classy. a story that gallops along, full of exquisite period detail.” 

                                                                  —kAte	mosse,  neW york times bestselling	Author	of  labyrinth

”I was seduced by this book, rather as Cora was seduced by her duke: with great skill and  

confidence. Intriguing, atmospheric, and extremely stylish.”  

                                                                          —Penny	vinCenzi, 	Author	of	the best oF times

”a wonderful, guilty pleasure of a read.  The detailing is beauti-

ful...and the relief of reading a novel that puts enjoyment first so 

rare and gratifying that I am ready for a sequel.”    

             —AmAndA	foremAn,  neW york times bestselling	Author	of		

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  georgiana, duchess oF deVonshire And  a World on Fire

FIctIoN 
978-0-312-65866-3 

$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian

5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	384	Pages
Trade	Paperback	
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hIDDen GarDenS  
oF ParIS
A	Guide	to	the	Parks,	Squares,	and	Woodlands	
of	the	City	of	Lights

susAN cAHILL;  pHotoGrApHs by 
MArIoN rANoux

For the seasoned Parisian traveller or the nov-
ice looking to get off the beaten track Cahill 
provides a roadmap to parts of the city most 
visitors will never see
In	a	city	that’s	the	destination	of	millions,	it	can	be	a	challenge	
to	find	your	way	 to	 its	 lovely,	 serene	 spaces.  	Away	 from	 the	
maddening	 crowds,	 the	 gardens	 of	 Paris	 offer	 the	 balm	 of	
flowers,	tall	old	trees,	fountains,	sculptures,	and	the	company	of	
quiet	Parisians	taking	the	sun,	relishing	the	peace. 	These	places	
are	often	tucked	away,	off	the	beaten	tourist	track,	and	without	
a	guide	they’re	easy	to	miss:	The	Jardin de l’Atlantique, out	of	sight	
on	the	roof	of	Gare	Montparnasse.	The	enchanting	Jardin de la 
Vallee Suisse, invisible	from	the	street,	accessible	only	if	you	know	
how	to	find	the	path.	The	Square Boucicaut,	its	children’s	carousel	
hidden	 inside	 a	grove	of	oak	 and	maples.	The Hidden Gardens of 
Paris	 features	40	 such	oases	 in quartiers	both	posh	and	plain,	 as	
well	as	dozens	of	others	”Nearby”	to	the	featured	green	space. 	
Beautifully	rendered,	the	book	is	not	only	a	useful	guide,	but	a	
tribute	to	the	gardens	as	sites	of	passionate	cultural	memory.

”no matter how many times you have been to Paris, never 

go again without Susan Cahill.”  

 —bill	moyers, 	bestselling	Author	of	 l istening to americ a

”Lively and informative.”   

 —elizAbeth	CullinAn,	Author	of	house oF gold

susan caHill has	published	 four	 travel	books	on	 Italy	 and	 Ireland.  	

She	 is	 the	editor	of	 the	bestselling	Women and Fiction series	and	author	

of	 the	 novel	 Earth Angels. She	 spends	 a	 few	 months	 in	 Paris	 every	

year. marion ranouX, a	native	Parisienne,	is	an	experienced	free-

lance	photographer	and	translator	into	French	of	Czech	literature.	

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	Also	Available	as	an	eBook:	

978-1-4668-0216-2

trAveL
978-0-312-67333-8 
$19.99 
$22.99	Canadian	
5	1/8"	x	8"/	176	Pages
Includes	40	color		
photos	throughout	
Trade	Paperback	
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2030
The	Real	Story	of	What	Happens	to	America
ALbert brooKs

The New York Times and Los Angeles Times 
bestselling debut novel from actor/director/
writer albert brooks, now in paperback

June	 12,	 2030	 started	 out	 like	 any	 other	 day.	 Since	 Dr.	 Sam	
Mueller	 had	 finally	 cured	 cancer	 in	 2014,	 millions	 of	 baby-
boomers,	unexpectedly	healthy	deep	into	their	eighties,	reaped	
the	benefits	of	perpetual	retirement,	living	off	pensions	that were	
never	intended	to	last	so	long.	Across	the	country	young	people	
simmered	with	resentment	towards	“the	olds,”	bitterly	working	
to	 support	 entitlement	programs	 they	 themselves	would	never	
benefit	from.	But	on	that	day	in	June,	everything	changed.	After	
an	 earthquake	 of	 unprecedented	 magnitude	 devastated	 Los	
Angeles, the	government,	driven	to	the	edge	of	bankruptcy	by	
its	commitments	to	its	aging	population,	found	itself	paralyzed	
and	unable	to	respond.	 

The	fallout	 from	the	quake	sets	 in	motion	a	sweeping	novel	
of	ideas	that	pits	national	hope	for	the	future	against	assurances	
from	the	past. As	Americans	struggle	to	move	forward	they	are	
confronted	 with	 a	 terrifying	 question:	 What price will we pay for 
another year of life? In	his	 surefooted	 imagining	of	where	 today’s	
challenges	will	lead	us	tomorrow,	Brooks	deploys	a	memorable	
cast,	all	struggling	to	find	their	way	in	a	nation	that	is	not	what	
was	promised,	but	may	be	what is	in	store. 

“as a comedian and filmmaker, the very gifted albert brooks 
has specialized for more than 30 years in cooking up quanda-
ries with no ready solution except humiliation. his often inge-
nious first novel is no exception.“  —neW york times book reVieW

“The novel is a revelation, painting a caustic, unsettling and 
only occasionally comic portrait of a country plumb down 
on its luck.“          —los angeles times 

albert brooKs	 has	 written	 and	 directed	 several	 classic	 American	

comedies,	including	Lost In America,	Mother,	Modern Romance,	and	Defending 
Your Life.	 He	 has	 also	 acted	 in	 Martin	 Scorsese’s	 Taxi Driver,	 Steven	

Soderberg’s	 Out of Sight,	 Pixar’s	 Finding Nemo,	 and	 Broadcast News,	 for	

which	he	received	an	Academy	Award	nomination.	

hC: 978-0-312-58372-9

MArKetING

•	National	Broadcast	Publicity
•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	National	Print	Advertising
•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	Social	Media	Campaign	

	Twitter:	150,000	followers	
				to	date	
	Facebook:	4,000	likes	to	date

•			Author	Website:		
AlbertBrooks.com

•	Also	Available	as	an	eBook:	
978-1-4299-9650-1

FIctIoN
978-0-312-59129-8 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		384	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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The Corner oFFICe
Indispensable	and	Unexpected	Lessons	from	
CEOs	on	How	to	Lead	and	Succeed

AdAM bryANt

“Practical, well-written, chock-full of insight 
and wisdom.  reading this book is like joining 
a dinner table with some of the best leaders in 
america.“  —Jim	Collins, 	Author	of  good to great 

What	does	it	take	to	succeed	in	business	and	to	inspire	others?	
Adam	Bryant	of	The New York Times	decided	to	answer	these	and	
other	questions	by	sitting	down	with	more	than	seventy	CEOs	
and	asking	them	how	they	do	their	jobs	and	the	most	important	
lessons	they	 learned	as	they	rose	through	the	ranks.	The Corner 
Office	 draws	 together	 lessons	 from	 chief	 executives	 like	 Steve	
Ballmer	 (Microsoft),	 Ursula	 Burns	 (Xerox),	 Jeffrey	 Katzenberg	
(DreamWorks),	and	Alan	Mulally	 (Ford),	and	 reveals	 the	keys	
to	success	in	the	business	world,	including	the	five	qualities	that	
CEOs	value	most	in	employees.	

Leadership	 is	 not	 a	 one-size-fits-all	 skill,	 and	 these	 CEOs	
offer	perspectives	that	will	help	anyone	who	seeks	to	be	a	more	
effective	leader	and	employee.	For	aspiring	executives—of	any	
age—The Corner Office offers	a	path	to	future	success.

“There is fascination in hearing Ceos talk about their 

jobs—a fascination that adam bryant captures neatly in The 
Corner Office.“ —the Wall street Journal 

“you need to read it because of the success of the execs 

interviewed and the quality of their insights.“—Worth magazine

aDam brYant	 is	 the	senior	editor	for	features	at	The New York Times	
and	 writes	 the	 popular	 “Corner	 Office“	 feature	 in	 the	 paper’s	 Sunday	

Business	section.	He	was	the	lead	editor	for	the	team	that	won	the	2010	

Pulitzer	Prize	 for	national	 reporting	 and	 is	 a	 former	 senior	writer	 and	

business	editor	at	Newsweek.	He	lives	in	Westchester	County,	New	York.

hC: 978-0-8050-9306-3

MArKetING

•	National	Print		
Advertising	Campaign

•	Online	Advertising	Campaign	
•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Author	Websites:		

AdamBryantBooks.com		
nytimes.com/corneroffice																																			

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4299-5916-2
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978-1-250-00174-0 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		272	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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aFFIrmeD
The	Last	Triple	Crown	Winner

Lou sAHAdI;  
Foreword by steve cAutHeN

“There is no greater atmosphere than the 
Triple Crown and Sahadi captures the spirit of 
it. a must read for everyone.“  
        —hAnk	goldberg,	esPn	rePorter

The	descendent	of	Man	o’	War	and	War	Admiral, Affirmed	won	
all	 three	 stages	 of	 the	 Triple	 Crown	 in	 1978	 by	 a	 combined	
margin	of	 less	 than	 two	 lengths	over	 rival	Alydar.  In	 this	 first	
biography	 of	 the	 last	 horse	 to	 win	 the	 Triple	 Crown,	 Lou	
Sahadi	draws	on	 interviews	with	Steve	Cauthen,	 the	 family	of	
owner	Louis	Wolfson,	and	many	more	to	tell	 the	story	of this	
courageous	 horse,  whose	 unrivaled  combination	 of	 speed	 and	
heart	twice	earned	Horse	of	the	Year	honors	and	placed	him #12	
on	the	Blood-Horse	list	of	Top	100	Horses	of	the	20th	Century.	
In	 the	 tradition	 of	 successful	 horseracing  titles	 such	 as	 Man 
O’ War,	 The Horse God Built and	 Wild Ride,	 Affirmed  recreates	 an	
unforgettable era	in	American	racing	history.

“no question, affirmed-alydar is racing’s greatest rivalry. 

Lou Sahadi is a masterful storyteller who vividly brings it 

back to life…The book is a winner.“  

 —sAl	mArChiAno,	 former	sPorts	AnChor

“If you have an appreciation for the sport of kings, you will 

want to read Lou Sahadi’s new book...Through in-depth 

reporting and gripping narratives, he recreates a romantic 

period in the sport’s history.“ —nfP	sundAy	blitz

“entertaining and informative.“ —booklist

lou  saHaDi  is	 the	 author	 of	 several	 classic	 sports	 books,  including	

Johnny Unitas: America’s Quarterback	and	Say Hey: The Autobiography of Willie 
Mays.	

hC: 978-0-312-62808-6
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•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
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The hunT
ANdrew FuKudA

”a book that grabs you by the throat and doesn’t let go. The Hunt is 
both terrifying and sublime, with every page evoking that fragile, yet 
unyielding thing we call humanity.”   
 —AndreA	Cremer,	neW york times 	 bestselling	Author	of	the	nightshAde	trilogy

In	a	world	where	humans	have	been	eaten	to	near	extinction,	seventeen-year-old	Gene	has	
only	managed	to	survive	by	painstakingly	concealing	his	true	species. 	If	the	bloodthirsty	
creatures	 surrounding	him	knew	what	he	 really	was—a	human—he	would	be	devoured	
swiftly	 and	 terribly.	 When	 Gene	 is	 chosen	 to	 participate	 in	 the	 government-sponsored	
hunt	for	the	last	remaining	humans,	it	thrusts	him	into	the	fight	of	his	life—and	into	the	
path	of	a	human	girl	who	makes	him	feel	things	he	never	thought	possible.	Now,	he	must	
learn	 the	 art	 of	 the	 hunt	 and	 elude	 his	 fellow	 hunters	 whose	 suspicions	 about	 his	 true	
human	nature	are	growing.  But	most	importantly,	Gene	and	the	girl	he	loves	must	find	a	
way	to	forge	a	life	together	in	a	brutal	world	that’s	bent	on	their	destruction.

With	 his	 propulsive	 plot	 and	 highly	 developed	 characters,	 readers	 will	 find	
it	 impossible	 to	 resist	 the	 vivid	 world	 Andrew	 Fukuda	 has	 created	 in	 this	 stun-
ning	 standout	 debut.	 Readers	 craving	 a	 book	 that	 grips	 and	 mesmerizes	 them	 like		
The Hunger Games	will	love The Hunt.

“one of the most brilliant, original books I’ve read in a very long time. This is 

the kind of book you’ll want to stay up with all night to finish!”  

         —riChelle	meAde,	#1	neW york times bestselling	Author	of	the	vAmPire	ACAdemy	series

“Chilling, inventive, and utterly unputdownable. readers, proceed…if you dare. This 

book will bleed into your nightmares.”       

                              —beCCA	fitzPAtriCk,	neW york times 	 bestselling	Author	of	hush, hush

Born	in	Manhattan	and	raised	in	Hong	Kong,	anDrew FuKuDa currently	resides	on	Long	Island,	New	York.		

After	earning	a	bachelor's	degree	in	history	from	Cornell	University,	Fukuda	went	on	to	work	as	a	criminal	pros-

ecutor	in	New	York	City.		He	now	writes	full	time.

GrIFFIN orIGINAL



”With razor-sharp prose, a genius plot, and a searing pace that will have you ripping 

through the pages, Fukuda creates a dark and savage post-apocalyptic world where 

vampires are evil, humans are nearly extinct and love manages to bloom despite all 

the odds stacked against it. an exceptional novel—I can’t wait for the sequel!”    

                 —Alyson	noël, 	#1	neW york times 	bestselling	Author	of
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	the	 immortAls	series	
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The LIeS oF  
Sarah PaLIn
The	Untold	Story	Behind	her		
Relentless	Quest	for	Power	

GeoFFrey duNN 

The phenomenal rise of america’s most  
polarizing politician

This	is	the	first	full-scale	critical	biography	of	Palin,	up	through	
her	resignation	as	Alaska	governor,	and	as	a	potential	presidential	
candidate	in	2012.	The Lies of Sarah Palin exposes:

•		Personal	secrets	about	Sarah	Palin’s	coming	of	age	in	Wasilla	
and	her	marriage	to	Todd	Palin	

•	Her	extremist	religious	views	and		“End	of	Days”	beliefs	
•		Lies	and	distortions	in	Troopergate	and	the	firing	of	Public	

Safety	Commissioner	Walt	Monegan	
•		The	 secrets	 surrounding	 her	 selection	 as	 John	 McCain’s	

running	 mate	 and	 her	 duplicities	 and	 betrayals	 during	 the	
2008	presidential	campaign	

•	Her	extraordinary	penchant	for	self-promotion	and	deceit	
•		Her	 failures	 as	 governor	 upon	 her	 return	 to	 Alaska	 after		

the	campaign	
•	Her	real	reasons	for	quitting	as	governor	of	Alaska	
•	Her	lies	about	Barack	Obama’s	“death	panels”	
•		The	strange	inner-circle	of	Washington	DC	powerbrokers,	

neoconservative	 intellectuals	 and	 rightwing	 Christian	
evangelists	 who	 have	 taken	 control	 of	 Palin’s	 post-
gubernatorial	career	

•	Her	obsession	with	Barack	Obama	
The Lies of Sarah Palin	 is	 based	 on	 more	 than	 100	 in-depth	

interviews	and	40,000	pages	of	revelatory	documents.	Dunn	also	
places	Palin’s	 life	 in	 the	 larger	context	of	U.S.	history,	politics	
and	 culture—from	 the	 political	 corruption	 that	 spawned	 her	
career	in	Alaska	to	the	dark	underbelly	of		America’s	Evangelical	
right-wing	movement	that	fuels	Palin’s	relentless	quest	for	power.

GeoFFreY Dunn is	an	award-winning	investigative	reporter,	a	senior	

correspondent	for	Metro Newspapers	in	California	and	a	regular	contribu-

tor	to	the	San Francisco Chronicle	and	Huffington Post.

hC: 978-0-312-60186-7
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•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
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merCy TraIn
A	Novel
rAe MeAdows

a rich, luminous novel of three remarkable 
women connected across a century by a family 
secret and by the fierce brilliance of their love

Samantha’s	 mother	 has	 been	 dead	 almost	 a	 year	 when	 the	
box	 arrives	 on	 her	 doorstep.  	 In	 it,	 she	 finds	 recipe	 cards,	
keepsakes,	 letters—relics	 of	 her	 mother	 Iris’s	 past.	 But	 as	 Sam	
sifts	through	these	family	treasures,	she	uncovers	evidence	that	
her	grandmother,	Violet,	had	a	much	more	difficult	childhood	
then	she	could	have	ever	imagined.	And	Sam,	a	struggling	new	
mother	herself,	begins	to	see	her	own	burdens	in	a	completely	
different	light.	Moving	from	the	tempered	calm	of	contemporary	
Madison,	Wisconsin	to	the	seedy	underbelly	of	early	twentieth	
century	New	York,	we	come	face	to	face	with	a	haunting	piece	
of	America’s	past:	From	1854	to	1929	orphan	trains	from	New	
York	 transported	 150,000	 to	 200,000	 destitute,	 orphaned	 or	
abandoned	children	across	the	country	to	find	homes	on	farms	
in	the	Midwest.	Affecting	and	wonderfully	woven,	Mercy Train	is	
a	novel	about	three	generations	of	motherhood,	family,	and	the	
surprising	sacrifices	we	make	for	the	people	we	love.

“Wonderful...a perfect book-club pick.“  

 —minneaPolis star–tribune

“a poignant look at three generations struggling with loss 

and love.“  —good housekeePing

“an unforgettable story…meadows masters the nuances in 

marriage and family relationships with sensitivity, subtlety 

and striking accuracy.“  

 —eugeniA	kim,	Author	of the c alligraPher’s daughter

rae meaDows	 is	 the	 author	 of	 Calling Out,	 which	 received	 the	

2006	Utah	Book	Award	for	fiction,	and	No One Tells Everything,	a	Poets & 
Writers	Notable	Novel.	She	lives	with	her	husband	and	two	daughters	in	

Minneapolis,	Minnesota.

hC: 978-0-80-50-93834
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The WIzarD oF LIeS
Bernie	Madoff	and	the	Death	of	Trust

dIANA b. HeNrIques

”an impressive, meticulously reported post-
mortem. . . . The Wizard of Lies is the definitive 
book on what madoff did and how he did it.” 
              —bloomberg businessWeek

Who	is	Bernie	Madoff,	and	how	did	he	pull	off	the	biggest	Ponzi	
scheme	in	history?

This	question	has	fascinated	people	ever	since	the	news	broke	
about	 the	 New	 York	 financier	 who	 swindled	 his	 friends,	 rela-
tives,	and	other	 investors	out	of	$65	billion.	And	in	The Wizard 
of Lies, Diana	B.	Henriques	of	The New York Times	has	written	the	
definitive	book	on	the	man	and	his	scheme,	drawing	on	unprec-
edented	access	and	more	than	one	hundred	interviews,	including	
Bernie	 Madoff’s	 first	 interviews	 for	 publication	 since	 his	 arrest.	
Henriques	also	provides	vivid	details	from	the	lawsuits	and	gov-
ernment	investigations	that	explode	the	myths	that	have	come	to	
surround	the	story,	and	in	a	revised	and	expanded	epilogue	she	
unravels	the	latest	legal	developments.	

A	true-life	financial	thriller,	The Wizard of Lies contrasts	Madoff’s	
remarkable	 rise	 on	 Wall	 Street	 with	 dramatic	 scenes	 from	 his	
accelerating	slide	toward	self-destruction.	It	is	also	the	most	com-
plete	account	of	 the	heartbreaking	personal	disasters	 and	 land-
mark	legal	battles	triggered	by	Madoff’s	downfall—the	suicides,	
business	failures,	fractured	families,	shuttered	charities—and	the	
clear	 lessons	 this	 timeless	 scandal	 offers	 to	 Washington,	 Wall	
Street,	and	Main	Street.	

”[henriques] probably knows more than anyone outside the 
FbI and the Securities and exchange Commission about the 
mechanics of the fraud. . . . The story holds us not because 
of the engrossing details of the scam, but because of the 
human dimension.”           —the neW york times book reVieW

Diana b. Henriques	 is	 the	author	of	The White Sharks of Wall Street	
and	Fidelity’s World.	She	is	a	senior	financial	writer	for	The New York Times,	
having	joined	the	Times staff	in	1989.	A	Polk	Award	winner	and	Pulitzer	
Prize	 finalist,	 she	 has	 won	 several	 awards	 for	 her	 work	 on	 the	 Times’s	
coverage	of	the	Madoff	scandal	and	was	part	of	the	team	recognized	as	
a	Pulitzer	finalist	for	its	coverage	of	the	financial	crisis	of	2008.	She	lives	
in	Hoboken,	New	Jersey.

hC: 978-0-8050-9134-2

MArKetING

•	Major	Motion		
Picture	in	the	works

•	National	Print	Advertising	
Campaign

•	Online	Advertising	Campaign
•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Author	Website:		

DianaBHenriques.com
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-7371-7

busINess
978-1-250-00743-8 
$15.99 
$18.50	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		464	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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broKen ILLuSIonS
A	Midnight	Dragonfly	Novel

eLLIe jAMes
The next exciting novel in the thrilling new 
midnight Dragonfly series!
It’s	Mardi	Gras,	but	for	16	year-old	psychic	Trinity	Monsour	this	
is	no	 time	 for	celebration.	Another	girl	 is	missing. Tormented	
by	 visions	 she	 doesn’t	 understand—of	 an	 empty	 street	 lined	
by	crumbling	old buildings,	a	terrified voice	warning	her	to	be	
careful,	and	a body lying	motionless	in	the	grass,	Trinity	embarks	
upon	a	dark	odyssey	she	could	never	have	imagined.	She’ll	stop	
at	 nothing	 to	 better	 understand	 her	 abilities,	 convinced	 that	
doing	so	is	the	only	way	she	can	make	sure the	terrifying	images	
she	 sees	 never	 actually	 happen.  But	 it	 seems	 everyone	 wants	
to	stop	her.	Her	aunt	is	worried	Trinity	might	discover	secrets	
best	left	in	the	past.	Her	best	friend,	Victoria,	is	afraid	Trinity	is	
slipping	away,	her	boyfriend,	Chase,	fears	she’s	taking	too	many	
chances,	 and	 the	 lead	 detective	 will	 barely	 let	 her	 out	 of	 his	
sight. Only	one	person	stands	by	her	side,	and	in	doing	so,	he	
slips	deeper	and	deeper	into	her	heart	and	her	dreams—blurring	
the	 lines	of	 reality	 and	 illusion. When	 the	dust	 settles,	one	of	
them	will	be	dead. 

“The first novel in The midnight Dragonfly series takes 

flight with a powerful mix of mystery, magic, and romance. 

Shattered Dreams is an entrancing debut brimming with 

all the things that make new orleans unforgettable!“ 

 —shAnnon	delAny,	Author	of	the	13	to	life	 series

“a cruel prank, a mysterious psychic gift and the ghostly 

streets of new orleans set the stage for ellie james’ haunt-

ingly readable Shattered Dreams. a word to the wise &shy;-- 

this tale of love, betrayal, and stalking evil is best read with 

the lights on.“—JAnA	oliver,	Author	of	the demon traPPer’s daughter

ellie James	 believes	 in	 dreams	 and	 destiny.	 A	 graduate	 of	 the	 LSU	

Manship	School	of	Journalism,	Ellie	has	been	writing	as	long	as	she	can	

remembering,	with	tragic	poems	and	tender	stories	giving	way	to	mys-

tery,	adventure,	and	a	fascination	with	the	unexplained.	Currently,	Ellie	

resides	with	her	husband	and	two	children	in	Texas.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Book	Community	

Outreach
•		Online	Promotion	to	Griffin	

Teen	Community	
		Feature	placement	in	e-news-
letters	to	200,000	subscribers

			 		Bonus	material,	excerpts,	and	
more

			 		Spotlight	on	GriffinTeen	
Facebook	Page	

•	Library	Marketing	Campaign																																																																																																																
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4668-0245-2

teeN FIctIoN
978-0-312-64703-2 
$9.99 
$10.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		352	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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Summer renTaL
MAry KAy ANdrews
The smash-hit, runaway bestselling novel about four friends on a  
vacation in the outerbanks, finding love and uncovering secrets

Sometimes,	when	you	need	a	change	in	your	life,	the	tide	just	happens	to	pull	you	in	the	
right	 direction....Ellis,	 Julia,	 and	 Dorie.	 Best	 friends	 since	 Catholic	 grade	 school,	 they	
now	find	themselves,	in	their	mid-thirties,	at	the	crossroads	of	life	and	love.	Ellis,	recently	
fired	from	a	job	she	gave	everything	to,	is	rudderless	and	now	beginning	to	question	the	
choices	she’s	made	over	the	past	decade	of	her	life.	Julia—whose	caustic	wit	covers	up	her	
wounds—has	a	man	who	loves	her	and	is	offering	her	the	world,	but	she	can’t	hide	from	
how	deeply	insecure	she	feels	about	her	looks,	her	brains,	her	life.	And	Dorie	has	just	been	
shockingly	betrayed	by	 the	man	 she	 loved	 and	 trusted	 the	most	 in	 the	world…though	
this	is	just	the	tip	of	the	iceberg	of	her	problems	and	secrets.	A	month	in	North	Carolina’s	
Outer	Banks	is	just	what	each	of	them	needs.	

Ty	Bazemore	is	their	landlord,	though	he’s	hanging	on	to	the	rambling	old	beach	house	
by	a	 thin	 thread.	After	 an	 inauspicious	first	meeting	with	Ellis,	 the	 two	find	 themselves	
disturbingly	 attracted	 to	 one	 another,	 even	 as	 Ty	 is	 about	 to	 lose	 everything	 he’s	 ever	
cared	about.	Maryn	Shackleford	is	a	stranger,	and	a	woman	on	the	run.	Maryn	needs	just	
a	few	things	in	life:	no	questions,	a	good	hiding	place,	and	a	new	identity.	Ellis,	Julia,	and	
Dorie	can	provide	what	Maryn	wants;	can	they	also	provide	what	she	needs?	Five	people	
questioning	everything	they	ever	thought	they	knew	about	life.	Five	people	on	a	journey	
that	will	uncover	their	secrets	and	point	them	on	the	path	to	forgiveness.	Five	people	who	
each	need	a	sea	change,	and	one	month	that	might	just	give	it	to	them.	

“mary Kay andrews spins a beach blanket sizzler around three lifelong friends...This 

warm weather treat has a lot going for it, not least the sunny forecast that summer love 

can blossom into a four-season commitment.“           —Publishers Weekly

marY KaY anDrews	is	the	New York Times bestselling	author	of	The Fixer Upper, Deep Dish, Blue Christmas, Savannah 
Breeze, Hissy Fit, Little Bitty Lies, and	Savannah Blues. A	former	journalist	for	The Atlanta Journal Constitution, she	lives	in	

Atlanta,	Georgia.	
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hC: 978-0-312-642693

MArKetING

• national one Day Laydown: 
may 8th, 2012

• national author Tour
• national Print advertising
• online advertising Campaign
• major Summer reading 

bookclub Campaign
• Social media Campaign  
    Facebook: 7,500 likes 

   to date
• online Promotion at 

SheLoveshotreads.com
    email marketing Campaign
• author Website: 

maryKayandrews.com
• available on CD from 

macmillan audio: 
978-1-4272-1274-0

• available as an ebook: 
978-1-4299-8705-9

“...readers of Summer Rental will stay glued to their sandy beach chairs waiting to see what hap-

pens next.“             —christian science monitor 

“Secrets are shared, a mystery woman appears, love may be in the air.“  —PeoPle magazine

“andrews…is at her warm and funny best…[she] simply excels at creating the kind of 

characters readers can relate to, and she has a fabulous sense of humor to boot.“ 

    —library Journal (stArred	review) 

“…this is prime beach-read material.“  

                                           —daily record (gAnnett	newsPAPers)

“Summer Rental is like a great day at the beach. you don’t want 

it to end. enjoy a vacation any time of the year with the ever-

delightful mary Kay andrews.“  

             —susAn	elizAbeth	PhilliPs , 	Author	of	call me irresistible

FIctIoN
978-0-312-64270-9 

$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	

5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		432	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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THE NEW YORK TIMES 
beST oF monDay 
CroSSWorDS
75	of	Your	Favorite	Very	Easy	Monday	
Crosswords	from	The	New	York	Times

edIted by wILL sHortz

Start of a new “Day of the Week“ series: 75 
ever-popular easy monday from Times editor 
Will Shortz in a convenient portable“ size

Monday	might	not	be	your	favorite	day	to	head	to	the	office	
but if	you’re	a	crossword	solver	who	enjoys	the	Times’	easiest	
puzzles,	you	can’t	wait	for	Monday	to	roll	around.	This	first	
volume	of	our	new	series	collects	all	your	favorite start-of-the-
week	puzzles	in	one	attractive,	portable	package.	
Features:  
•		Seventy	five of	the	Times’s Monday	crosswords,	their	easiest	of	

the	week	
•	Convenient	trade	paperback	for	easy	transport
•		The	#1	names	in	crosswords:	The New York Times	and		

Will	Shortz.

“Will Shortz is the crossword king.“  —steve	kroft,	60 minutes

will sHortz,	 puzzle	 editor	 of	 The New York Times	 since	 1993,	 also	

founded	and	directs	the	annual	American	Crossword	Puzzle	Tournament	

and	the	World	Puzzle	Championship.	He	is	the	Puzzlemaster	for	NPR’s	

“Weekend	Edition	Sunday.”	Will	lives	in	Pleasantville,	New	York.

GAMes
978-1-250-00926-5 
$7.99 
$8.99	Canadian	
6	1/8"	x	9	1/4"		/		96	pages		
Trade	Paperback

MArKetING

•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	Online	Advertising	and	

Promotion
•	Feature	Author	at	Macmillan	

Speakers	Bureau
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THE NEW YORK TIMES 
beST oF TueSDay 
CroSSWorDS
75	of	Your	Favorite	Very	Tuesday	Crosswords	
from The New York Times

edIted by wILL sHortz

Start of a new “Day of the Week“ series: 75 
ever-popular easy Tuesday from Times editor 
Will Shortz in a convenient portable size

•		Easy	puzzles	are	popular:	everyone	loves	the	thrill	of	actually	
finishing	 the	 Times	 crossword,	 especially	 casual	 puzzlers,	 for	
whom	these	relaxing,	solvable	puzzles	are	a	real	delight.

• 75	daily-sized	puzzles,	the	easiest	published	in	the	Times.
•	Portable	6“x9“	trim	size	is	perfect	for	solvers	on	the	go.
•	Edited	by	Will	Shortz.

“Will Shortz is the crossword king.“	 —steve	kroft,	60 minutes

will sHortz,	 puzzle	 editor	 of	 The New York Times	 since	 1993,	 also	

founded	and	directs	the	annual	American	Crossword	Puzzle	Tournament	

and	the	World	Puzzle	Championship.	He	is	the	Puzzlemaster	for	NPR’s	

“Weekend	Edition	Sunday.”	Will	lives	in	Pleasantville,	New	York.
GAMes
978-1-250-00927-2 
$7.99 
$8.99	Canadian	
6	1/8"	x	9	1/4"		/		96	pages		
Trade	Paperback

MArKetING

•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	Online	Advertising	and	

Promotion
•	Feature	Author	at	Macmillan	

Speakers	Bureau

GrIFFIN orIGINAL
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reunITeD
An	Investigative	Genealogist	Unlocks	Some	of	
Life’s	Greatest	Family	Mysteries

pAMeLA sLAtoN wItH sAMANtHA 
MArsHALL
In this poignant and heartwarming narrative, 
renowned genealogist Pamela Slaton tells the 
most striking stories from her incredibly  
successful career of reconnecting adoptees 
with long-lost birth parents 
Reunited	follows	the	tradition	of	Ann	Fessler’s	classic,	The Girls Who 
Went Away,	telling	the	riveting	stories	of	the	most	powerful	cases	
in	 Pamela	 Slaton’s	 long	 career	 as	 an	 investigative	 genealogist.	
After	founding	her	own	practice,	and	using	a	never	quit	policy	
to	 get	 around	 restrictive	 state	 laws,	 Pam	 has	 been	 able	 to	
locate	90%	of	her	clients’	missing	 relatives.	She	has	witnessed	
incredible,	tough,	life-affirming	reunions,	and	now	shares	these	
in	her	own	honest,	unforgettable	voice.	

Pam	has	worked	with	and	helped	all	types	of	clients,	from	the	
identical	twins	separated	at	birth,	unknowingly	part	of	a	secret	
study	on	development,	to	Darryl	McDaniels	of	Run	DMC,	who	
was	 the	 first	 client	 Pam	 worked	 with	 on	 camera.	 Perhaps	 her	
most	 important	 story	 is	 her	 own:	 after	 a	 traumatizing	 reunion	
with	her	birth	mother,	she	realized	that	she	wanted	to	help	other	
adopted	children	have	happier	reunions.	Reunited	is	a	collection	of	
these	stories—both	the	highlights	of	a	career	and	life-affirming	
moment	that	teach	and	inspire.

”Reunited is a powerful, page-turning account of Pam’s 
incredible work….With Pam on your side the door can 
open, the secrets dissolve. I can’t imagine my life without 
ever knowing the truth of my birth situation. no one starts 
a book on chapter two—Pam helped me have my chapter 
one, and for that I am eternally grateful.” 	 —sheilA	 JAffe,	

	 emmy	AwArd-winning	CAsting	direCtor	 (the soPranos)

Investigative	 genealogist	 pamela slaton is	 known	 as	 a	 miracle	
worker	by	 the	nearly	3,000	adoptees	 she’s	helped.	She	has	appeared	 in	
The New York Times, Newsday,	and	The Boston Globe, on	TV	programs	such	as	
Oprah, Mike and Juliet, and	Nightline,	and	on	Vh1’s	Emmy-winning	documen-
tary	about	DMC’s	search	for	his	birth	parents,	My Adoption Journey.	Her	
TV	show	”Searching	For…”	has	just	finished	its	first	season	on	the	Oprah	
Winfrey	Network,	to	rave	reviews,	and	CBS	recently	bought	a	pilot	for	a	
show	based	on	her	life.	Pamela	lives	in	New	Jersey	with	her	family.	

MArKetING

•	Major	Cross-Promotion	with	
TV	Series	”Searching	For…”

•	National	Television	Publicity
•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Social	Media	Campaign
•	Author	Website:		

pamelaobr.com																																																																																																																														
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-250-01213-5

FAMILy & cHILd cAre
978-0-312-61732-5 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	256	Pages
Trade	Paperback
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GeT-FIT Guy’S GuIDe 
To aChIevInG your 
IDeaL boDy
A	Workout	Plan	for	Your	Unique	Shape

beN GreeNFIeLd

The first of its kind, this book provides  
individualized exercise programs for getting  
fit according to your particular body type

All	of	our	physical	 features—from	 the	 shape	of	our	waist	 and	
stomach,	 to	 the	 size	 of	 our	 wrists	 and	 the	 roundness	 of	 our	
arms—are	based	upon	our	personal	genetics,	fitness,	and	health	
history. So	one	person’s body	 is	different	 from	another’s.	And	
that	means	that	the	exercise	routine	that	works	for	one	individual	
may	 not	 work	 for	 another.  The	 key	 to	 fitness	 success	 is	 a	
customized	workout.	That’s	where	Ben	Greenfield’s	book comes	
in.	Focusing	on	specific	exercises	designed	to	target	individual	
body	 types,	 Ben  provides	 all	 the	 tools,	 tips,	 and	 techniques	
to	exercise	 the	right	way	for	each	body	type	and	achieve	the	
dream	body.	

Voted the	NSCA	National	Personal	Trainer	of	the	Year,	in	2008 ben 
GreenFielD	is	recognized	as	one	of	the	top	fitness,	triathlon	and	nutri-

tion	experts	in	the	nation,	and	has	authored	multiple	books	and	DVDs	

on	 exercise	 and	 nutrition.	 He	 is	 the	 host	 of	 the	 popular	 Get-Fit	 Guy	

podcast	at	QuickAndDirtyTips.com.	His	podcasts	get	downloaded	about	

170,000	per	month. Ben	coaches	and	 trains	 individuals	 for	weight	 loss,	

lean	muscle	gain,	holistic	wellness,	and	sports	performance,	in	Spokane,	

Washington,	 Coeur	 D’	 Alene,	 Idaho,	 and  all	 over	 the	 world  	 via	 his	

company,	Pacific	Elite Fitness.	He	also	runs	the	Rock	Star	Triathlete,	the	

Internet’s	top	school	for	learning	the	sport	of	triathlon	and	the	business	

of	triathlon	coaching.	Ben’s	popular	fitness,	nutrition	and	wellness	website	

(BenGreenfieldFitness.com)	features	blogs,	podcasts,	and	product	reviews.	

His	credentials	include:	Bachelor’s	and	Master’s	degrees	from	University	

of	Idaho	in	sports	science	and	exercise	physiology,	personal	training	and	

strength	and	conditioning	certifications	from	the	National	Strength	and	

Conditioning	 Association	 (NSCA),	 a	 sports	 nutrition	 certification	 from	

the	International	Society	of	Sports	Nutrition	(ISSN),	an	advanced	bicycle	

fitting	certification	from	Serotta,	the	”Harvard”	of	bicycle	fitting	schools,	

and	 over	 10	 years	 experience	 in	 coaching	 professional,	 collegiate,	 and	

recreational	 athletes	 from	 all	 sports.  Ben	 is  a	 top-ranked	 triathlete	 for	

Triathlon	Northwest	and	has	finished multiple	Ironmans.

MArKetING
•	National	Television	Publicity
•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Advertising	and	Promotion	

with	QuickandDirtyTips.com
•	Podcast	Advertising
•	eNewsletter	Promotions
•	Social	Network	Promotion:	

Facebook	and	Twitter
•	Dedicated	Brand	Website:	

GetFitGutQuickandDirtyTips.com

HeALtH & FItNess
978-1-250-00088-0 
$19.99 
$22.99	Canadian	
7	1/2"	x	9	1/8"	/	240	Pages
Includes	100	b&w	photos		
throughout	
Trade	Paperback	

GrIFFIN orIGINAL
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QuICKIeChICK’S 
CheaT SheeT To 
LIFe, Love, FooD, 
FITneSS, FaShIon, 
anD FInanCe on a 
LeSS Than FabuLouS 
buDGeT
LAureL House

Quick fixes to improve your life for freshly 
independent, fast-paced chicks

What	newly	independent	working	girl	couldn’t	use	a	little	help	
on	how	to	balance	her	multitasking	 life	with	poise	and	grace?	
Lifestyle	expert	Laurel	House	comes	to	the	rescue	for	post-grad	
women,	covering	every	aspect	of	every	young	woman’s	life.	Like	
a	big	sister	you	can	trust,	Laurel	shares	her	quick	fixes	and	snappy	
solutions	to	help	improve	your	life	by	offering	her	invaluable	tips	
and	advice.	Laurel	guides	you	through:

•		how	to	achieve	financial	independence	and	move	out	of	your	
parents'	house

•	find	a	mentor
•	date	outside	of	the	office
•	stock	your	fridge	with	cheap	healthy	basics
•	raid	your	kitchen	for	a	free	facial
•		stay	in	shape	without	ever	having	to	join	a	gym
…and	everything	in	between.	
Filled	 with	 professional	 advice	 from	 business	 entrepreneurs	

and	 etiquette	 experts,	 insightful	 anecdotes	 from	 real	 women	
who	have	been	there	and	done	that,	and	cheat	sheets	and	note	
sections	that	boil	down	the	steps	to	success	into	concise,	active	
advice,	this	 is	the	professional	women’s	handbook	to	what	she	
never	learned	in	school	about	life	and	how	to	live	it.

laurel House	 is	 best	 known	 as	 QuickieChick	 and	 her	 popular	

YouTube	 videos  providing	 fast	 and  simple	 workouts	 and  advice	 for	

every	day	girls. As	a	lifestyle expert	she	has written	hundreds	of	articles	

that	 have	 appeared	 on	 DailyCandy.com,	 Women’s Health,  Men’s Journal,	
and	LA Daily News.	She	is	also	the	West	Coast	Editor	for	Fit Magazine,	a	

”Fit	Life	Expert”	for	Exercise	TV,	and	a	regular	contributor	to	Yahoo!Shine	
and	Discovery’s	Planet Green.

MArKetING

•	National	Television	Publicity
•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	Extensive	Social	Media	

Campaign
•	Online	Promotion
•	Academic	Marketing	Campaign
•	Author	Website:	

QuickieChick.com
•	Available	as	an	eBook:	

978-1-4668-0240-7

seLF-HeLp
978-0-312-56456-8 
$15.99 
$18.50		 Canadian	
7"		x	9"	/	304	Pages
Includes	20	photos	and	30	two-color	
illustrations	throughout	
Trade	Paperback
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ChanGe ComeS  
To DInner
How	vertical	Farmers,	Urban	Growers,	and	
Other	Innovators	are	Revolutionizing	How	
America	Eats

KAtHerINe GustAFsoN

a fascinating exploration of america’s food 
innovators, that gives us hopeful alterna-
tives to the industrial food system described 
in works like michael Pollan’s bestselling 
Omnivore’s Dilemma 
Change Comes to Dinner	 takes	 readers	 into	 the	 farms,	 markets,	
organizations,	businesses	and	institutions	across	America	that	are	
pushing	for	a	more	sustainable	food	system	in	America.

Gustafson	 introduces	 food	 visionaries	 like	 Mark	 Lilly,	 who	
turned	 a	 school	 bus	 into	 a	 locally-sourced	 grocery	 store	 in	
Richmond,	Virginia;	Gayla	Brockman,	who	organized	a	program	
to	double	the	value	of	food	stamps	used	at	Kansas	City,	Missouri,	
farmers’	markets;	Myles	Lewis	and	Josh	Hottenstein,	who	started	
a	business	growing	vegetables	in	shipping	containers	using	little	
water	and	no	soil;	and	Tony	Geraci,	who	claimed	unused	land	to	
create	the	Great	Kids	Farm,	where	Baltimore	City	public	school	
students	learn	how	to	grow	food	and	help	Geraci	decide	what	
to	order	 from	local	 farmers	 for	breakfast	and	 lunch	at	 the	city	
schools.

Change Comes to Dinner	 is	 a  smart	 and	 engaging	 look	 into	
America’s	food	revolution.

KatHerine GustaFson	 is	 an	award-winning writer,	 journalist	 and	

editor	whose	articles	and	essays	have	been	published	in	numerous	print	

and	online	media.	She	has	written	about	sustainable	food,	among	other	

topics,	for	Yes! Magazine, The Huffington Post, Civil Eats, Change.org, and Tonic. 
She	lives	with	her	husband	in	the	Washington,	DC,	area.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	Academic	Marketing	Campaign
•	Email	Marketing	Campaign																																																																																																																												
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4668-0241-4

cooKING
978-0-312-57737-7 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2”	x	8	1/4”		/		288	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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•	Online	Promotion	at	
CriminalElement.com

•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Author	Website:		

Ulfelder.com																																																																																																																																													
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-2426-9

PurGaTory ChaSm
steve uLFeLder

“ulfelder smoothly steers his plot from one 
hairpin twist to the next.... Purgatory Chasm is 
a superb beginning for an author who shows 
much promise.”   —south Florida sun-sentinel

In	 the	tradition	of	Robert	B.	Parker	and	Dennis	Lehane,	Steve	
Ulfelder’s	crackling	debut	mystery	features	a	gritty,	razor-sharp	
new	voice	in	crime	fiction.	

The	 job	 seems	 simple.	 Conway	 Sax,	 a	 no-nonsense	 auto	
mechanic	with	a	knack	for	solving	difficult	problems,	has	never	
liked	Tander	Phigg.	But	Tander’s	a	Barnburner,	a	member	of	the	
unique	AA	group	that	rescued	Conway,	and	when	a	Barnburner	
has	 a	 problem,	 Conway	 takes	 care	 of	 it.  	 Besides,	 all	 Tander	
wants	 is	 to	 get	 back	 his	 vintage	 Mercedes	 from	 a	 shady	 auto	
shop.  	 But	 Conway	 soon	 discovers	 there's	 much	 more	 to	 the	
problem—especially	when	Tander	turns	up	dead.	Conway	was	
the	last	person	seen	with	the	victim,	and	on	top	of	that,	he	has	a	
record.	He	must	catch	the	killer	to	clear	himself,	but	he’s also a	
man	who	honors	his	promises,	even	when	the	guy	he	made	them	
to	is	dead.	

“Conway Sax is... a refreshing new character solving hard-

core crimes…. crisp plotting, hard-boiled style and realistic 

dialogue.”  —associated Press

“may be hardboiled, but it's heart-wrenching, too.”  
 
 —richmond times-disPatch

“Working throughout is the edgy, self-effacing voice of a 

flawed main character, a good guy with plenty of baggage 

who’s just trying stay alive and to get it right this time.”  

 —the boston globe

steve ulFelDer	is	an	amateur	race	driver	and	co-owner	of	a	company	

that	builds	 race	cars.	He	was	a	business	 and	 technology	 journalist	 for	

20	years.

hC: 978-0-312-67292-8

Mystery
978-1-250-00702-5 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		304	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
Minotaur
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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DanDy GILver 
anD The ProPer 
TreaTmenT oF 
bLooDSTaInS
cAtrIoNA McpHersoN

“agatha Christie lives! you’ll love this book.“ 
         —John	lesCroArt

Fans	 of	 Downton Abbey	 and	 Upstairs, Downstairs	 will	 be	 totally	
enamored	of	this	series	featuring	Dandy	Gilver,	a	witty,	wealthy,	
and	totally	original	aristocrat	who	puts	her	status	to	good	use	by	
solving	crimes.	When	Dandy	gets	a	 letter	 from	a	woman	who	
thinks	her	husband	is	going	to	kill	her,	she	must	go	undercover	
as	a	maid	to	get	the	complete	story.	Perfect	for	those	who	love	
Jacqueline	Winspear,	Maisie	Dobbs,	and	Julian	Fellowes’ Gosford 
Park, this	 series	 brings	 readers	 a	 new	 sleuth	 they	 will	 find	
irresistible.

“a real contender for the agathas...  a great choice for 

jacqueline Winspear, Carola Dunn, and amy Patricia meade 

fans.“ —library Journal (stArred)	

“Witty, humorous, and a thoroughly good read.“  

 —m.C.	beAton

“agatha Christie meets Upstairs, Downstairs... [For] fans of 

Phryne Fisher and maisie Dobbs.“ —-Publishers Weekly

“If you haven’t met Dandy Gilver yet, I encourage you to do 

so now... you can’t help but enjoy her new adventure.“  

 —rt book reVieWs 	 (4	 stArs)	

“mcPherson’s charmingly witty heroine once again keeps 

you guessing while you enjoy the historical tidbits.“  

 —kirkus reVieWs

catriona mcpHersoN	 was	 born	 near	 Edinburgh,	 where	 she	

received	her	Ph.D.	She	now	lives	in	Davis,	California,	with	her	husband	

and	two	cats.	

hC: 978-0-312-65418-4

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
CriminalElement.com

•	Social	Media	Promotion																																																																																																																																							
•	Author	Website:	

DandyGilver.com
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-8369-3

Mystery
978-1-250-00736-0 
$14.99 
NCR	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		304	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
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SeaL Team SIX
Memoirs	of	an	Elite	Navy	SEAL	Sniper

HowArd e. wAsdIN ANd  
stepHeN teMpLIN

The explosive New York Times bestselling memoir by a former member 
of SeaL Team Six—with a new afterword

When	the	Navy	sends	their	elite,	they	send	the	SEALs.	When	the	SEALs	send	their	elite,	
they	 send	 SEAL	 Team	 Six—a	 secret	 unit	 tasked	 with	 counterterrorism,	 hostage	 rescue	
and	 counterinsurgency.	 In	 this	 dramatic,	 behind-the-scenes	 chronicle,	 Howard	 Wasdin	
takes	readers	deep	inside	the	world	of	Navy	SEALS	and	Special	Forces	snipers,	beginning	
with	the	grueling	selection	process	of	Basic	Underwater	Demolition/SEAL	(BUD/S)—the	
toughest	and	longest	military	training	in	the	world.	After	graduating,	Wasdin	faced	new	
challenges.	First	there	was	combat	in	Operation	Desert	Storm	as	a	member	of	SEAL	Team	
Two.	Then	the	Green	Course:	the	selection	process	to	join	the	legendary	SEAL	Team	Six.	
Finally,	as	a	member	of	SEAL	Team	Six,	he	graduated	from	the	most	storied	and	challeng-
ing	sniper	program	in	the	country:	The	Marine’s	Scout	Sniper	School.	Eventually,	Wasdin	
became	one	of	the	best	snipers	on	the	planet.	 

Less	than	half	a	year	after	sniper	school,	he	was	fighting	for	his	life.	The	mission:	capture	
or	kill	Somalian	warlord	Mohamed	Farrah	Aidid.	From	rooftops,	helicopters	 and	alleys,	
Wasdin	hunted	Aidid	and	killed	his	men	whenever	possible.	But	everything	went	quickly	
to	hell	when	his	small	band	of	soldiers	 found	themselves	fighting	for	 their	 lives,	cut	off	
from	help	and	desperately	trying	to	rescue	downed	comrades	during	a	routine	mission.	The	
Battle	of	Mogadishu,	as	it	became	known,	left	18	American	soldiers	dead	and	73	wounded.	

No	book	takes	readers	deeper	inside	SEAL Team	Six than	this.

HowarD e. wasDin	graduated	with	BUD/S	Class	143.	After	the	Battle	of	Mogadishu,	where	he	was	awarded	

the	Silver	Star,	Wasdin	medically	retired	from	the	Navy	in	November,	1995,	after	12	years	of	service.	He	lives	

in	Georgia.	stepHen templin	completed	Hell	Week,	qualified	as	a	pistol	and	rifle	expert,	and	blew	up	things	

during	Basic	Underwater	Demolition/SEAL	(BUD/S)	training.	He	is	now	an	associate	professor	at	Meio	University	

in	Japan.	
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•  national Print review 
attention

• national radio Publicity
• online advertising Campaign
•  online Promotion at 

CommandPosts.com
•  extensive Social media 

Campaign
•  available as an ebook: 

978-1-4299-9652-5

”mr. Wasdin’s narrative is visceral and as action packed as a Tom Clancy thriller...will also 

leave readers with a new appreciation of the training that enabled Seal Team 6 to pull off the 

bin Laden raid with such precision. readers specifically interested in the SeaLs experience will 

get a better sense of their tradecraft and day-to-day training from mr. Wasdin’s Seal Team Six. 

harrowing...adrenaline-laced.”                                      —miChiko	kAkutAni,    the neW york times

”Describes the harrowing ops he undertook as part of the elite Seal Team Six squadron, includ-

ing the 1993 battle of mogadishu that almost killed him....reveals an intimate look at the rigor-

ous training and perilous missions of the best of the navy’s best.”                               —time

HIstory/MILItAry
978-1-250-00695-0 

$15.99 
$18.50	Canadian	

5	1/2”	x	8	1/4”	/	368	pages		
Includes	one	16-page		

b&w	photo	section
Trade	Paperback
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The ComPLeTe 
GuIDe To maChIne 
QuILTInG 
The	Look-It-Up	Guide	to	Sewing	Machine	
Techniques	for	Trouble-Free	Quilting

joANIe zeIer pooLe

Learn how to use your home sewing machine 
to create and finish your quilting projects—no 
special equipment needed!

Most	would-be	quilters	finish	a	patchwork	quilt	top,	then	send	
it	 out	 to	 a	 professional	 to	 do	 the	 actual	 quilting.	 Now	 you	
can	 learn	 all	 the	 skills  needed	 to	 complete	 the	 entire	 process	
yourself	using your	home	sewing	machine!	There’s	no	need	to	
own	a	 long-arm	quilting	machine	or	 any	 fancy equipment,	 all	
the	 techniques  included	 are	 done	 on	 a	 standard	 home	 sewing	
machine,	allowing	you	to	achieve the	same	polished effects	as	a	
professional quilter. 

With	a guide	to help	you	explore	your	current	sewing	machine	
to determine	what	size	projects	will	be	most	manageable	on	it,	or	
help	you	figure	out	which	machine	will	best	suit	your	needs, this	
is	an	invaluable	resource	for	all	quilters. The	main	focus is	on all	
the	 step-by-step	 techniques	 needed	 to	 make	 up	 your	 quilt—
from	preparing	the	top for quilting, to	adding	borders, to	how	
to	use	 free-machine	embroidery  techniques,	and	everything	 in	
between. Also	 included	is	an	 in-depth	review	of	the	best	tools	
and	 equipment,	 as	 well	 as	 a	 thorough	 overview	 of	 the	 best	
batting	 and	 threads	 to	 use.	 The	 projects	 sections	 allows	 you	
to	test	out	your	new	skills	and	is	accompanied	by	not	 just	 the	
quilting	patterns	from	the	book,	but	also	patterns	recommended	
for	beginners,	specific	block	patterns,	special	motifs,	and	more!

Joanie zeier poole	 is	 an	 experienced	 quilter	 who	 lectures	
on	 heirloom	 machine	 quilting,	 the	 skill	 for	 which	 her	 work  has	
received national	attention.	She	has	studied	interior	design,	studio	art,	
and	computer	graphics.	

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Feature	Title	in	Griffin’s	2012	

Craft	Catalog
•	Promotion	at	Major	Gift	and	

Craft	Expos
•	Online	Promotion	at	Craft	

Community:	SMPCraft.com,	
launching	early	2012	

		Regular	posts	from	authors,	
editors,	publicists,	and	more

			 		Features	new	books	and	
sample	projects

			 		Social	Media	Promotion	at	
Facebook	and	Twitter

•	Author	Website:		
heirloomquiltingdesigns.com

crAFts & HobbIes
978-1-250-00425-3 
$22.99 
$26.50	Canadian	
7-1/2”	x	9-3/4”		/		128	pages		
Includes	over	250	color		
photos	throughout	 	
Trade	Paperback
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ToP PoPS
55	All-Natural	Frozen	Treats	to	Make	at	Home

eMILy zAIdeN

Ice-pops reinvented!

Here	are	50	delicious, all-natural	popsicle	recipes	featuring	such	
delectable	flavorful	 combinations	 as	pomegranate	orange	 rose,	
rosemary	grape,	apricot	honey	yogurt,	and	cranberry	clove. For	
both	grown-ups	and	kids	these	treats	are	super	simple	and	fun	
to	 make.	 All	 that	 is	 needed	 are	 readily-available	 ingredients	
and some	basic	kitchen	equipment.	The	book	includes	pops	that	
you	can	eat	all	year	round	and	for	every	occasion,	such	as:

•	creamsicles	and	pudding	pops	that	kids	will	love
•	fresh	and	fruity	pops	for	hot	summer	days
•	coffee	and	tea	pops	for	your	caffeine	fix
•	treats	to	serve	during holidays	or	other	celebrations
•	liquor-infused	popsicles	for	grown-ups
•	healthy	pops	to	help	cure	sore	throats	and	upset	stomachs
...plus	much	more.
A	techniques	section,	 ideas	about	which molds	and	sticks	to	

use,	plus	charts	to	help	you	combine	flavors	and	fruits  inspires	
experimentation	and insures	perfect	pops	all	year	long.

Championing  The  Popshop	 philosophy	 of	 eating	 local	 and	
organic,	the	recipes	in	this	book	are	a	great	way	to	use	up	your	
farmer’s	market	finds.	There	are	no	preservatives,	emulsifiers,	or	
dyes	 used	 to	 create	 these	 wonderful,	 100%	 natural,	 guilt-free	
treats.

emilY zaiDen	is	the	founder	of	The Popshop	in	Los	Angles.	which has	

been	 featured	 in	 the	 Wall	 Street Journal,	 Los Angeles Times,	 BonAppetit.

com,	LA Weekly, Phoenix New Times,	LAist.com,	Daily	Candy,	and	count-

less	food	and	lifestyle	blogs.	Popshop	pops	are	sold	at	farmer’s	markets,	

special	events,	and	at	fine	food	stores	around	L.A.	

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Feature	Title	in	Griffin’s	2012	

Craft	Catalog
•	Promotion	at	Major	Gift	and	

Craft	Expos
•	Online	Promotion	at	Craft	

Community:	SMPCraft.com,	
launching	early	2012

		Regular	posts	from	authors,	
editors,	publicists,	and	more

		Features	new	books	and	
sample	projects

	 		Social	Media	Promotion	at	
Facebook	and	Twitter

•	Author	Website	and	Business:	
thepopshoponline.com																																																																																													

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4668-0247-6

cooKING
978-1-250-00426-0 
$16.99 
$18.99	Canadian	
7	1/2"	x	7	1/2"		/	112	Pages
Includes	over	30	color		
photos	throughout	
Trade	Paperback
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The burnInG
jANe cAsey

”astute, complex, layered—and very twisted.  
you’ll remember this one for a long time.”
	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 —lee	Child

The	 Burning	 Man.	 It’s	 the	 name	 the	 media	 has	 given	 a	 brutal	
killer	who	has	beaten	four	young	women	to	death	before	setting	
their	bodies	ablaze.	And	now	there’s	a	fifth.	

Maeve	Kerrigan	is	an	ambitious	detective	constable,	keen	to	
make	her	mark	on	the	murder	task	force.	Her	male	colleagues	
believe	 Maeve’s	 empathy	 makes	 her	 weak,	 but	 the	 more	 she	
learns	 about	 the	 latest	 victim,	 Rebecca	 Haworth,	 the	 more	
determined	Maeve	becomes	to	bring	her	murderer	to	justice.	But	
how	do	you	catch	a	killer	no	one	has	seen	when	so	much	of	the	
evidence	has	gone	up	in	smoke?

Maeve’s	frenetic	hunt	for	a	killer	in	Jane	Casey’s	gripping	series	
debut	will	entrance	even	the	most	jaded	suspense	readers.

”Casey’s impressive series debut, a taut serial killer thriller, 

delves deeply into the psyches of three women… a percep-

tive crime drama with an insightful look at the women’s 

overlapping problems.” —Publishers Weekly 	 (stArred	review)

”Casey’s excellent series debut features sophisticated plot 

development and intriguing characters... Fans of british 

crime thrillers by S.j. bolton, val mcDermid, or elizabeth 

George will look forward to more adventures with her.”  

 —library Journal (stArred	review)

Jane caseY was	born	and	raised	in	Dublin.	A	graduate	of	Oxford	with	

a	M.	Phil	from	Trinity	College,	Dublin,	she	lives	in	London	where	she	

works	as	an	editor.	

hC: 978-0-312-61417-1

MArKetING

•	Featured	Author	on	
CriminalElement.com																																																																																					

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4299-2143-5

Mystery
978-1-250-00660-8 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		368	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
Minotaur	Books
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hanDKnITTer’S yarn 
GuIDe
A	Visual	Reference	to	Yarns	and	Fibers

NIKKI GAbrIeL

an essential at-a-glance reference book  
containing yarn swatches and detailed  
information about the most widely used types 
of yarns available to today’s knitters

The	 Handknitter’s Yarn Guide	 collects	 all	 the	 facts,	 figures	 and	
details	that	knitters	need	to	know	about	yarns	and	gives	visual	
comparisons	 showing	 the	 different	 effects	 they	 create	 when	
knitted	 up.	 This	 essential	 guide	 for	 every	 knitter	 at	 any	 level	
includes	a	comprehensive	encyclopedia	of	the	most	commonly-
available	yarns,	complete	with	full-color	photographs	of	swatches	
and	vital	information	on	how	best	to	work	with	them.	

Organized	by	weight	and	fiber, the	book	is	divided	into	three	
main	sections:

•		Yarn	 Categories:  details	 the	 range	 of	 yarn	 weights	 from	
super	fine	to	super	bulky	and	advises	the	reader	on	what	to	
expect	when	working	with	each	type.

•		Yarns	 in	Use: discusses	 the	general	 qualities	of	 each yarn,	
the	pros	and	cons	of	using	it,	how	to	care	for	it,	as	well	as	
information	 on	 gauge	 and	 yardage.	 Includes	 swatches	 of	
each yarn	knitted	up and vital	information	on	how	best to	
use	each yarn.	

•		Reference:	 offers	 guidelines	 on	 how	 to	 calculate	 yarn	
substitutions,	how	to	read	labels,	a	comparative	US/European	
glossary of terms, needle	information,	and	much	more.	

The Handknitter’s Yarn Guide	 is	 an	 essential	 handbook  offering	
both	 beginners	 and	 professionals	 all	 the	 information  needed	
to	make	the	best	choice	for	each	project	in	an easy	to	use	and	
accessible	format.

niKKi Gabriel	is	an	Australian	knitwear	and	textile	designer	based	in	

New	Zealand.	She	also	has	her	own	line	of	handknitting	yarns	and	knit-

ting	patterns	called	Construction	which is	featured	on	her	website	www.

nikkigabriel.com,	plus an	active	following	on	her	blog.	Her designs	are	

featured	extensively	in	magazines	such	as	Marie Claire,	Inside Out, Fashion 
Quarterly, Vogue Fashion, and Vogue Living.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Feature	Title	in	Griffin’s	2012	

Craft	Catalog
•	Promotion	at	Major	Gift	and	

Craft	Expos
•		Online	Promotion	at	Craft	

Community:	SMPCraft.com,	
launching	early	2012	

		Regular	posts	from	authors,	
editors,	publicists,	and	more

			 		Features	new	books	and	sam-
ple	projects

			 		Social	Media	Promotion	
on	Facebook

•	Author	Website:		
NikkiGabriel.com

crAFts & HobbIes
978-1-250-00307-2 
$24.99 
$28.99	Canadian	
8"		x	10"	/	160	Pages
Includes	color	photos		
throughout	
Trade	Paperback
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The bLueberry yearS
A	Memoir	of	Farm	and	Family

j IM MINIcK

Winner of the 2011 SIba best non-Fiction 
book of the year, a savory and insightful 
memoir of blueberry farming and the culture 
of farming in america today

This	 story	of	one	couple,	one	 farm,	 and	one	 thousand	bushes	
transports	 readers	 so	 they	experience	 the	 joys	 and	 frustrations	
of	creating	and	operating	one	of	the	mid-Atlantic’s	first	certified-
organic,	 pick-your-own	 blueberry	 farms.	 Written	 by	 a	 farmer	
who	 also	 is	 a	 poet,	 The Blueberry Years	 follows	 in	 the	 vein	 of	
The Omnivore’s Dilemma	 or	 Animal, Vegetable, Miracle,	where	 lyrical	
writing	 captures	 a	 well-told	 story	 about	 food,	 family,	 and	 the	
choices	we	make	with	every	bite.

“a truly inspiring story, in gorgeous prose, about one fam-

ily’s journey into blueberry farming. Delicious reading.”  

 —nAomi	wolf, 	Author	of  the end oF americ a

“an appealing visit to human-scale agriculture.” 	
	
	 —steven	hoPP,	Co-Author	of  animal, Vegetable, miracle

“This charming, homespun memoir of organic blueberry 

farming, written with lyrical grace by a poet-scholar, is a 

modern georgic, contemplating one local facet of our global 

food system.”  

 —shAryn	mCCrumb,	neW york times 	 bestselling	Author

“There is so much to praise in this beautifully written mem-

oir. What a fine, fine book The Blueberry Years is.”	
	
	 —ron	rAsh,	Author	of	serena

Jim minicK	grew	up	eating	blueberries,	and	for	8	years	he	and	his	wife	

owned	and	operated	Minick	Berry	Farm,	a	certified-organic,	pick-your-

own	blueberry	farm	in	Floyd	County,	VA.

hC: 978-0-312-571429

MArKetING

•	Local	Author	Appearances
•	Author	Website:		

Jim-Minick.com																																																																																													
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-6560-6

MeMoIr
978-1-250-01158-9 
$15.99 
$18.50	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		352	pages		
Plus	one	8-page	color	photo	insert	
Trade	Paperback	
St.	Martin's	Griffin	
Thomas	Dunne	Books	
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a sparkling first novel in which a jane austen 
devotee decides to find out if she can, indeed, 
marry for money

Katherine	 Shaw	 is	 happy	 with	 her	 life.  	 She	 has	 supportive	
friends,	 a	 glamorous	magazine	 career,	 and	 a	 love	of	 all	 things	
Jane	Austen.	So	what	if	her	boyfriend	ran	off	with	all	her	money?	
So	what	if	she’s	about	to	turn	forty?	She’ll	move	on. 	But	when	
she	 loses	her	 job,	when	her	beloved	grandmother	 falls	 ill	 and	
her	mother’s	gambling	debts	 force	 a	 sale	on	 the	 family	home,	
Kate	finds	herself	facing	a	crisis	that	would	test	even	the	most	
stalwart	of	Austen	heroines.	Friends	rally	round, connecting	her	
to	freelance	gigs,	and	presenting	her	with	a	birthday	gift—	title	
to	land	in	Scotland—that’s	about	to	come	in	very	handy.	Turns	
out	 that	 Kate’s	 first	 freelance	 assignment	 is	 inspired	 by	 Jane	
Austen	herself:	 is	 it  possible,	 in	 these	modern	 times,  to	marry	
for	money?	It’s	all	hypothetical,	of	course,	until	Kate	considers	
the	 venture	 a	 way	 to	 solve	 her	 family’s	 financial	 woes.	 What	
begins	as	an	article	turns	into	an	opportunity	as	Kate—now	Lady	
Kate—pursues	and	is	pursued,	until	at	last	she	is	forced	to	choose	
between	Mr.	Rich	and	Mr.	Right.

  	

Kim izzo  is	 a	 journalist	 and	 deputy	 editor	 of	 Zoomer,	 a	 magazine	 for	

people	over	forty. 	Her	advice	has	appeared	in	The New York Times Sunday 
Style	 section,	 New York Daily News, The New Yorker, InStyle, Marie Claire, 
Glamour, Redbook, Real Simple, and	Cosmopolitan. She	lives	in	Canada.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	A	Read-it-First.com	Selection
•	Online	Promotion	at	

SheLovesHotReads.com
•	Online	Book	Community	

Outreach
•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Email	Marketing	Campaign
•	Available	as	an	eBook:	

978-1-250-01582-2

FIctIoN
978-1-250-00345-4 
$14.99 
NCR	 	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	320	Pages	
Trade	Paperback	
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The baTTLe oF  
The CraTer
A	Novel
Newt GINGrIcH ANd wILLIAM r. ForstcHeN
New York Times bestselling authors newt Gingrich and William r. 
Forstchen take readers to the center of a nearly forgotten confronta-
tion, shedding light on the tragic errors and unexpected heroism of one 
epic Civil War battleground 

June	1864:	the	Civil	War	is	in	its	fourth	year	of	bloody	conflict	with	no	end	in	sight.	The	
armies	of	the	North	are	stalled	in	fetid	trenches,	and	the	reelection	of	Abraham	Lincoln	to	
a	second	term	seems	doomed	to	defeat—a	defeat	that	will	set	off	the	call	for	an	end	to	the	
conflict,	dismembering	the	Union	and	continuing	slavery.	Only	one	group	of	volunteers	for	
the	Union	cause	 is	 still	 eager	 for	battle.	Nearly	 two	hundred	 thousand	men	of	color	have	
swarmed	the	recruiting	stations	and	are	being	mobilized	into	regiments	known	as	the	USCTs,	
the	United	States	Colored	Troops.		General	Ambrose	Burnside,	a	hard-luck	commander,	is	
one	of	the	few	generals	eager	to	bring	a	USCT	division	into	his	ranks.	He	has	an	ingenious	
plan	to	break	Fort	Pegram,	the	closest	point	on	the	Confederate	line	defending	Petersburg—
the	last	defense	of	Richmond—by	tunneling	forward	from	the	Union	position	to	explode	the	
fort's	defenses.	Burnside	needs	the	USCTs	for	one	desperate	rush	that	just	might	bring	victory.	

The	risks	are	high.		Will	Burnside	be	allowed	to	proceed	or	will	interference	from	on	high	
doom	his	plan	to	failure?	The	battleground	drama	unfolds	through	the	eyes	of	James	Reilly—a	
friend	of	Lincoln	who	has	been	employed	by	the	president	to	send	back	an	honest	account	of	
the	front.	In	so	doing,	he	befriends	an	escaped	slave	and	minister	of	the	28th	USCT	regiment	
preparing	his	 comrades	 for	 a	 frontal	 assault	 that	will	 either	win	 the	war,	 or	 result	 in	 their	
annihilation.

The Battle of the Crater	 is	 Gingrich	 and	 Forstchen’s	 most	 compelling	 fact-based	 work	 yet,	
presenting	long-forgotten	truths	and	the	actual	court	of	inquiry	held	after	the	attack.		Drawing	
on	years	of	research,	the	authors	provide	a	new	and	controversial	conclusion	while	painting	a	
sharp,	rousing	and	harshly	realistic	view	of	politics	and	combat	during	the	darkest	year	of	the	
Civil	War.	This	must-read	work	rewrites	our	understanding	of	one	of	the	great	battles	of	the	
war,	and	the	all	but	forgotten	role	played	by	one	of	the	largest	formations	of	African	American	

troops	in	our	nation’s	history.

newt GinGricH,	former	Speaker	of	the	House,	is	the	bestselling	author	of	Gettysburg	and	Pearl	Harbor	and	
the	longest	serving teacher	of	the	Joint	War	Fighting	Course	for	Major	Generals	at	Air	University	and	is	an	honorary	
Distinguished	Visiting	Scholar	and	Professor at	the	National	Defense	University.	He	resides	in	Virginia	with	his	wife,	
Callista,	with	whom	he	hosts	and	produces	documentaries,	including	their	latest,	A	City	Upon	A	Hill.william r. 
ForstcHen,	Ph.D.,	is	a	Faculty	Fellow	at	Montreat	College	in	North	Carolina.	Forstchen’s	doctoral	dissertation	on	
the	28th	USCT	was	one	of	the	first	in	depth	studies	of	a	USCT	regiment.
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Praise for the works of newt Gingrich and William r. Forstchen:

“masterful storytelling.” —williAm	e.	butterworth	iv,	neW york times	bestselling	Author	of	the saboteurs

“Compelling narrative force and meticulous detail.”    —the atlanta Journal constitution

“Gingrich and Forschten write with authority and with sensitivity.”      —st. louis Post disPatch

“Grim, gritty, realistic, accurate, and splendid, this is a soaring 

epic of triumph over almost unimaginable odds.”   

                                         —library Journal	on	to	try men’s souls

hC: 978-0-312-60710-4

HIstorIcAL FIctIoN
978-0-312-60709-8 

$15.99 
$18.50	Canadian	

5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	384	pages		
Includes	19	b&w	illustrations	and		

2	maps	throughout	
Trade	Paperback	

Thomas	Dunne	Book		
St.	Martin's	Griffin

MArKetING

•  online Promotion at 
CommandPosts.com 
 Featured on homepage
 author blog posts
  Social media Promotion at 
facebook.com/commandposts

•  online Promotion at newt.org
•  extensive Social media 

Promotion  
  Facebook:
150,000 likes to date                                                                                                 

•  available on CD from 
macmillan audio: 
978-1-4272-1328-0

•  available as an ebook:  
978-1-4299-9062-2
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FaTeD
ALysoN NoëL

The first book in a magnificent new series about a girl who  
can navigate between the worlds of the living and the dead by  
#1 New York Times bestselling author alyson noël

Lately	 strange	 things	 have	been	happening	 to	Daire	Santos.	Animals	 follow	her,	 crows	
mock	 her,	 and	 glowing	 people	 appear	 out	 of	 nowhere.	 Worried	 that	 Daire	 is	 having	 a	
nervous	breakdown,	her	mother	packs	her	off	to	stay	in	the	dusty	plains	of	Enchantment,	
New	Mexico	with	a	grandmother	she’s	never	met.

There	she	crosses	paths	with	Dace,	a	gorgeous	guy	with	unearthly	blue	eyes	who	she’s	
encountered	before...but	only	in	her	dreams.	And	she’ll	get	to	know	her	grandmother—a	
woman	who	recognizes	Daire’s	bizarre	episodes	for	what	they	are.	A	call	to	her	true	des-
tiny	as	a	Soul	Seeker,	one	who	can	navigate	between	the	worlds	of	the	living	and	the	dead.		
Her	grandmother	immediately	begins	teaching	her	to	harness	her	powers—but	it’s	an	art	
that	must	be	mastered	quickly.	Because	Dace’s	brother	is	an	evil	shape-shifter	who’s	out	to	
steal	her	powers.	Now	Daire	must	embrace	her	fate	as	a	Soul	Seeker	and	find	out	if	Dace	is	
one	guy	she’s	meant	to	be	with...or	if	he’s	allied	with	the	enemy	she’s	destined	to	destroy.

The boy’s glossy black hair gleams under the fluorescent light in a way I can’t miss. And when he turns, I 
can’t move. Can’t speak. Can’t do anything but stare hard at his eyes.
Blue.
Equal parts light and dark.
Banded by brilliant flecks of bronze that shine like mirrors but fail to reflect.
Eyes I’ve dreamed about.
I swallow hard. Unable to keep my hands from trembling, keep my heart from hammering,
He’s gorgeous. Unbelievably gorgeous. Just like he was in my dream. And just like the dream, I can’t help but 
be drawn to him—part of me wanting to prolong the moment—part of me wanting to bolt while I still can.

																																																																																													—EXCERPT	FROM	FATED 

alYson noËl	 is	 the	 author	 of	 the	 Immortals	 series,	 the	 Riley	 Bloom	 series,	 and	 seven	 previous	 novels	 for	

St.	Martin’s	Press.	She	lives	in	Laguna	Beach,	California,	where	she	is	at	work	on	her	next	book.
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”noël’s novel is absolutely amazing! Fans of her Immortals series will not be disappointed.”  

                                                                            —rt book reVieWs  (toP P ick) on shadoWland 

”a mesmerizing tale of teenage angst, love and sacrifice with 

plenty of crossover appeal…noël knows how to keep her audi-

ence hooked.” —Publishers Weekly (stArred	review)	on	blue moon teeN FIctIoN 
978-0-312-66485-5 

$17.99 
NCR	

5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	304	Pages
Hardcover

MArKetING

• national author Tour
• national Print review attention
• national Television advertising 

Campaign 
• extensive online buzz Campaign
• online advertising Campaign
• online marketing Campaign 
• extensive book Community 

outreach and advertising at 
Goodreads and LibraryThing

• online Promotion to Griffin Teen 
Community

     Feature placement in 
e-newsletters to 200,000 
subscribers

     bonus material, excerpts, and 
more

     Spotlights on GriffinTeen 
Facebook Page 

• Library marketing Campaign
• Social network Promotion and 

advertising
• advance reader editions
• 15-copy Floor Display: 

978-1-250-01572-3
• available on CD from  

macmillan audio:  
978-1-4272-2211-4

• available as an ebook:  
978-1-4668-0254-4
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THE NEW YORK TIMES 
abCS oF CroSSWorDS
200	Easy	to	Hard	Puzzles

edIted by wILL sHortz

The perfect puzzle book for any  
crossword fan

The	200	puzzles	in	this	volume	are	broken	down	by	day	of	the	
week,	from mild	Mondays	to	scary	Saturdays! 	This	way	old	pros	
can	pick	their	difficulty	and	new	puzzle	fanatics	can	get	better	as	
they	make	their	way	through	the	book.
Features:
•	200	easy	to	hard	puzzles
•	Fun	wordplay	&	fresh	vocabulary
•	Edited	by	crossword	great	Will	Shortz.

“[Will Shortz] is the crossword king.“	

	 —steve	kroft,	 60	minutes

“The prince of crossword puzzlers.“  

 —greenWich magazine

“The riddler’s got nothing on Will Shortz.“  

 —time out neW york

“Will Shortz is [the crossword book world’s] john 

Grisham.“ —mArtin	Arnold

will sHortz,	 puzzle	 editor	 of	 The New York Times	 since	 1993,	 also	

founded	and	directs	the	annual	American	Crossword	Puzzle	Tournament	

and	the	World	Puzzle	Championship.	He	is	the	Puzzlemaster	for	NPR’s	

“Weekend	Edition	Sunday.“	Will	lives	in	Pleasantville,	New	York.

GAMes
978-1-250-00922-7 
$9.99 
$10.99	Canadian	
6	1/8"	x	9	1/4"		/		240	pages		
Paper	Over	Board

MArKetING

•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	Online	Advertising	and	

Promotion
•	Feature	Author	at	Macmillan	

Speakers	Bureau
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WILL ShorTz 
PreSenTS The 1, 2,  3s 
oF SuDoKu
200	Easy	to	Hard	Puzzles

edIted by wILL sHortz

It all starts with 1,2,3...

This	 fun	 puzzle	 book	 is	 filled	 with	 200	 easy	 to	 hard	 sudoku	
puzzles. 	So	no	matter	if	you’re	a	sudoku	master	or	just a	budding	
addict	you’ll	find	the	puzzle	that’s	right	for	you. 
Features:
•	200	easy	to	hard	sudoku	puzzles
•	Large	grids	for	easy	solving
•	Edited	by	crossword	great	Will	Shortz.

“[Will Shortz] is the crossword king.“—steve	kroft,	60	minutes

“The prince of crossword puzzlers.“ —greenWich magazine

“The riddler’s got nothing on Will Shortz.“—time out neW york

“Will Shortz is [the crossword book world’s] john Grisham.“ 

 —mArtin	Arnold

will sHortz,	puzzle	editor	of	The	New	York	Times	since	1993,	also	

founded	and	directs	the	annual	American	Crossword	Puzzle	Tournament	

and	the	World	Puzzle	Championship.	He	is	the	Puzzlemaster	for	NPR’s	

“Weekend	Edition	Sunday.“	Will	lives	in	Pleasantville,	New	York.

GAMes
978-1-250-00921-0 
$9.99 
$10.99	Canadian	
6	1/8"	x	9	1/4"		/		240	pages		

Trade	Paperback

MArKetING

•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	Online	Promotion	
•	Feature	Author	at	Macmillan	

Speakers	Bureau
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The LeFToverS
toM perrottA
The New York Times bestseller now in paperback—a thought-provoking 
engrossing novel about love, connection, and loss from the author of  
The Abstinence Teacher and Little Children

What	 if	 your	 life	was	 upended	 in	 an	 instant?	What	 if	 your	 spouse	or	your	 child	disap-
peared	right	in	front	of	your	eyes?	Was	it	the	Rapture	or	something	even	more	difficult	to	
explain? How	would	you	rebuild	your	life	in	the	wake	of	such	a	devastating	event?	These	
are	 the	questions	confronting	 the	bewildered	citizens	of	Mapleton,	a	 formerly	comfort-
able	suburban	community	that	lost	over	a	hundred	people	in	the	Sudden	Departure.	Kevin	
Garvey,	 the	new	mayor,	wants	 to	move	 forward,	 to	bring	a	sense	of	 renewed	hope	and	
purpose	 to	 his	 traumatized	 neighbors,	 even	 as	 his	 own	 family	 disintegrates.	 His	 wife,	
Laurie,	has	 left	him	to	enlist	 in	the	Guilty	Remnant,	a	homegrown	cult	whose	members	
take	a	vow	of	silence	but	haunt	the	town’s	streets	as	“living	reminders”	of	God’s	judgment.	
His	son,	Tom,	is	gone,	too,	dropping	out	of	college	to	follow	a crooked	"prophet"	who	
calls	himself	Holy	Wayne.	Only	his	teenaged	daughter,	Jill,	remains,	and	she’s	definitely	
not	the	sweet	A-student	she	used	to	be.

Through	the	prism	of	a	single	family,	Perrotta	illuminates	a	familiar	America	made	strange	
by	grief	and	apocalyptic	anxiety.	The Leftovers	is	a	powerful	and	deeply	moving	book	about		
regular	people	struggling	to	hold	onto	a	belief	in	their	futures.

“The Leftovers is, simply put, the best ‘Twilight zone’ episode you never saw.” 

   —stePhen	king,	the	neW york times book reVieW (front	PAge	review)

“Profoundly entertaining...The Leftovers brims with joy, hilarity, tenderness and hope.”  

                        —marie claire

”an engrossing read.”         —PeoPle

tom perrotta	 is	 the	 author	 of  six  works	 of	 fiction,	 including	 The Wishbones,	 Election	 and	 Joe College. 
His	novels	Election and	Little Children	were	made	 into	acclaimed	and	award-winning	movies.  	He	 lives	outside	of	

Boston,	Massachusetts.

Film rights 
optioned  
by hbo
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hC: 978-0-312-35834-1

MArKetING

• national radio Publicity
• national Print review attention
• national Print advertising
• online advertising and marketing 

Campaign targeted to bookclubs
• Griffin Select
• 18-copy mixed Floor Display: 

978-1-250-01570-9 
(9x Leftovers, 3x Joe College, 
3x Little Children, 3x Abstinence Teacher)

• Social media Campaign
• reading Group Gold Selection
     Discussion guide & bonus 

material bound in book
     online Promotion at 

readingGroupGold.com
• available on CD from  

macmillan audio: 
978-1-4272-1322-8

• available as an ebook: 
978-1-4299-8913-8

”an affecting, often funny story of people reeling from loss and searching for a future.”  

                    —o: the oPrah magazine

”[Perrotta’s] most ambitious book to date.”     —kirkus reVieWs

”[Perrotta’s] most mature, absorbing novel, …confirms his development from a funnyman to a 

daring chronicler of our most profound anxieties and human desires.”              —Washington Post

 ”Sort of an ’our Town’ for end Times…With Perrotta at the controls, you buy the set-up and 

sit back as he takes off.”            —chic ago sun-times

”a vivid exploration of what we believe, what matters most, and 

how, if untethered, we move on.”                             —seattle times

FIctIoN
978-0-312-36355-0 

$14.99 
NCR

5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	368	Pages
Trade	Paperback
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rubber baLLS anD 
LIQuor
GILbert GottFrIed

a hilarious book from one of the most dis-
turbing minds in stand-up comedy, written 
in the bestselling literary tradition of George 
Carlin, jerry Seinfeld, Chelsea handler and 
Woody allen

In	 the	 early	 1970s,  as	 our	 nation's	 youth	 railed	 against	 every	
conceivable	societal	norm,	a funny-looking	teenage	Jew	started	
turning	 up	 at	 open	 mike	 nights	 in	 various	 New	 York	 City	
comedy	 clubs.  	 Surprisingly,	 he	 didn’t	 suck.  That	 funny-
looking	 teenage	 Jew	 is	 now	 the	 even	 funnier-looking	 middle-
aged	 comedian	 Gilbert	 Gottfried,	 who	 despite	 his	 transparent	
shortcomings	 has	 managed	 to	 carve	 out	 a	 hardly	 respectable	
career—and	 a	 reputation	 for	 shock	 and	 awe	 unrivaled	 outside	
the	 Bush	 administration.	 With	 this	 scathingly	 funny	 book	 of	
rants	and	musings,	Gottfried	sullies	an	entirely	new	medium	with	
his	dysfunctional	worldview.

“more than a national treasure, he’s a secret weapon. If we 

had had Gilbert Gottfried in World War II, hitler would’ve 

given up in 1942.” —stePhen	king

“outrageous…guffaw-inducing jokes on almost every 

page.” —Publishers Weekly

Gilbert GottFrieD	 is	 a	 household	 name,	 having	 used	 his	 irritating	

voice	 and	 irreverent	 sense	 of	 humor	 to	 build	 an	 enormous	 following	

for	 his	 sold-out	 stand-up	 performances,	 his	 critically-ignored	 motion	

picture	 career,	 his	 hardly-remembered	 turn	 as	 a	 Saturday Night Live 
cast	member,	and	his	bestselling	DVD	and	CD	releases.	Gottfried	has	

appeared	in	over	100	movies	and	television	shows, and	has	been a	regu-

lar	guest	on	The Tonight Show with Jay Leno	and	The Howard Stern Show. He	

was	recently	named	by	Stern’s	listeners	as	their	all-time	favorite	guest.	

He	lives	in	New	York.

hC: 978-0-312-66811-2

MArKetING

•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	Email	Marketing	Campaign
•	Social	Media	Promotion	

	Facebook	15,000	likes	to	date
		Twitter	134,000	followers	
to	date

•	Author	Website:	
GilbertGottfried

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4299-7856-9

HuMor
978-1-250-00697-4 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		304	pages		
Includes	one	8-page	b&w		
photo	section	
Trade	Paperback	
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zombIe ISLanD: a 
ShaKeSPeare unDeaD 
noveL
LorI HANdeLANd 

In the follow-up to Shakespeare Undead, vam-
pire William Shakespeare and his Dark Lady 
are stranded on a mystical island where zom-
bies are plentiful and one man will stop at 
nothing to become all-powerful

Fresh	 from	 a	 triumphant	 battle	 over	 the	 zombie	 horde	 that	
invaded	London,	vampire	William	Shakespeare	concocts	a	plot	
to	rid	the	love	of	his	life	from	the	encumbrance	of	her	husband.	
Will	plans	to	give	his	”dark	lady,”	Katherine	Dymond,	a	potion	
that	 will	 make	 her	 sleep	 the	 sleep	 of	 the	 dead.  	 Once	 she	 is	
entombed,	Will	can	sneak	in,	wait	for	her	to	awaken,	then	spirit	
her	away. 	After	her	husband	returns	to	his	plantation	in	America,	
Kate	can	return	to	London	under	a	different	name	and	assume	a	
new	identity. 	No	one	will	believe	that	the	dead	Katherine	and	
the	live	Kate	are	the	same	woman. 	Of	course,	as	is	often	the	case	
with	true	love,	all	does	not	go	as	smoothly	as	planned.	  When	
the	two	of	them	are	shipwrecked	on	an	island	ruled	by	a	wizard	
and	a	nymph,	as	well	as	infested	by	zombies,	Will	and	Kate	must	
stop	an	even	larger	plot	afoot—one that	leads	all	the	way	to	the	
royal	palaces	of	Queen	Elizabeth. 

”handeland’s foray onto the monster-lit stage deserves a 

standing ovation.”       —library Journal on shakesPeare undead 

”handeland blends elizabethan and contemporary language 

skillfully...and the romance sizzles between the intriguing 

leads.” —Publishers Weekly 	on	shakesPeare undead

lori HanDelanD	 is	 a	 USA Today,	 and	 New York Times	 bestselling	

author,	 as	 well	 as	 a	 two-time	 recipient	 of	 the	 Romance	 Writers	 of	

America’s	RITA	award.	She lives	in	Southern	Wisconsin	with	two	sons,	

a	husband,	and	a	yellow	lab	named	Elwood.	

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Advertising	Campaign
•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Online	Book	Community	

Outreach
•	Online	Promotion	at	

SheLovesHotReads.com
•	Author	Website:		

LoriHandeland.com
•	Available	as	an	eBook:	

978-1-250-01462-7

FANtAsy
978-0-312-62306-7 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	320	Pages	
Trade	Paperback
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ComInG uP For aIr
pAttI  cALLAHAN HeNry
now in trade paperback, New York Times bestselling author 
Patti Callahan henry has created ”a beautiful, emotionally engrossing 
story about marriage and motherhood, loss and longing”  
(emily Giffin, New York Times bestselling author)

Ellie	Calvin	is	caught	in	a	dying	marriage,	and	she	knows	this.	With	her	beloved	daughter	
away	at	college	and	a	growing	gap	between	her	and	her	husband—between	her	 reality	
and	the	woman	she	wants	to	be—she	doesn’t	quite	seem	to	fit	into	her	own	life.	But	every-
thing	changes	after	her	controlling	mother,	Lillian,	passes	away.	Ellie’s	world	turns	upside	
down	when	she	sees	her	ex-boyfriend,	Hutch,	at	her	mother’s	funeral	and	learns	that	he	
is	in	charge	of	a	documentary	that	involved	Lillian	before	her	death.	He	wants	answers	to	
questions	that	Ellie’s	not	sure	she	can	face,	until,	in	the	painful	midst	of	going	through	her	
mother’s	things,	she	discovers	a	hidden	diary—and	a	window	onto	stories	buried	long	ago. 

As	 Ellie	 and	 Hutch	 start	 speaking	 for	 the	 first	 time	 in	 years,	 Ellie’s	 closed	 heart	 slowly	
begins	to	open.	Fighting	their	feelings,	they	set	out	together	to	dig	into	Lillian’s	history.	
Using	both	the	diary	and	a	trip	to	the	Summer	House,	a	mysterious	and	seductive	bayside	
home,	they	gamble	that	they	can	work	together	and	not	fall	in	love	again.	But	in	piecing	
together	a	decades-old	unrequited-love	story,	they	just	might	uncover	the	secrets	in	their	
own	hearts…

”romantic storytelling at its simple best.”   —kirkus  (stArred	review)

”elevated by henry’s subtle, sometimes excellent characterization… ellie’s earnest 

quest for true happiness will resonate with many readers, especially fans of Kristin 

hannah and Susan Wiggs.”                       —booklist

”Lyrical and moving… Patti henry’s luminous story-telling shines through once again.”
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	—mAry	kAy	Andrews, neW york times  bestselling	Author	of  summer rental

“a buoyant journey of self-discover from an author who understands the human 

heart.”             —sherryl	woods,	neW york times bestselling	Author	of	honeysuckle summer

patti callaHan HenrY  is	 a	 full-time	writer,	wife	 and	mother  and  the  New York Times bestselling	 author	of	
seven	novels,	including Between the Tides, Driftwood Summer and The Perfect Love Song: A Holiday Story.	She	lives	with	her	
husband	and	three	children	in	Mountain	Brook,	Alabama,	where	she	is	working	on	her	next	novel.
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• online Promotion at 
readingGroupGold.com

• online Promotion at 
SheLoveshotreads.net

• Social media Promotion
• author Website: 

PattiCallahanhenry.com
• available as an ebook:  

978-1-4299-4066-5

”Coming Up For Air  is a beautiful exploration of the deepest mysteries of the human 

heart. Patti Callahan henry writes with compassion and insight, illuminating the 

pain of yearning and loss as well as the unsurpassed joy of love rediscovered.” 	

		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	—susAn	wiggs, neW york times   bestselling	Author	of	the	lAkeshore	ChroniCles	 series

”a southern woman’s journey into truth. an emotionally intense, beautiful and unforgettable 

novel.  I loved it.”       —robyn	CArr,	neW york times  bestselling	Author	of	the	virgin	river  novels 

”Patti Callahan henry writes with piercing reality, grace and 

breathtaking insights.   every book henry writes is a must-read 

for me,  and this one rises to the top!”              —mAry	AliCe	monroe,		

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	neW york times   bestselling	Author	of   the butterFly ’s daughter

FIctIoN
978-1-250-00784-1 

$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	

5	1/2”	x	8	1/4”	/	272	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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KILLeD aT The  
WhIm oF a haT
coLIN cotterILL

“So mordantly clever that it’s a line-by-line 
pleasure...the jimm juree series is off to at 
least as good a start as the Dr. Siri one was.  
It has the potential to be even better.“   
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	—JAnet	mAslin,	the neW york times

Jimm	 Juree	 is	 an	 ambitious	 journalist	 (the	 back-up	 crime	
reporter	 for	 the	 Chiang Mai Daily Mail)	 with	 a	 somewhat	
eccentric	 family.	 Her	 family	 consists	 of	 her	 mother—who	
might	 be	 mentally	 drifting;	 her	 grandfather—a	 retired	 cop	
who	rarely	talks;	a	younger	brother	obsessed	with	body-build-
ing,	and	a	 transgendered,	 former	beauty	pageant	queen,	 for-
mer	older	brother.	When	Jimm’s	mother	sells	the	family	home	
and	relocates,	and	she	is	forced	to	follow	her	family	to	a	rural	
village	on	the	coast	of	Southern	Thailand,	Jimm	is	convinced	
her	 career—maybe	 even	 her	 life—is	 over.	 So	 when	 a	 van	
containing	 the	 inexplicable	 skeletal	 remains	 of	 two	 vintage	
era	hippies,	one	of	them	wearing	a	hat,	is	unearthed	in	a	local	
farmer’s	field,	Jimm	is	thrilled.	Shortly	thereafter	an	abbot	at	a	
local	Buddhist	temple	is	viciously	murdered,	with	the	temple’s	
monk	 and	 nun	 the	 only	 suspects.	 Suddenly	 Jimm’s	 new	 life	
becomes	somewhat	more	promising—and	a	lot	more	deadly...	

”Coterrill combines a wry narrative voice with an appealing 

picture of a world unfamiliar to most americans.” 	

	 —Publishers Weekly 	 (stArred	review)

”Cotterill understands people and writes subtle humor like a 

master.”  —library Journal (stArred	review)

”Fascinating...the best new international mystery series since 

The no. 1 Ladies Detective agency.”  

 —booklist (stArred	review)

Born	 in	 London,	 colin cotterill	 has	 worked	 as	 teacher	 in	 Israel,	

Australia,	 the	 U.S.	 and	 Japan	 before	 he	 started	 training	 teachers	 in	

Thailand.	Cotterill	and	his	wife	live	in	a	small	fishing	village	on	the	Gulf	

of	Siam	in	Southern	Thailand.	He’s	won	the	Dilys	and	a	CWA	Dagger,	

and	has	been	a	finalist	for	several	other	awards.

hC: 978-0-312-56453-7

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
CriminalElement.com

•	Author	Website	and	Blog:	
ColinCotterill.com												

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4299-7054-9

Mystery
978-1-250-00830-5 
$14.99 
NCR	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	384	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
Minotaur	Books
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unDerSTanDInG 
your FooD aLLerGIeS 
anD InToLeranCeS
A	Guide	to	Their	Management	and	Treatment

dr. wAyNe sHreFFLer M.d.,  pH.d.;  
dr. qIAN yuAN M.d.,  pH.d.;  KAreN Asp

a guide to understanding and handling food 
allergies and sensitivities 

A comprehensive	overview	of	food	sensitivities,	including	food	
allergies	and	food	intolerances. The	authors clear	up	much	of	the	
confusion	consumers	have	about	food	sensitivities	as	they	help	
food-sensitive	 individuals	 understand	 their	 symptoms,	 manage	
their	condition	and	learn	to	enjoy	eating	again. 
Features:
•	Listing	of	most	common	food	allergies
•		Examination	of	the	differences	between	allergies		 	

and	intolerances
•	Discussion	of	where	to	look	for	hidden	food	allergens
•	Case	studies	of	various	allergic	reactions
•	Questions	to	ask	your	doctor
•	Guide	to	traveling	with	food	allergies
•	Quiz	for	when	to	get	tested
•	A	look	at	new	and	future	treatments	for	food	sensitivity.

Dr. waYne sHreFFler m.D., pH.D.,	is	a	pediatrician	at	Massachusetts	

General	Hospital	 in Boston.	He’s	done	research	in	the	field	of	allergic	

diseases	 at	 both	 NIH	 and	 American	 Academy	 of	 Allergy,	 Asthma	 &	

Immunology.Dr. qian Yuan m.D., pH.D.,originally	 from	 Bejing	

China,	 is	 Pediatrician,	 specializing	 in	 Pediatric	 Gastroenterology	 and	

Nutrition	at Massachusetts	General	Hospital	in Boston,	Massachusetts. 	

He	also	received	his	PhD	at	the	Auckland	Medical	Research	Foundation.	

Karen asp is	a	freelance	writer	and	contributing	editor	for	Women’s	

Day	 magazine.  She	 is	 also	 a	 health,  fitness	 and	 other	 topics	 for	 Better 
Homes and Gardens, Glamour, Good Housekeeping,	MSNBC.com,	Martha Stewart 
Living, Men’s Fitness, O Magazine, Prevention, Real Simple, Runner’s World, Self, 
Shape, Women’s Health	and	other	publications.

MArKetING

•	Email	Marketing	Campaign
•	Major	Print	&	Online	Marketing	

Campaign	via	Harvard	Health	
Publications	(HHP):	Book	to	be	
featured	via	multiple	channels		
including

Social	Network	Promotion:	
Facebook	7,000+	likes	&	
Twitter:	230,000+	followers
eNewletters	Campaign:	
reaching	over	600,000		
paying	subscribers
HHP	Licensed	Content	on	
Heavily	Trafficked	Sites	
such	as	MSN.com,	AOL.
com,	HealthyLiving.com,	
RevolutionHealth.com
Syndicated	Newspaper	
Column—reaching	more	than	
60	newspapers	with	a	com-
bined	circulation	of	more	than	
4	million	subscribers
Magazine-style	Special	
Health	Reports—over	
100,000	sold	annually

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4668-0251-3

HeALtH 
978-0-312-60582-7 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/288	Pages	
Trade	Paperback
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never KnoWInG
cHevy steveNs
The author of the buzz-generating debut New York Times bestseller, 
Still Missing, delivers a searing, breathtaking novel in which a woman 
discovers her birth father was a notorious serial killer who was  
never caught 

From	the	acclaimed	author	of	Still Missing	comes	a	psychological	thriller	about	one	woman’s	
search	 into	her	past	 and	 the	deadly	 truth	 she	uncovers.	All	her	 life,	Sara	Gallagher	has	
wondered	about	her	birth	parents.	As	an	adopted	child	with	two	sisters	who	were	born	
naturally	to	her	parents,	Sara’s	home	life	was	not	ideal.	The	question	of	why	she	was	given	
up	for	adoption	has	always	haunted	her.	Finally,	she	is	ready	to	take	steps	and	find	closure.	
But	some	questions	are	better	left	unanswered.	After	months	of	research,	Sara	locates	her	
birth	mother—only	to	be	met	with	horror	and	rejection.	Then	she	discovers	the	devastat-
ing	truth:	her	mother	was	the	only	victim	ever	to	escape	a	killer	who	has	been	hunting	
women	every	summer	for	decades.	But	Sara	soon	realizes	the	only	thing	worse	than	finding	
out	about	her	father	is	him	finding	out	about	her. 	What	if	murder	is	in	your	blood?	Never	
Knowing	is	a	complex	and	compelling	portrayal	of	one	woman’s	quest	to	understand	her-
self,	her	origins,	and	her	family.	That	is,	if	she	can	survive… 	

Praise for Never Knowing:

”Stevens’s unnerving stand-alone thriller about a woman’s search for her birth parents 

matches the intensity of her impressive debut, Still Missing.”            —Publishers Weekly

”Finely calculated in its escalating suspense...”       —kirkus reVieWs

”a knockout, starting strong and finishing even stronger.”            —rt book reVieWs

cHevY stevens	 grew	 up	 on	 a	 ranch	 on	 Vancouver	 Island	 and	 still	 calls  the	 island	 home.	 When	 she’s	

not	 working	 on	 her	 next	 book,	 she’s	 hiking	 in	 the	 local	 mountains	 or	 taking	 canoe	 rides	 with  her	 husband.		
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• national Print advertising
• online advertising Campaign
• online advertising Campaign 

Targeted to book Clubs
• online Promotion at 

readingGroupGold.com
• online Promotion at 

Criminalelement.com
• Social media Promotion
• online book Community 

outreach
• author Website: 

ChevyStevens.com
• available as an ebook: 

978-1-4299-2512-9

”a riveting read…”                       —chatelaine magazine

”block off the weekend, grab a comfy seat and prepare for the rocket ride of your 

life! Never Knowing will consume you with the desire to read every page, gasp at 

every twist and know every last secret between one woman and her serial killer father.”	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	—lisA	gArdener,	#1	neW york times bestselling	Author	of  loVe you more

”a terrifying, chilling scenario that unfolds into a nightmare and 

had me keeping the light on at night.”                                                                      

                                	—rosAmund	luPton,	bestselling	Author	of  s ister FIctIoN
978-1-250-00931-9 

$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	

5	1/2”	x	8	1/4”	/	480	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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The borGIa mISTreSS
A	Novel

sArA pooLe

From the author of Poison and The Borgia 
Betrayal, comes a new historical thriller, 
featuring the same intriguing and beautiful 
heroine: borgia court poisoner,  
Francesca Giordano

Mistress	 of	 death	 Francesca	 Giordano—court	 poisoner	 to	 the	
House	 of	 Borgia—returns	 to	 confront	 an	 ancient	 atrocity	
that	 threatens	 to	 extinguish	 the	 light	 of	 the	 Renaissance	 and	
plunge	the	world	into	eternal	darkness. 	As	the	enemies	of	Pope	
Alexander	VI	close	in	and	the	papal	court	is	forced	to	flee	from	
Rome,	 Francesca	 joins	 forces	 with	 her	 lover,	 the	 brilliant	 and	
ruthless	 Cesare	 Borgia	 to	 unravel	 a	 conspiracy	 that	 strikes	 at	
the	heart	of	Christendom.  	But	when	a	 shattering	 secret	 from	
her	past	imperils	her	precarious	hold	on	sanity,	only	Francesca’s	
own	courage	and	resolve	can	draw	her	back	from	the	brink	of	
madness	to	save	all	she	values	most.

”Poole’s hypnotic, richly detailed historical provides an 

illuminating portrait of Italy’s most powerful renaissance 

family. . . .  [an]  aromatic elixir of political power plays, 

seductive romance, and dark derring-do.”  

 —Publishers Weekly on  the borgia betrayal 

”a stunning debut . . . deftly mixing historical fact and fic-

tion.”  —booklist (starred reVieW) on  Poison

”a historical thriller brimming with intrigue, action, and 

enough double crosses to stump even the most venal of 

renaissance popes . . . a fascinating page-turner.”   

 —lAuren	willig, 	bestselling	Author	of	the secret history 
	 oF the Pink c arnation 	on	Poison

sara poole	 lives	 in	Connecticut,	where	her	discovery	of	the	abun-

dance	of	deadly	flora	growing	just	beyond	her	doorstep	prompted	her	

interest	in	the	poisoner’s	art.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Online	Promotion	at	

SheLovesHotReads.com	
•	Reading	Group	Guide		

Bound	in	Book
•	Online	Promotion	at	

ReadingGroupGold.com
•	Online	Book	Community	

Outreach
•	Author	Website:		

SaraPoole.com																																																																																																		
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-250-01092-6

HIstorIcAL FIctIoN
978-0-312-60985-6 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian		
1/2”	x	8	1/4”	/	416	pages	
Trade	Paperback
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one DoG nIGhT
dAvId roseNFeLt

“heartwarming to dog lovers, absorbing to 
fans of courtroom byplay.” —kirkus reVieWs

For	six	years	Noah	Galloway	has	lived	with	a	terrible	secret	that	
could	shatter	his	life,	and	when	he’s	arrested	for	the	arson	murder	
of	twenty-six	people,	his	dread	has	become	a	horrible	certainty.
What	 he	 needs	 now	 is	 defense	 lawyer	 Andy	 Carpenter,	 who	
isn’t	looking	for	any	new	clients.	So	Noah	plays	his	hole	card:	a	
shared	love	for	Andy’s	golden	retriever,	Tara,	and	the	knowledge	
that	Noah	rescued	Tara	first	and	made	sure	that	she	was	placed	
with	Andy	when	he	could	no	longer	care	for	her	himself.
With	that	revelation,	Andy	feels	compelled	to	take	Noah	on	and	
soon	learns	that	the	past	that	may	destroy	Noah’s	life	is	just	the	
beginning.	Andy	will	have	to	pull	out	all	of	his	tricks	to	crack	this	
cold	case	turned	white	hot	in	David	Rosenfelt’s	One Dog Night.

“Winning… andy does his usual sterling—and amusing—

performance in the courtroom... [It] will keep readers turn-

ing the pages.” —Publishers Weekly

“a blessed anomaly in crime fiction… rosenfelt peels back 

the layers of puzzlement ever so skillfully, tantalizing us 

throughout until, finally, both andy and the reader are 

enlightened, simultaneously. a gem.” 
 —booklist (stArred	review)

DaviD rosenFelt	is	the	Edgar	and	Shamus	Award–nominated	author	

of	 eight	 previous	 Andy	 Carpenter	 novels	 and	 four	 stand-alones,	 most	

recently	Heart of a Killer.	He	and	his	wife	live	in	Maine	with	the	twenty-

seven	golden	retrievers	that	they’ve	rescued. 

hC: 978-0-312-64799-5

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
CriminalElement.com

•	Social	Media	Promotion																																																																																																																																		
•		Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-7035-8

Mystery 
978-1-250-00659-2 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/400	Pages	
Trade	Paperback	
Minotaur	Books
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aLWayS SomeThInG 
There To remInD me
betH HArbIsoN
New York Times bestselling author beth harbison makes an emotional 
and literary leap, in a novel where one woman discovers that there is no 
closure with her first love of two decades ago

Can you ever really know if love is true? And if it is, should you stop at anything to get it? 
 Two	decades	ago,	Erin	Edwards	was	sure	she’d	already	found	the	love	of	her	 life:	Nate	
Lawson.	Her	first	love.	The	one	with	whom	she	shared	everything--dreams	of	the	future,	of	
children,	plans	for	forever.	The	one	she	thought	she	would	spend	the	rest	of	her	life	with.	
Until	one	terrible	night	when	Erin	made	a	mistake	Nate	could	not	forgive	and	left	her	to	
mourn	the	relationship	she	could	never	forget	or	get	over.	

Today,	Erin	is	contentedly	involved	with	a	phenomenal	guy,	maneuvering	a	successful	and	
exciting	career,	and	raising	a	great	daughter	all	on	her	own.	So	why	would	the	name	“Nate	
Lawson”	be	the	first	thing	to	enter	her	mind	when	her	boyfriend	asks	her	to	marry	him?

	In	the	wake	of	the	proposal,	Erin	finds	herself	coming	unraveled	over	the	past,	and	the	love	
she	never	forgot.	The	more	she	tries	to	ignore	it	and	move	on,	the	more	it	haunts	her.	

Always Something There to Remind Me	is	a	story	that	will	resonate	with	any	woman	who	has	ever	
thought	of	 that	one	first	 love	and	wondered,	 “Where	 is	he?”	and	“What	 if…?”	Filled	with	
Beth	Harbison’s	trademark	nostalgia	humor	and	heart,	it	will	transport	you,	and	inspire	you	
to	believe	in	the	power	of	first	love.	

“harbison serves up a deliciously light blend of 1980s nostalgia and women’s fiction...

raises the emotional stakes and gives this story a little more bite without losing her fun, 

breezy style.“                                    —Publishers Weekly

“Always Something There to Remind Me is a riveting look at the tender agony of first love. 

Touching, truthful, and profoundly satisfying, harbison delivers her finest work yet.“ 	

—Jen	lAnCAster,	neW york times 	 bestselling	Author	of	Wish you Were here

betH Harbison	is	the	New York Times bestselling	author	of	Thin, Rich, Pretty,	 Hope In A Jar, Secrets of a Shoe Addict 
and	Shoe Addicts Anonymous.	She	grew	up	in	Potomac,	Maryland,	outside	Washington,	D.C.	and	now	shares	her	time	

between	that	suburb,	New	York	City,	and	a	quiet	home	on	the	eastern	shore.	
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• online Publicity Campaign
•  online Promotion at 

heroesandheartbreakers.com
•  online Promotion at 

SheLoveshotreads.com
•  extensive Social media 

Promotion
•  author Website: 

bethharbison.com
•  available on CD from 

macmillan audio:  
978-1-427-21231-3

•  available as an ebook:  
978-1-429-98755-4

“...fun nostalgia for those of us who loved bonne bell Lip Smackers and Sun-In.“   

     —Fort-Worth star telegram on  hoPe in a J ar

“a fast and fun read...sure to appeal to anyone who came of age in the late 1980s.“ 

                   —library Journal on  thin, rich, Pretty

”Told with beth harbison’s knack for thirty and forty-something nostalgia, and heartwarming 

humour, Thin Rich Pretty will strike a chord with any woman who has ever looked in the mirror, 

or the bank account, and said, “if only . . .“ 

         —the VancouVer ProVince

“harbison’s writing is zingy and funny...“ 
         
            —Publishers Weekly on secrets oF a shoe addict

FIctIoN
978-0-312-59911-9 

$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian

5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	384	Pages	
Trade	Paperback
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a CoLD Day In 
ParaDISe
An	Alex	McKnight	Novel

steve HAMILtoN

For the first time in trade paperback, Steve 
hamilton’s award-winning debut and the start 
of his bestselling alex mcKnight series

Paradise	is	a	small	town	in	the	bleak	upper	Michigan	peninsula,	
where	ex-Detroit	cop	Alex	McKnight	now	lives.	Fourteen	years	
earlier	a	shoot-out	left	McKnight’s	partner	dead	and	him	with	a	
bullet	inches	from	his	heart.	A	man	was	convicted	of	the	crime	
and	 sentenced	 to	 life	 without	 parole.	 But	 now	 the	 same	 killer	
seems	to	be	there	in	Paradise,	spying	on	Alex.	
It	starts	one	bitter	cold	night	when	Alex	answers	a	cry	for	help	
from	wealthy	Edwin	Fulton.	Edwin,	a	compulsive	gambler,	went	
to	meet	with	a	bookmaker	and	found	him	in	his	motel	room	with	
his	throat	cut.
During	the	hunt	for	the	killer,	Alex	begins	to	receive	ominous	
messages:	red	roses,	notes	about	things	that	only	Alex	and	the	
killer	 know.	 Yet	 the	 man	 has	 never	 left	 the	 prison,	 made	 or	
gotten	 a	phone	 call,	 or	had	 a	 visitor.	How—and	why—could	
he	 be	 roaming	 around	 Paradise,	 committing	 more	 murders,	
following	and	tormenting	Alex?

Praise for Steve hamilton:

“Steve hamilton writes the kind of stories that manly men 

and tough-minded women can’t resist.“    —the neW york times

“hamilton writes tough, passionate novels.... This is crime 

writing at its very best.“ 	 —george	PeleCAnos

steve Hamilton’s first	novel,	A Cold Day in Paradise,	won	the	Private	

Eye	Writers	of	America/St.	Martin’s	Press	Best	First	Private	Eye	Novel	

Contest	before	becoming	a USA Today	Bestseller	and	winning	both	an	

Edgar®	and	a	Shamus	Award	for	Best	First	Novel.

hC: 978-0-312-19248-8

MArKetING

•	Available	as	an	eBook:	
978-1-4299-0507-7

Mystery
978-1-250-01268-5 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		288	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
Minotaur
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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The eLePhanT 
WhISPerer
My	Life	with	the	Herd	in	the	African	Wild

LAwreNce ANtHoNy wItH  
GrAHAM speNce

“a lovingly written tale of close encounters, 
some beautiful and some frightening, with 
humans and nonhumans alike. anthony’s story 
of his trials and tribulations in preserving a 
herd of african elephants is a parable for the 
continent.“ 	 	 	 	—irene	m.	PePPerberg,	Author	of	aleX & me

When	 South	 African	 conservationist	 Lawrence	 Anthony	 was	
asked	 to	accept	a	herd	of	 “rogue“	wild	elephants	on	his	Thula	
Thula	game	reserve	in	Zululand,	his	common	sense	told	him	to	
refuse.	But	he	was	the	herd’s	last	chance	of	survival:	they	would	
be	killed	if	he	wouldn’t	take	them.

In	order	to	save	their	lives,	Anthony	took	them	in.	In	the	years	
that	followed	he	became	a	part	of	their	family.	And	as	he	battled	
to	create	a	bond	with	the	elephants,	he	came	to	realize	that	they	
had	a	great	deal	to	teach	him	about	life,	loyalty,	and	freedom.	

Set	against	the	background	of	life	on	an	African	game	reserve,	
The Elephant Whisperer  is	 a	 heartwarming,	 exciting,	 funny,	 and	
sometimes	 sad	 account	 of	 Anthony’s	 experiences	 with	 these	
huge	yet	sympathetic	creatures.

“an inspiring, multifaceted account, anthony’s book offers 

fascinating insights into the lives of wild elephants in the 

broader context of zulu culture in post-apartheid South 

africa.“  —Publishers Weekly

“both heartwarming and heartening. . . . anthony’s enthu-

siasm and obvious love for the bush shine through in hair-

raising, sad, and funny tales.“  —booklist

lawrence antHonY	 is	 an	 acclaimed conservationist	 and	 founder	

of	The	Earth	Organization.	He	received	the	UN’s	Earth	Day	award	for	

his	 work	 in	 Baghdad.	 He	 lives	 in	 Zululand,	 South	 Africa.	 GraHam 
spence is	 a	 journalist	 and	 editor.	 Originally	 from	 South	 Africa,	 he	

lives	in	England.	

hC: 978-0-312-56578-7

MArKetING

•	Email	Marketing	Campaign																																																																																																																																							
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-8645-8

 

 

ANIMALs
978-1-250-00781-0 
$16.99 
$18.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		384	pages		
Plus	one	8-page	color	photo	insert	
Trade	Paperback	
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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aWaKeneD
A	House	of	Night	Novel

p. c. cAst ANd KrIstIN cAst

The must-read eighth installment in the  
#1 New York Times bestselling young adult 
vampyre series, the house of night—now for 
the first time in trade paperback

Exonerated	by	the	Vampyre	High	Council	and	returned	to	her	
position	of	High	Priestess	at Tulsa’s	House	of	Night,	Neferet	has	
sworn	vengeance	on	Zoey. Dominion	over	Kalona	is	only	one	
of	the	weapons	she	plans	to	use	against	Z. 	But	Zoey	has	found	
sanctuary	on	the Isle	of	Skye and	is	being	groomed	by	Queen	
Sgiach	to	take	over	for	her	there. 	Being	Queen	would	be	cool,	
wouldn’t	it? 	Why	should	she	return	to Tulsa?	After	losing	her	
human	 consort,	 Heath,	 she	 will	 never	 be	 the	 same—and	 her	
relationship	with	her	super-hot-warrior,	Stark,	may	never	be	the	
same	 either…And	 what	 about	 Stevie	 Rae	 and	 Rephaim?  	 The	
Raven	Mocker	refuses	 to	be	used	against	Stevie	Rae,	but	what	
choice	does	he	have	when	no	one	in	the	entire	world,	including	
Zoey,	would	be	okay	with	their	relationship? 	Does	he	betray	his	
father	or	his	heart?	As	events	spiral	out	of	control,	how	far	will	
the	bonds	of	friendship	stretch	and	how	strong	are	the	ties	that	
bind	one	girl’s	heart?

”Tragedy, sacrifice and choice are all themes that make this 

story gripping.”  —rt reVieWs on  aWakened

”move over, Stephenie meyer.”      —PeoPle on  hunted

#1	 New York Times	 and USA Today	 bestselling	 author	p.c.  cast  is	 an	

award-winning	 fantasy	 and	 paranormal	 romance	 author,	 as	 well	 as	 an	

experienced	speaker	and	teacher. Her	novels	have	been	awarded	YALSA	

Quick	Picks	for	Reluctant	Young	Adult	Readers,	and	have	received	the	

prestigious	Oklahoma	Book	Award,	as	well	as	 the	PRISM,	Daphne	du	

Maurier,	 Booksellers	 Best,	 Holt	 Medallion,	 Beacon,	 Romantic	 Times	

Reviewer's	Choice,	and	Affaire	de	Coeur	awards.	She	lives	in Oklahoma	

with	 lots	 of	 dogs,	 cats,	 horses,	 and	 a	 burro.	 Kristin cast  is	 a	

bestselling	 author	 who	 teams	 with	 her	 mother	 to	 write	 the	 House	 of	

Night	series.	She	has	stories	in	several	anthologies,	as	well	as	editorial	

credits.Currently	 Kristin	 is	 working	 on	 her	 first	 stand-along	 novel,	 a	

dark,	mysterious	fairytale.

hC: 978-0-312-65024-7

MArKetING

•	Online	Marketing	Campaign:	
houseofnightseries.com

•	Extensive	Social	Media	
Promotion	
		House	of	Night	Page:	
700,000	likes	to	date

			 		P.C.	Cast	Author	Page:	
225,000	likes	to	date

•	Online	Promotion	to		
Griffin	Teen	Community

•	Email	Marketing	Campaign
•	Author	Website:	PCCast.net
•	Available	on	CD	from		

Macmillan	Audio:		
978-1-4272-1180-4																																																															

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4299-4510-3

teeN FIctIoN
978-0-312-38797-6 
$9.99 
$10.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	304	Pages	
Trade	Paperback
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mISery bay
An	Alex	McKnight	Novel
steve HAMILtoN

“I’m often asked to recommend a detective series 
readers might have missed. This is it. hamilton 
has been flying under the radar with his alex 
mcKnight series for too long.“       —hArlAn	Coben

On	a	frozen	January	night,	a	young	man	hangs	himself.	It	hap-
pens	in	a	lonely	corner	of	the	Upper	Peninsula,	in	a	place	they	
call	Misery	Bay,	west	of	Paradise.	Alex	McKnight	does	not	
know	this	young	man,	and	he	won’t	even	hear	about	the	suicide	
until	two	months	later,	when the	last	person	Alex	would	ever	
expect	asks	for	his	help.What	seems	like	a	simple	quest	will	
turn	into	a	nightmare	of	sudden	violence	and	bloody	revenge,	
and	a	race	against	time	to	catch	a	ruthless	and	methodical	
killer.	

Misery Bay by	two-time	Edgar®	winner	Steve	Hamilton	is the	
long-awaited	 return	 of	 one  of	 crime  fiction’s	 most	 critically	
acclaimed	series.	Already	a	New York Times	bestseller,	this	 is	his	
biggest,	most	thrilling	novel	yet.	

“a triumphant return for mcKnight.“ —the associated Press

“hamilton’s view of the harsh, bleak landscape of winter in 
michigan’s upper Peninsula will have readers grabbing their 
coats and gloves as the frigid air seems to seep through the 
pages. Misery Bay is like a visit with an old friend with whom 
you can’t wait to catch up.“ —sun-sentinel

“Superb.... assured prose, a thrilling plot, and a surprising, 
satisfying conclusion make this a winner.“  
 —Publishers Weekly 	 (stArred	review)

“The book’s complexity comes in hamilton’s gift for layers 
and the slow reveal.“ —seattle times

steve Hamilton	attended	the	University	of	Michigan	and	won	the	
prestigious	Hopwood	Award	for	writing.	His	first	novel,	A Cold Day in 
Paradise,	 won	 the	 PWA/SMP	 Best	 First	 Private	 Eye	 Novel	 Contest.	 It	
went	on	 to	win	 the	Edgar®	and	Shamus	Awards	 for	Best	First	Novel.	
His	standalone	novel	The Lock Artist	was	named	a	New York Times	Notable	
Book,	was	given	an	Alex	Award	by	 the	American	Library	Association,	
and	then	went	on	to	win	the	Edgar	Award	for	Best	Novel,	making	Steve	
Hamilton	only	the	second	author	(after	Ross	Thomas)	to	win	Edgars	for	
both	Best	First	Novel	and	Best	Novel. He	lives	in	Cottekill,	New	York	
with	his	wife	and	their	two	children.

hC: 978-0-312-38043-4

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion
•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Bonus	Story	Available
•	Author	Website:	

SteveHamilton.com																																																																																																																																
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-2105-3

suspeNse
978-1-250-00852-7 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		320	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
Minotaur		
Thomas	Dunne	Books

Minotaur books
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reCKLeSS enDanGermenT
How	Outsized	Ambition,	Greed,	and	Corruption	
Created	the	Worst	Financial	Crisis	of	Our	Time

GretcHeN MorGeNsoN  
ANd josHuA rosNer
The New York Times’s Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter reveals how the 
financial meltdown emerged from the toxic interplay of Washington, 
Wall Street, and corrupt mortgage lenders

In	Reckless Endangerment,	Gretchen	Morgenson	exposes	how	the	watchdogs	who	were	sup-
posed	to	protect	 the	country	 from	financial	harm	were	actually	complicit	 in	 the	actions	
that	 finally	 blew	 up	 the	 American	 economy.	 Drawing	 on	 previously	 untapped	 sources	
and	building	on	original	research	from	coauthor	Joshua	Rosner—who	himself	raised	early	
warnings	with	the	public	and	investors,	and	kept	detailed	records—Morgenson	connects	
the	dots	that	led	to	this	fiasco.	

Morgenson	 and	 Rosner	 draw	 back	 the	 curtain	 on	 Fannie	 Mae,	 the	 mortgage-finance	
giant	 that	 grew,	 with	 the	 support	 of	 the	 Clinton	 administration,	 through	 the	 1990s,	
becoming	a	major	opponent	of	government	oversight	even	as	it	was	benefiting	from	pub-
lic	subsidies.	They	expose	the	role	played	not	only	by	Fannie	Mae	executives	but	also	by	
enablers	at	Countrywide	Financial,	Goldman	Sachs,	the	Federal	Reserve,	HUD,	Congress,	
and	the	biggest	players	on	Wall	Street,	to	show	how	greed,	aggression,	and	fear	led	count-
less	officials	to	ignore	warning	signs	of	an	imminent	disaster.	

Character-rich	and	definitive	 in	 its	analysis,	and	with	a	new	afterword	that	brings	the	

story	up	to	date,	this	is	the	one	account	of	the	financial	crisis	you	must	read.	

GretcHen morGenson	is	a	business	reporter	and	writes	the	Fair	Game	column	at	The	New York Times,	where	

she	also	serves	as	assistant	business	and	financial	editor.	She	was	awarded	the	Pulitzer	Prize	in	2002	for	her	“tren-

chant	and	incisive“	coverage	of	Wall	Street.	Prior	to	joining	the	Times	 in	1998,	she	worked	as	a	broker	at	Dean	

Witter	in	the	1980s,	and	as	a	reporter	at	Forbes,	Worth,	and	Money magazines.	She	lives	with	her	husband	and	son	in	

New	York	City. JosHua rosner	is	a	partner	at	independent	research	consultancy	Graham	Fisher	and	Co.	and	

advises	global	policy-makers	and	institutional	investors	on	housing	and	mortgage-finance	issues.	He	was	among	

the	first	analysts	to	identify	operational	and	accounting	problems	at	the	GSEs	(government-sponsored	enterprises)	

and	one	of	the	earliest	to	identify	the	peak	in	the	housing	market,	the	likelihood	of	contagion	in	the	credit	rating	

agencies’	CDO	assumptions.	He	lives	with	his	son	in	New	York	City.	

With 
a new 

afterword
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hC:	978-0-8050-9120-5

MArKetING

• national Television Publicity
• national radio Publicity
• national Print review 

attention
• national Print advertising 

Campaign
• online advertising Campaign
• academic marketing 

Campaign
• Social media outreach
• available as an ebook:  

978-1-4299-6577-4

“a brave book that exposes the affair in clear and gripping form.“  

                                                                                      —dAvid	brooks,	the neW york times

“americans who read this outstanding history of the financial crisis will know, by the end, 

exactly who created the meltdown of 2008 and how they did it. . .[an] excellent story.“                                                                                 

             —the Wall street Journal

“naming names and taking no prisoners, [morgenson and rosner] drill deep into one of the most 

disturbing scandals of our time, perpetrated in the name of helping ’the little guy.’  read it and 

weep. read it and vow: Never Again!"                                                       —bill	moyers, 	 JournAlist

busINess & ecoNoMIcs
978-1-250-00879-4 

$15.99 
$18.50	Canadian	

5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	368	pages		
Includes	one	8-page	b&w		

photo	section	
Trade	Paperback
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When mornInG 
ComeS
FrANcIs rAy

New York Times bestselling author 
Francis ray is back with a brand new story 
about the search for family, friendship  
forgiveness and love

In	 this	 unforgettable	 new	 novel,	 Francis	 Ray	 delivers	 an	
emotionally	 powerful	 tale	 about	 the	 families	 we	 build,	 the	
choices	we	make,	 and	how	we	find	 love	and	 family	along	 the	
way.	

Dr.	Cade	Mathis	learned	early	that	he	was	not	the	son	of	the	
man	 who	 raised	 him.	 His	 adoptive	 father,	 a	 cruel,	 bitter	 man	
had	always	been	quick	to	tell	him	that	he	was	a	bastard	and	an	
embarrassment	 to	 the	 rich	 society	 family	 whose	 daughter	 got	
pregnant	with	him.	So	when	Cade	received	a	full	scholarship	to	
college,	he	was	only	too	happy	to	leave	the	only	home	he	had	
ever	 known	 behind	 and	 never	 looked	 back.	 Now	 a	 successful	
doctor	and	one	of	the	best	neurosurgeons	in	the	state,	the	only	
thing	he	still	wants	are	answers	about	where	he	came	from.	What	
he	 doesn’t	 expect	 to	 find	 is	 Sabrina	 Thomas,	 the	 new	 patient	
advocate	at	his	hospital,	or	how	this	woman	will	lead	him	to	the	
family	he	has	been	searching	for	and	a	love	he	never	expected	
to	find.

“When Morning Comes is an entertaining and touching 

tale about family secrets and the power of love and  

forgiveness.” —kimberlA	lAwson	roby,	neW york times 	bestselling	
	 Author	of	the reVerend’s WiFe 

Francis raY	is	a	native	Texan.	She	is	a	graduate	of	Texas	Woman’s	

University	 and	 has	 a	 degree	 in	 nursing.	 Currently	 she	 has	 over	 forty	

books	in	print.	
	

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	National	Print	Advertising
•	Bonus	E-story	Campaign
•	Online	Promotion	at	

SheLovesHotReads.com		
	Featured	on	homepage
	E-newsletter	blast
		Sweepstakes	to	win	free	fin-
ished	copies

•	Online	Promotion	at	
HeroesandHeartbreakers.com

•	Feature	Title	at		
the-blackbox.com

•	Author	Website:		
FrancisRay.com																																																																																																																												

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-250-00986-9

FIctIoN/ 
AFrIcAN AMerIcAN
978-0-312-68162-3 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2”	x	8	1/4”		/		320	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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GeT Some heaDSPaCe
How	Mindfulness	can	Change	Your	Life	in		
Ten	Minutes	a	Day
ANdy puddIcoMbe
From ”britain’s top meditation guru*” 
comes the ultimate self-help book; with 
approachable techniques for integrating mind-
fulness into even the most hectic schedule, it’s 
meditation, but not as you know it…
As	 a	 former	 Buddhist	 monk	 with	 over	 10	 years	 of	 teaching	
experience,	 Andy	 Puddicombe	 has	 been	 acknowledged	 as	 the	
UK’s	 foremost	mindfulness	meditation	expert.	Like	his	 readers	
and	students,	he	began	his	own	meditation	practice	as	a	normal,	
busy	person	with	everyday	concerns,	and	he	has	since	designed	a	
program	that	fits	neatly	into	a	jam-packed	daily	routine—proving	
that	just	10	minutes	a	day	can	make	a	world	of	difference.	Simple	
exercises,	 stories	 and	 techniques	 culled	 from  Andy’s	 years	 of	
experience	will	help	anyone	calm	the	chatter	in	their	minds.	The	
result?	More	headspace,	less	stress.

Get Some Headspace  also	 brings	 us	 the	 extraordinary	 science	
behind	 this	 seemingly	 simple	 cure-all.	This	 book  and	practice	
will	help	readers	positively	 impact	every	area	of	 their	physical	
and	 mental	 health,	 from  productivity	 and	 focus,	 to	 stress	 and	
anxiety	 relief,	 sleep,	 weight-loss,	 personal	 relationships…and	
the	list	goes	on	and	on.

“The only book on meditation you will ever need….”   
	
	 —PAtriCiA	ryAn	mAdson

”Teaches  techniques that can be practiced on a crowded 

subway or even while wolfing a sandwich....ed halliwell 

[The Guardian] said mr. Puddicombe is ’doing for medita-

tion what someone like jamie oliver has done for food.’ and 

like mr. oliver, he’s ready to conquer the united States."  
 
 —the neW york times 

*(the times  uk )

anDY puDDicombe	 is	 currently	 the	 only	 Clinical	 Meditation	
Consultant	in	the	United	Kingdom	with	Medical	Advisory	Committee	
clearance	for	private	practice.	As	a	former	Buddhist	monk, he	has	trained	
extensively	in	meditation	all	over	the	world	for	more	than	15	years.	He	
returned	to	the	UK	in	2004	and	set	up	the	Headspace	organization	with	
one	simple	aim	in	mind:	to	demystify	meditation	and	make	it	accessible	
and	relevant	to	as	many	people	as	possible.

MArKetING

•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	National	Television	Publicity
•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Major	Online	Publicity	

Campaign
•	Griffin	Select
•	Online	Advertising	Campaign
•	Extensive	Social	Media	

Campaign	
•	Branded	Podcasts	for	Online	

Promotion
•	Author	Website:	

GetSomeHeadspace.com
•	Available	on	CD	from	

Macmillan	Audio:	
978-1-4272-2193-3

•		Available	as	an	eBook:	
978-1-250-01414-6

seLF-HeLp
978-1-250-00840-4 
$14.99 
NCR	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	224	Pages	
Trade	Paperback
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SuICIDe oF a 
SuPerPoWer
Will	America	Survive	to	2025?

pAtrIcK j.  bucHANAN

In a book perfectly suited for an election  
year, three-time presidential candidate  
Pat buchanan exposes the end of the  
united States as we know it

Since	 Obama	 took	 office,	 conservative	 pundits	 have  been	
mainstays	 on  the	 bestseller	 list.	 And	 now,	 the	 bestselling	
author	and political	heavyweight	Pat Buchanan	weighs	in	with	
a	warning	against	not only	 the	dangers	 that	 the	country	 faces	
under	Obama,	but	 the	 risk	of	 sliding	 into	 irrelevancy	 that	 the	
Republican	party	faces	if	it	chooses	to	forget	its	core	values.
A	major	force	in	conservative	opinion	and	a	longtime	political	
commentator,	 Buchanan’s	 strident	 and	 impassioned	 argument	
against	 the	direction	 in	which America  is	heading	will	find	an	
eager	audience	in	today’s	high-pressure	political	climate.	

Praise for Patrick j. buchanan:

“buchanan is an honest writer who ... minces nothing except 

an occasional opponent.“  —the PhiladelPhia inquirer

“mr. buchanan. . . is positively fearless. he is also right.“ 	

	 —tony	blAnkley,	the Washington times

patricK J. bucHanan,	 America’s	 leading	 populist	 conservative,	

was	senior	advisor	to	three	American	presidents,	ran	for	the	Republican	

nomination	in	1992	and	1996,	and	was	the	Reform	Party’s	presidential	

candidate	in	2000. The	author	of	eight	other	books,	Buchanan	is	a	syn-

dicated	columnist	and	founding	member	of	three	of	America’s	foremost	

public	affairs	shows,	NBC’s	The McLaughlin Group,	and	CNN’s	The Capitol 
Gang	and	Crossfire.	He	lives	in	McLean,	Virginia.

hC: 978-0-312-57997-5

MArKetING

•	National	Broadcast	Publicity
•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	Author	Website:	Buchanan.org
•	Feature	author	at	Macmillan	

Speakers	Bureau
•	Available	on	CD	from	

Macmillan	Audio:		
978-1-4272-1035-7																																																																																				

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4299-9060-8

curreNt AFFAIrs
978-1-250-00411-6 
$15.99 
$18.50	Canadian	
6	1/8"	x	9	1/4"		/		480	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
St.	Martin's	Griffin	
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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SuFFer In SILenCe
A	Novel	of	Navy	SEAL	Training

dAvId reId

a gripping and timely novel that takes readers 
inside america’s elite fighting force

Among	the	ranks	of	 the	most	difficult	military	 training	on	the	
planet,	 BUD/S	 (Basic	 Underwater	 Demolition/SEAL)	 includes	
the	 ultimate	 challenge	 of	 endurance	 known	 as	 Hell	 Week.	
It’s	 the	 pivotal	 test	 faced	 by	 every	 Navy	 SEAL:	 120	 sleepless	
hours	 of	 relentless	 physical	 punishment,	 interrupted	 only	 by	
hypothermia-inducing	surf	torture.	

Ensign	 Grey	 thought	 he	 knew	 what	 to	 expect,	 but	 when	
Seaman	 Murray	 attempts	 to	 blackmail	 an	 instructor	 who	 is	
determined	to	see	him	fail,	Hell	Week	takes	on	a	new	meaning.	
With	deteriorating	health	and	a	dangerous	enemy	in	hot	pursuit,	
the	two	unlikely	friends	struggle	to	survive.	What	happens	in	the	
darkness	at	the	edge	of	the	Pacific	will	change	their	lives	forever.

“only someone who has been through the tribulation that is 

hell Week, can write about it with this level of detail. While 

reading this novel I found myself shivering as I flashed back 

to this ultimate test of endurance that the author describes 

so vividly.“ 	
	 —howArd	wAsdin,  former seAl	And	neW york times 

 bestselling	Author	of   seal team siX

“Suffer in Silence is thoughtful, fearsomely honest, and 

expertly crafted—a genuine triumph. David reid is a rising 

talent.“ —midWest book reVieW 

DaviD reiD  completed	 all	 of	 First	 Phase,	 including	 Hell	 Week,	

while	 serving	 as	 an	 officer	 and	 boat	 crew	 leader	 at	 Basic	 Underwater	

Demolition/SEAL	 training	 (BUD/S).	 He	 began	 writing	 Suffer in Silence	
shortly	after	his	 training,	 resulting	 in	an	unprecedented	 inside	 look	at	

the	agonizing	journey	that	every	sailor	must	complete	before	he	can	call	

himself	a	SEAL.	Reid	lives	in	Menlo	Park,	California.	

hC: 978-0-312-69943-7

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
CommandPosts.com

•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Email	Marketing	Campaign																																																																																																																																		
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-8768-4

FIctIoN
978-1-250-00698-1 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		352	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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noT DeaD yeT
My	Race	Against	Disease:	From	Diagnosis		
to	Dominance

pHIL soutHerLANd ANd joHN HANc
“an engrossing book, a sports adventure story 
with a medical subplot and a roster of dynam-
ic characters, the most dynamic of whom is 
Phil himself....a story of tigerish determina-
tion and the utter resolve to never give up, to 
win against all odds.”               —diabetes health

Part	 memoir,	 part	 sports	 adventure,	 Not Dead Yet	 tells	 the	
inspirational	 story	 of	 Phil	 Southerland’s	 battle	 with	 Type	 1	
diabetes	and	how	he	overcame	all	odds	to	start	his	own	bicycle	
racing	team	and	twice	win	the	Race	Across	America.	Blindness,	
kidney	 failure	 and	 death	 were	 all	 predicted	 for	 Phil	 by	 age	
twenty-five.	 Today,	 not	 only	 is	 Phil	 alive	 and	 well	 but	 as	 the	
founder	 of	 Team	 Type	 1,	 he	 and	 his	 team	 of	 championship	
cyclists—many	 of	 them	 diabetics—have	 become	 health	 and	
fitness	 role	 models	 for	 people	 the	 world	 over.	 Together,	 they	
have	taken	on	some	of	the	most	challenging	endurance	events	in	
the	world.	Leading	the	pack	is	a	serious	challenge	for	any	athlete,	
but	for	Phil	and	his	teammates,	it	presents	two	daily	battles:	one	
to	stay	in	razor-sharp	race-fit	condition,	the	other,	to	stay	alive. 	

Praise for Not Dead Yet:

“a must read for all of us with type 1 diabetes and for our 
support team of family and friends as well.”  
	 —showbusiness	legend	And	neW york times 	 bestselling
	 Author	mAry	tyler	moore 

"an uplifting and incredibly true adventure of a young man 
who beats the odds. Phil Southerland is an inspiration to 
those who live and struggle with diabetes as well as any 
individual who faces seemingly insurmountable challenges.” 
—steve	 edelmAn, 	 md, 	 univers ity	 of	 CAliforniA-sAn	 diego,		
	 founder	And	direCtor	of	tAking	Control	of	your	diAbetes

pHil soutHerlanD has	been	profiled	with Team	Type	1	 in	numer-
ous	cycling	and	diabetes	publications,	The New York Times, The Washington 
Post, The Wall Street Journal,	and	many	others.	He	lives	in	Atlanta.	JoHn 
Hanc	is	a	long	time	contributor	to	Newsday	and	a	contributing	editor	to	
Runner’s World	magazine,	as	well	as	the	author	of	The Coolest Race on Earth.	
He	lives	in	Farmingdale,	New	York.

hC: 978-0-312-610-234

MArKetING

•	Outreach	to	Diabetes	
Organizations																																																																																																																		

•	Available	as		an	eBook:		
978-1-4299-2376-7

bIoGrApHy
978-1-250-00699-8 
$15.99 
$18.50	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		336	pages		
Plus	one	8-page	color	photo	insert	
Trade	Paperback	
St.	Martin's	Griffin		
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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beneaTh a STarLeT 
SKy
AMANdA GoLdberG ANd  
rutHANNA KHALIGHI Hopper

The New York Times bestselling authors of 
Celebutantes return with a deliciously fun new 
novel that “celebrates hollywood culture and 
makes authoritative fun of it” (Washington 
Post)—now in trade paperback
Lola	Santisi—CEO	of	a	struggling	fashion	line	in	New	York	and	
daughter	of	Hollywood	Royalty—has	given	up	her	Actorholic	
ways	for	her	hot	Doctor	Boyfriend	in	LA	and	a	frenzied	bicoastal	
existence.	She	hardly	knows	which	shoe	fits	her	anymore:	 the	
Louboutin	 stiletto	 or	 the	 Croc.	 Now,	 Lola’s	 trying	 to	 launch	
Julian	Tennant’s	new	dress	 line,	and  they're	about	 to	get	 their	
next	big	break:	his	wedding	dresses	are	going	to	be	featured	in	
the	top	film	at	the	Cannes	Film	Festival.	And	they	better	make	
a	big	splash,	or	the	sponsors	will	snip	all	the	purse	strings	once	
and	for	all.	

For	 Kate	 Wood,	 Lola	 Santisi’s	 BFF	 and	 CAA’s	 rising	 star	
agent,	 Cannes	 is  all	 work	 and	 no	 play.	 The	 only	 thing	 worse	
than	 thinking	 it	 was	 a	 good	 idea	 for	 Kate	 to	 date	 Lola’s	
brother,	was	thinking	it	was	a	good	idea	for	Kate	to	put	one	of	
her	 most	 unpredictable	 clients,	 Nic	 Knight,	 in	 Lola's	 father's	
movie. As	Lola	fights	 to	 survive	 the	Cannes	Film	Festival,	will	
she	get	 swept	 into	 the	French	Riviera’s	 riptide	of	glamour	and	
superficiality? Are real	love	and	couture	mutually	exclusive?	With	
her	 father	 and	 brother	 vying	 for	 the	 same	 prize,	 her	 mother	
starring in	her	new reality	show,	and	one	heartbroken	girlfriend	
about	to	declare	motherhood,	 it’s	all	on	Lola	to	come	up	with	
the	answers…

“Beneath a Starlet Sky… [is] the closest thing to Bergdorf 
Blondes that can be found this summer. and its authors have 

that rare gift among today’s few viable chick-lit authors: a 

sense of humor. Their two main characters are bright and 

confident, full of wisecracks.” 	 —JAnet	mAslin,	neW york times

amanDa GolDberG	and	rutHanna KHaliGHi Hopper	are	the	

New York Times bestselling	authors	of	Celebutantes. The	authors	 reside	 in	

Hollywood.

hC: 978-0-312-54442-3

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion
•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Email	Marketing	Campaign																																																																																																																				
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-6205-6

FIctIoN
978-0-312-54443-0 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		304	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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THE NEW YORK TIMES  
DreamInG oF 
CroSSWorDS
75	Light	and	Easy	Puzzles

edIted by wILL sHortz

Start your day with 75 easy crosswords!

Wake	up	with	a	New York Times crossword.	Whether	you’re	just	
beginning	your	crossword	career	or	are	an	old	pro	who	enjoys	
the	 trill	of	blazing	 through	an	easy	puzzle,	The New York Times 
Dreaming of Crosswords is	sure	to	provide	hours	of	fun.	
 
Features:	
•	75	of	the	Times’ easiest	puzzles	
•	Portable	format	is	perfect	for	travel	or	solving	at	home	
•	Edited	by	the	biggest	name	in	crosswords,	Will	Shortz.

will sHortz	 has	 been	 crossword	 editor	 of	 The New York Times since	

1993.	 He	 founded	 the	 American	 Crossword	 Puzzle	 Tournament	 and	

the	World	Puzzle	Championship.	He	is	also	Puzzlemaster	for	“Weekend	

Edition	Sunday”on	NPR.	Will	lives	in	Pleasantville,	New	York.

GAMes
978-1-250-00930-2 
$7.99 
$8.99	Canadian	
6	1/8"	x	9	1/4"		/		96	pages		
Trade	Paperback

MArKetING

•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	Online	Advertising	and	

Promotion
•	Feature	Author	at	Macmillan	

Speakers	Bureau
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THE NEW YORK TIMES 
SunDay In The SurF 
CroSSWorDS
From	the	Pages	of	The New York Times

edIted by wILL sHortz

a collection of 75 SunDay crosswords in 
our ever-popular 6"x9" trade paperback  
format

The New York Times	Sunday	crossword	puzzles	are	the	standard	
by	which	all	others	are	judged.And	they’re	now	available	in	a	
compact,	portable	format	perfect	for	solvinganywhere!	So	grab	
a	pencil	and	give	your	mind	a	day	at	the	beach!
With:
•	75	of	the	best	Sunday	Times	crosswords
•	Convenient,	affordable	trade	paperback
•	Edited	by	crossword	legend	Will	Shortz.

will sHortz, puzzle	 editor	 of	 The New York Times	 since	 1993,	 also	

founded	and	directs	the	annual	American	Crossword	Puzzle	Tournament	

and	the	World	Puzzle	Championship.	He	is	the	Puzzlemaster	for	NPR’s	

”Weekend	Edition	Sunday.”

GAMes
978-1-250-00924-1 
$10.99 
$12.50	Canadian	
6	1/8"	x	9	1/4"		/		192	pages		
Trade	Paperback

MArKetING

•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	Online	Advertising	and	

Promotion
•	Feature	Author	at	Macmillan	

Speakers	Bureau
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heX aPPeaL
p. N. eLrod, edItor

a star-studded urban fantasy anthology  
headlined by New York Times bestselling 
authors jim butcher, Carrie vaughn,  
Illona andrews and vicki Pettersson

In	 the	 magical	 world	 that	 lies	 hidden	 beneath	 our	 own,	
witches	and	conjurers	exact	 sweet	 revenge	on  those	who dare	
to	 cross	 them.  	 They	 know	 just	 the	 right	 spell	 to	 punish	 an	
ex-boyfriend—and	 the	 perfect	 hex	 to  bring	 rivals	 to	 their	
knees. 	But	what	if	you’re	the	unlucky	soul	who falls	victim	to	a	
conjurer’s	curse? 	And	if	you	had	the	power	to	cast	a	magic	spell	
of	your own,	would	you	use	 it?  	 In	this	bewitching	collection,	
nine	 of	 today’s	 hottest	 paranormal	 authors  tell	 otherworldly	
tales featuring	spell-spinners	who cast	deadly	hexes—and	stories	
of  their	 hapless,	 and	 not-so-hapless,  victims.  	 Chock	 full	 of	
paranormal	 hijinx,	 this	 fantastic	 collection	 will	 hold	 readers	
spellbound—and	enchant	readers	everywhere	with	its irresistible	
hex	appeal!

”With supernatural beings, mystery, action, danger and 

romance, there’s something for everyone in these pages.” 	

	 —darque reVieWs 	on  strange breW

“Fans of paranormal fiction will welcome the rare chance to 

see their favorite authors working in short form.” 

 —Publishers Weekly on  my big Fat suPernatural Wedding

Additional	 contributors	 include	 up-and-comers	 racHel caine, 
DeiDre KniGHt, lilitH saintcrow, sHannon K. butcHer	

and	p. n. elroD.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Extensive	Social		

Media	Campaign
•	Online	Promotion	at		

sheloveshotreads.com
•	Online	Promotion
•	Online	Book	Community	

Outreach
•	Email	Marketing	Campaign
•	Bonus	E-stories	available
•	Author	Websites:																																																																																																																																								

Jim-Butcher.com	
Ilona-Andrews.com	
CarrieVaughn.com	
VickiPettersson.com	
RachelCaine.com	
DeidreKnight.com	
LilithSaintcrow.com	
ShannonkButcher.com	
VampWriter.com		
(P.	N.	Elrod’s	site)

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4668-0259-9

FANtAsy
978-0-312-59072-7 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	368	Pages	
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The hanD ThaT 
TrembLeS
A	Mystery

KjeLL erIKssoN

“Kjell eriksson’s crime novels are among the 
very best.“	 	 	 	 	 	 	—henning	mAnkell

A	 Swedish	 county	 commissioner	 walks	 out	 of	 a	 high-level	
meeting	 and	 disappears.	 Many	 years	 later,	 one	 of	 the	 town’s	
natives	is	convinced	that	he’s	caught	a	glimpse	of	the	missing	man	
while	traveling	in	Bangalore,	India.	When	the	rumors	reach	his	
hometown,	a	veteran	police	officer	stumbles	across	a	seemingly	
unrelated	 case.	 Ann	 Lindell,	 Eriksson’s	 series	 detective,	 must	
investigate	a	severed	female	foot	found	where	a	striking	number	
of	inhabitants	are	single	men.	But	the	owner	of	the	house	where	
the	victim	is	believed	to	have	lived	is	no	longer	able	to	answer	
any	questions….

 Praise for Kjell eriksson: 

“riveting in tone and spirit. . . resembles the books of maj 

Sjowall and Per Wahloo, not to mention those of the mod-

ern master henning mankell.“   

 —the Wall street Journal on	the Princess oF burundi

“With Kjell eriksson, what we find is an extraordinary depth 

of feeling for honest people caught up in serious crime.“ 

 —the neW york times book reVieW on  the demon oF dakar 

“reminiscent of ruth rendell...as insightful and intelligent 

as it is engrossing.“  

 —library Journal on  the cruel stars oF the night 

“Intelligently crafted, perpetually suspenseful and deeply 

insightful...terrific.“  

 —san Francisco chronicle on  the Princess oF burundi

KJell eriKsson	 is	 the	 author	 of	 the	 internationally	 acclaimed	 The 
Princess of Burundi, The Cruel Stars of the Night, and The Demon of Dakar.	This	

is	his	 fourth	novel	 in	the	series	 to	be	published	 in	the	US;	he	 lives	 in	

Sweden.

hC: 978-0-312-60505-6

MArKetING

•	Online	Advertising	Campaign
•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Online	Promotion	at		

CriminalElement.com
•	Available	as	an	eBook:	

978-1-4299-8359-4

Mystery
978-1-250-00690-5 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		320	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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bIG haIr anD PLaSTIC 
GraSS
A	Funky	Ride	Through	Baseball	and	America	in	
the	Swinging	’70s

dAN epsteIN

“Dan epstein and baseball in the ’70s go 
together like Kevin Costner and Susan 
Sarandon.“    —Allen	bArrA,  Wall street Journal

This	cult	hit	and	Wall Street Journal sports	bestseller	crosses The 
Bronx Is Burning	with	Chuck	Klosterman to	deliver a	wild pop-
culture	 history	 of	 baseball’s	 most  colorful	 and	 controversial	
decade.	 The	 American	 popular	 culture	 and	 counterculture	
collided	head-on	with	the	national	pastime	in	the	“Me	decade,“	
rocking	 the	 once-conservative	 sport	 to	 its	 very	 foundations.	
Outspoken	players	embraced	free	agency, openly	advocated	drug	
use,	and	even	swapped	wives. Controversial	owners introduced	
Astroturf,	 prime-time	 World	 Series,	 and	 garish	 polyester	
uniforms.	Stars	set	new	heights	in	power	and	speed,	emerging	as	
October	heroes	and	pop	icons.	For the	millions	of	fans	who	grew	
up during	this	time,	and	especially	those	who	cared	just	as	much	
about	 Oscar	 Gamble’s	 afro	 as	 they	 did	 about	 his	 average,	 this	
book serves	up	a	delicious,	Technicolor	trip	down	memory	lane.

“There is a trove of nuggets many of us either never knew...

or forgot...savor the good parts, which are plentiful.“  

 —the neW york times

“Dan epstein has finally given us the swinging book the ’70s 

deserve.“ —rob	neyer,	 esPn.Com

“an eSPn Classics trip right through the freaky heart of our 

national identity.“ —deAn	kuiPers, 	 los angeles times

Dan epstein has	written	for	Rolling Stone,	MOJO,	Los Angeles Times,	USA 
Today,	 TimeOut,	 produced	 shows	 for	 VH-1,	 and	 is	 the	 author	 of	 20th 
Century Pop Culture.	He	lives	in	Southern	California.

hC: 978-0-312-60754-8

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Author	Website:		

LaVieEnRobe.com																																																																																											
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-2075-9

sports 
978-1-250-00724-7 
$15.99 
$18.50	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		352	pages		
Plus	one	8-page	b&w	photo	insert	
Trade	Paperback	
Thomas	Dunne	Books	
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The WaLKInG DeaD
Rise	of	The	Governor

robert KIrKMAN ANd jAy boNANsINGA

Following in the footsteps of the  
New York Times bestselling graphic 
novels and the record-breaking new television 
show, this debut novel in a trilogy of original 
Walking Dead books chronicles the back story 
of the comic book series’ greatest villain,  
The Governor

From	 the	 creator	 of	 ”The	 Walking	 Dead”	 comes	 the	 first	 in	 a	
trilogy	of	original	novels	 set	 in	 the	same	apocalyptic	universe:		
The Walking Dead: Rise of the Governor.	 Fans	 of	 Kirkman’s	 award-
winning	 apocryphal	 zombie	 comic	 book	 series	 and	 the	
groundbreaking	 television	 show	 will	 flock	 to	 this	 intense,	
exciting	story	featuring	none	other	than	The	Governor.

The	 Governor	 was	 voted	 ”Villain	 of	 the	 Year”	 by	 Wizard 
Magazine	 the	year	he	debuted,	 and	his	 story	 arc	was	 the	most	
controversial	 arc	 in	 the	 history	 of	 The	 Walking	 Dead	 comic	
book	series.	Now,	for	the	first	time,	fans	of	”The	Walking	Dead”		
will	 discover	 how	 The	 Governor	 became	 the	 man	 he	 is,	 and	
what	drove	him	to	such	extremes.

”If the comic book writer robert Kirkman were a superhero, 

his name might be the midas Touch.”  —the neW york times

robert KirKman	is	best	known	for	his	work	on	The Walking Dead and	

Invincible for	Image	Comics,	as	well	as	Ultimate X-Men and	Marvel Zombies 
for	Marvel	Comics.	He	is	one	of	the	five	partners	of	Image	Comics	and	

is	an	executive	producer	and	writer	on	The Walking Dead television	show.	

JaY bonansinGa	 is	 a	 critically-acclaimed	 horror	 novelist	 whose	

works	include	Perfect Victim, Shattered, Twisted, and	Frozen.	His	debut	novel,	

The Black Mariah,	was	a	finalist	for	a	Bram	Stoker	award.

hC: 978-0-312-54773-8

MArKetING

•	Published	to	Coincide	with	
DVD	Release	of	The Walking 
Dead	Season	2

•	Advertising	and	Promotion	on	
Tor.com

•	Social	Media	Campaign	
		Walking	Dead	Facebook	book	
Page:	158,000	likes	to	date
		Robert	Kirkman	Facebook	
Page:	3,500	likes	to	date

		The	Walking	Dead	Facebook	
TV	Show	Page:	3,500,000	
likes	to	date

•	Author	Website:	
KirkMania.com	
JayBonansinga.com

•	Available	on	CD	from	
Macmillan	Audio:	
978-1-4272-1768-4

•	Available	as	an	eBook:	
978-1-4299-9578-8

Horror
978-1-250-00839-8 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	320	Pages	
Trade	Paperback	
St.	Martin's	Griffin
Thomas	Dunne	Books

New York  
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The GooD ThIeF’S 
GuIDe To venICe
A	Mystery

cHrIs ewAN

Charlie, a gentleman thief to rival Cary Grant 
in “To Catch a Thief,“ gallivants around 
venice in this “hilarious yet suspenseful“*  
new caper

After	 a	 bad	 streak	 of	 luck	 in	 Vegas,	 writer	 and	 thief	 Charlie	
Howard	 has	 retreated	 to	 Venice,	 having	 vowed	 to	 give	 up	 a	
life	 of  crime	 to	 write  mysteries	 full-time.	 But	 inspiration	 fails	
to	 strike. To	make	matters	worse,	Charlie’s prized	first	edition	
of	 The Maltese Falcon flies	 out	 the	 window	 with	 a	 femme-fatale	
burglar.	 Blackmailed	 into	 returning	 to	 crime	 in	 order	 to	 get	
his	 book	 back,	 Charlie	 is	 catapulted	 into	 a	 plot	 that	 is	 more	
explosive	than	even	he	could	have	imagined. 	

“ewan can turn a Wodehousian phrase...and his taut plot-

ting adds substance to his considerable style.“   

 —*Publishers Weekly (stArred	review)

“[The Good Thief’s Guide to Vegas] will definitely appeal to 

fans of comic mysteries and caper novels.“  
 
 —booklist 	 (stArred	review)	

“ewan masterfully merges the comic with the thrilling in this 

fresh, captivating book.“   

 —rt book reVieWs (toP	PiCk!	gold	medAl)	on 

 the good thieF ’s  guide to Vegas

“ewan’s droll, funny, noirish style, cleverly drawn central 

character, and great descriptions of locale will make this a 

popular new series.“   

 —library Journal

cHris ewan lives	on	the	Isle	of	Man,	but	his	heart	is	in	Venice.	This	

is	the	fourth	novel	in	his	Good	Thief’s	Guide	series,	which	is	in	develop-

ment	as	a	television	drama	series	with	Entertainment	One.

hC: 978-0-312-58085-8

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
CriminalElement.com

•	Author	Website:		
TheGoodThief.co.uk																																																																																																											

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4299-7273-4

Mystery
978-0-312-58087-2 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		400	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
Minotaur	Books



When	American	and	British forces	invaded	Iraq	in	March	2003,	
select	teams	of	special	forces	and	intelligence	operatives	got	to	
work	 looking	 for	 the	 WMD	 their	 governments	 had	 promised	
were	 there.	 They	 quickly	 realized	 no	 such	 weapons	 existed.	
Instead	they	faced	an	insurgency--a	soaring	spiral	of	extremism	
and	violence	that	was	almost	impossible	to	understand,	let	alone	
reverse.
 Facing	defeat,	the	Coalition	waged	a	hidden	war	within	a	war.	
Major-General	 Stan	 McChrystal	 devised	 a	 campaign	 fusing	
special	 forces,	 aircraft,	 and	 the	 latest	 surveillance	 technology	
with	 the	 aim	 of	 taking	 down	 the	 enemy	 faster	 than	 it	 could	
regenerate.	Guided	by	intelligence, American	and	British	special	
forces	 conducted  a	 relentless	 onslaught,	 night	 after	 night	
targeting	al-Qaeda	and	other	insurgent	groups.	

  Task Force Black	 reveals	 not	 only	 the	 intensity	 of	 the	 secret	
fight	 that	 turned	 the	 tide	 in	 Baghdad	 but	 the	 rivalries	 and	
personal	battles	that	had	to	be	overcome	along	the	way.	Incisive,	
dramatic,	 exceptionally	 revealing,	 the	 war	 in	 Iraq	 cannot	 be	
understood	without	this	book.

“urban writes history the way it should be written, alive and 

exciting.”  —Andy	mCnAb

marK urban	is	Diplomatic	and	Defense	Editor	of	the	BBC's	Newsnight.	
He	has	covered	many	of	 the	world's	conflicts	during	the	past	 twenty-

five	years,	including	the	Iraq	campaign	that	began	in	2003.	He	lives	in	

London.
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hC: 978-0-312-54127-9

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
CommandPosts.com

•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Email	Marketing	Campaign																																																																																																																																				
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-9585-6

TaSK ForCe bLaCK
The	Explosive	True	Story	of	the	Secret	Special	
Forces	War	in	Iraq

MArK urbAN

The true story of one of the most dramatic 
and sustained special operations in military 
history

HIstory/MILItAry
978-1-250-00696-7 
$15.99 
$18.50	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		336	pages		
Includes	two	8-page	b&w		
photo	sections	
Trade	Paperback
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40 Love
A	Novel
MAdeLeINe wIcKHAM
now in paperback, from the author of the sensational bestselling 
Sophie Kinsella novels, this perceptive comedy skewers the shallow 
rich, displaying a wicked backhand on every page

Everyone	 wins	 this	 game	 of	 literary	 tennis,	 a	 comedy	 of	 manners	 about	 envy	 in	 which	
Wickham	skewers	the	nouveau	riche.	At	their	country	estate,	Patrick	Chance	and	his	wife	
host	a	weekend	tennis	party.	As	four	couples	gather	on	the	sunny	terrace,	it	seems	obvious	
who	among	them	is	succeeding,	and	who	is	falling	behind.	But	by	the	end	of	the	party,	
nothing	will	be	quite	as	certain.	While	the	couples’	children	amuse	themselves	with	pony	
rides	and	rehearsals	for	a	play,	the	adults	suffer	a	series	of	personal	revelations	and	crises.	
Wickham’s	nonstop	action	reveals	at	every	turn	that	matters	may	not	be	as	they	seem,	and	
in	the	end	one	thing	is	crystal	clear:	the	weekend	is	about	anything	but	tennis.	

Praise for 40 Love: 

”Wickham aces the shallow rich...in this light, fast-paced novel.”       —Publishers Weekly 

”This featherweight comedy delivers a decided satisfaction.”    —kirkus 

Praise for A Desirable Residence: 

”Chick lit superstar Wickham (The Wedding Girl) is in stellar form in her latest...a 

well-executed and unexpected ending caps the dizzying action and demonstrates why 

Wickham is so deservedly on her genre’s a-list.”         —Publishers Weekly 	 (stArred	review)	

”a remarkably assured tale of adultery, avarice, and angst.”     —the daily mail 

”Sharp and funny.”                    —Family circle 

maDeleine wicKHam	 is	 the	author	of	 several	novels,	 among	 them	A Desirable Residence, The Wedding Girl and	

Sleeping Arrangements. As	Sophie	Kinsella,	she	has	written	a	number	of	bestsellers	including	the	Shopaholic	series. 
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Praise for The Wedding Girl: 

”Kinsella fans will feel right at home...at this Wedding, prepare to laugh, and maybe get a little 

misty.”             —usa today 

”a bride’s impetuous past comes back to haunt her in this yummy confection by Wickham.”   

    —PeoPle magazine 

”What fans want!”       —star magazine 

Praise for Sleeping Arrangements: 

”a delightful story of british families forced to spend their vaca-

tion together after a mutual friend promises them the same 

week in his Spanish villa… [She] does a bang–up job of creating 

believable characters.”                                        —Publishers Weekly 

”...sure to please her many fans and gain her new ones.” —booklist 

hC: 978-0-312-56275-5

MArKetING

• online Promotion at 
SheLoveshotreads.com

• email marketing Campaign
• Social media Campaign
     F  acebook: 350,000 
    likes to date
• Library marketing Campaign
• 18-copy mixed Floor Display: 

978-1-250-01567-9 
(9x 40 Love, 3x Cocktails for 
Three, 3x Wedding Girl, 
3x Sleeping Arrangements)

• available on CD from 
macmillan audio:  
978-1-4272-1235-1

• available as an ebook:  
978-1-4299-9045-5

FIctIoN
978-0-312-56276-2 

$14.99 
NCR	

5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	304	Pages	
Trade	Paperback	

St.	Martin's	Griffin
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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a KInGDom DIvIDeD
Empire	of	the	Moghul

ALex rutHerFord

“The hand-to-hand combat pulsates with 
heroic vigor and plentiful gore, sure to enter-
tain fans, and the climax paves the way for the 
next epic entry.“      —Publishers Weekly

Already	an	 international	bestseller,	A Kingdom Divided continues	
the	epic	story	of	the	Moghuls,	one	of	the	most	magnificent	and	
violent	dynasties	in	world	history,	and	one	which	bears	a	close	
resemblance	to	the	Dothraki	in	George	R.R.	Martin’s	A Game of 
Thrones.

India,	 1530.	 Humayun,	 the	 newly	 crowned	 second	 Moghul	
emperor,	 is	 a	 fortunate	 man.	 His	 father,	 Babur,	 has	 left	 him	
wealth,	 glory,	 and	 an	 empire	 that	 stretches	 a	 thousand	 miles	
south	 of	 the	 Khyber	 Pass;	 he	 must	 now	 build	 on	 his	 legacy,	
and	 make	 the	 Moghuls	 worthy	 of	 their	 legendary	 forebear,	
Tamburlaine.	

But,	 unbeknownst	 to	 him,	 Humayun	 is	 already	 in	 grave	
danger.	His	half-brothers	are	plotting	against	him;	 they	doubt	
that	 he	 has	 the	 strength,	 the	 will,	 the	 brutality	 needed	 to	
command	 the	 Moghul	 armies	 and	 lead	 them	 to	 still-greater	
glories.	Soon	Humayun	will	be	 locked	 in	a	 terrible	battle:	not	
only	for	his	crown,	not	only	for	his	life,	but	for	the	existence	of	
the	very	empire	itself.	

International Praise for A Kingdom Divided:

“The whole life and times of the mughal dynasty are brought 

to life in vivid imagery.“  —historic al noVel reVieW 

“beautifully captures the vast panorama of hindustan in the 

early sixteenth century. . . one can almost hear the boom of 

cannon and screams of fallen soldiers.“  —decc an chronicle

aleX rutHerForD  is	 the	pen	name	for	Diana	and	Michael	Preston,	

whose	 nonfiction	 has	 been	 awarded	 the	 Los Angeles Times	 Science	 and	

Technology	Prize	and	been	praised	worldwide.	They	are	also	authors	of	

Raiders From The North, the	first	book	in	the	Empire	of	the	Moghul	series.	

They	live	in	London.	

hC: 978-0-312-59701-6

MArKetING

•	Author	Website:	
EmpireOfTheMoghul.co.uk																																																																																																									

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4299-9030-1

HIstorIcAL FIctIoN

978-1-250-00729-2 
$15.99 
NCR	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		448	pages		
Includes	one	map	
Trade	Paperback	
St.	Martin's	Griffin
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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21ST CenTury DeaD
A	Zombie	Anthology

cHrIstopHer GoLdeN, edItor

an all original anthology of zombie stories 
from some of today’s biggest authors,  
in the tradition of the highly successful  
The New Dead!

The	 author	 of	 the	 acclaimed,	 eclectic	 anthology		
The New Dead, returns	with	21st Century Dead,	and	an	all	new	lineup	
of	authors	from	all	corners	of	the	fiction	world,	shining	a	dark	
light	 on	 our	 fascination	 with	 tales	 of	 death	 and	 resurrection...
with	ZOMBIES! 	The	stellar	lineup	of	contributors	for	this	new	
volume	 includes:	 Orson	 Scott	 Card,	 China	 Mieville,	 Simon	
R.	 Green,	 Daniel	 H.	 Wilson,	 Elizabeth	 Hand,	 Dan	 Chaon,	
Jonathan	Maberry,	Duane	Swiercyznski,	Caitlin	Kittredge,	Brian	
Keene,	 Amber	 Benson,	 S.G.	 Browne,	 Thomas	 E.	 Sniegoski,	
and—with	his	first	published	prose—Sons of Anarchy creator	Kurt	
Sutter.

Praise for The New Dead:

”This powerful anthology shines a bright and unflinching 

light on the fears of death, decay, and loss that underpin 

america’s longstanding obsession with the undead.” 

 —Publishers Weekly, stArred	review

cHristopHer GolDen	 is	 the	 award-winning,	 bestselling	 author	 of	
such	novels	as	The Myth Hunters, The Boys Are Back in Town, The Ferryman, 
Strangewood, Of Saints and Shadows, and	 (with	 Tim	 Lebbon)	 The Map of 
Moments. 	Golden	co-wrote	the	lavishly	illustrated	novel	Baltimore, or, The 
Steadfast Tin Soldier and the Vampire	 with	 Mike	 Mignola,	 which	 they	 are	
currently	scripting	as	a	feature	film.	He	has	also	written	books	for	teens	
and	young	adults,	including	Poison Ink, Soulless,	and	the	thriller	series	Body 
of Evidence.  Golden	was	born	and	raised	in	Massachusetts,	where	he	still	
lives	with	his	family. 	His	original	novels	have	been	published	in	more	
than	fourteen	languages	in	countries	around	the	world. 	

MArKetING

•	Coordinated	National	Author	
Events	on	Landing

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Extensive	Social	Media	

Campaign
•	Online	Promotion
•	Email	Marketing	Campaign
•	Bonus	E-stories	Available
•	Contributing	Author	Websites:	

ChristopherGolden.com	
OrsonScottCard.com	
SimonrGreen.co.uk	
Sutterink.blogspot.com	
DanielhWilson.com	
ChelseaCain.com	
MarkMorriswriter.com	
AmberBensonwrotethis.com	
JonathanMaberry.com	
DanChaon.com	
BrianKeene.com	
SgBrowne.com	
CaitlinKittredge.com	
JohnSkipp.com	
KenBruen.com	
RioYouers.com

•	Available	as	an	eBook:	
978-1-250-01591-4

Horror
978-0-312-60584-1 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	384	Pages	
Trade	Paperback

GrIFFIN orIGINAL
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ProDIGaL FaTher, 
PaGan Son
Growing	Up	Inside	the	Dangerous	World	of	
the	Pagans	Motorcycle	Club

ANtHoNy ”Lt” MeNGINIe ANd  
KerrIe drobAN

”a down-and-dirty memoir that should appeal 
to readers of such books as Sonny barger’s 
Hell’s Angel and hunter Thompson’s classic 
Hell’s Angels.”   —kirkus reVieWs

By	 the	 time	 he	 was	 13,	 he	 already	 had	 attended  13	 funerals.	
Abandoned  by	 his	 mother,	 and	 with	 his	 father	 in	 jail,	 ”LT”	
Menginie	was	 raised	 inside	 the	outlaw	biker	 club	 and	became	
inducted	into	a	life	of	sex,	violence,	drugs,	and	dysfunction. When	
his	father,	the	chapter’s	president, is	released	from	jail	and	betrays	
the	 club	 by	 going	 over	 to	 the	 rival	 Hells	 Angels—helping	 to	
touch	 off	 the	 Biker	 Wars	 in	 Philadelphia—the	 author  must	
decide	where	his	 loyalties	 lie. Sure	to	appeal	to	fans	of	 insider	
accounts	such	as	No Angel	and	Under and Alone	as	well	as	the	Sons 
of Anarchy	 television	 show,	 this	gritty	memoir	 takes	 the	 reader	
into the shocking	and	hypnotic	underworld	of	”one-percenter”	
clubs.	

”This is a one-of-a-kind true tale of being born into madness 

. . . and of rising above it.”  

 —robert	k. 	tAnenbAum,	neW york times bestselling	Author	

	 of   betrayed And  caPture

”Gritty and real, tragic and brutal. The book is filled 

with powerful characters. a compelling read...not for the  

squeamish.” —motorCyCleusA.Com

antHonY ”lt” menGinie is	the	son	of	Anthony	”Mangy”	Menginie,	

former	Philadelphia chapter	president	of the	Pagans	Motorcycle	Club.

Kerrie Droban is	the	author	of	Running with the Devil: The True Story of 
the ATF’s Infiltration of the Hells Angels.	She	is	a	criminal	defense	attorney	in	

Arizona.

hC: 978-0-312-57654-7

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
CriminalElement.com

•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Co-author	website:	

KerrieDroban.com																																																																																																				
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-1955-5

true crIMe
978-1-250-00732-2 
$15.99 
$18.50	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		288	pages		
Includes	20	b&w	photos	throughout
Trade	Paperback	
St.	Martin's	Griffin
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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baSKeTbaLL junKIe
A	Memoir

cHrIs HerreN ANd bILL reyNoLds

now a major eSPn film: the  
bestselling, redemptive memoir of one  
athlete’s journey to hell—and back 

At	 Durfee	 High	 School	 in	 Fall	 River,	 Massachusetts,	 Chris	
Herren	carried	 the	weight	of	 a	declining	mill	 town’s	hopes	 in	
his	hands.	In	a	town	rich	with	basketball	history,	the	charismatic	
guard	broke	scoring	records,	was	courted	by	top	colleges, and	
became	the	focus	of	an	acclaimed	book,	Fall River Dreams. 

Herren’s	 youthful	 legend	 concealed	 a	 darker	 side,	 and	 his	
dream	 soon	 became	 a	 nightmare	 of	 drug	 addiction—first	
alcohol,	then	cocaine,	finally	heroin.	A	chaotic	college	career	led	
to	the	NBA,	and	when	the	Boston	Celtics	acquired	his	contract,	
he	realized	every	New	England	kid’s	dream.	

But	off	the	court,	Herren	was	spiraling	down	and	out.	Married	
with	three	young	children	and	desperate	for	money	to	feed	the	
hunger	that	consumed	his	career	and	life,	he	hit	bottom	when	
he	was	found	in	Fall	River,	near	death	over	the	wheel	of	his	car,	
a	 bag	 of	 heroin	 on	 the	 passenger	 seat.	 Sober	 since	 2008,	 the	
one-time	star	has	rejoined	his	 family,	and	now	mentors	young	
players	and	speaks	to	high	schools,	colleges,	and	organizations	
about	his	experiences.	

Featured	in	the	ESPN	documentary	film	“Unguarded,“	Basketball 
Junkie is	harrowing	in	Chris	Herren’s	descent,	and	heartening	in	
his	return.	
 

cHris Herren	 is	 a	 former	 NBA	 basketball	 player	 for	 the	 Denver	

Nuggets	 and	 the	 Boston	 Celtics.	 His	 company	 Hoop	 Dreams	 with	

Chris	 Herren,	 Inc.	 provides	 basketball	 training	 for	 young	 players	 as	

well	 as	 educational	 talks.	 He	 lives	 in	 Portsmouth,	 Rhode	 Island. bill 
reYnolDs is	 a	 sports	 columnist	 for	 the	Providence Journal- Bulletin and	

the	 author	 of	 several	 previous	 books,	 including	 Fall River Dreams and	

(with	Rick	Pitino)	the	#1	New York Times bestseller	Success is a Choice. He	

lives	in	Providence,	Rhode	Island.	

hC: 978-0-312-65672-0

MArKetING

•	Academic	Marketing	Campaign
•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Author	Website:		

AHoopDream.com																																																																																																	
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-2414-6

AddIctIoN/recovery
978-1-250-00689-9 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	288	Pages
Plus	one	8-page	color		
photo	insert	
Trade	Paperback
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ThIS IS noT a TeST
courtNey suMMers
When six teens are trapped inside their high 
school during the zombie apocalypse, they 
quickly discover the line between the living 
and the dead isn’t as clear as they think in this 
chilling story of survival from the author of 
Cracked Up To Be and Fall For Anything
It’s	 the	 end	 of	 the	 world.	 Six	 students	 have	 taken	 cover	 in	
Cortege	High	but	shelter	is	little	comfort	when	the	dead	outside	
won’t	stop	pounding	on	the	doors.	One	bite	is	all	it	takes	to	kill	
a	person	and	bring	 them	back	as	a	monstrous	version	of	 their	
former	 self.	 To	 Sloane	 Price,	 that	 doesn’t	 sound	 so	 bad.	 Six	
months	ago,	her	world	collapsed	and	since	then,	she’s	 failed	to	
find	a	 reason	 to	keep	going.	Now	 seems	 like	 the	perfect	 time	
to	 give	 up.	 As	 Sloane	 eagerly	 waits	 for	 the	 barricades	 to	 fall,	
she’s	forced	to	witness	the	apocalypse	through	the	eyes	of	five	
people	who	actually	want	to	live.	But	as	the	days	crawl	by, the	
motivations  for	 survival	change	 in	startling	ways	and	soon	the	
group’s	 fate	 is	 determined	 less	 and	 less	 by	 what’s	 happening	
outside	 and	 more	 and	 more	 by	 the	 unpredictable	 and	 violent	
bids	for	life—and	death—inside.	When	everything	is	gone,	what	
do	you	hold	on	to?

Praise for Courtney Summers:

“This is Not a Test is both sexy and desolate and it will blast 
a hole through your heart, yet somehow start to stitch it back 
together again.”  —dAisy	whitney,	Author	of	the mockingbirds

”both hauntingly written and compulsively readable, this will 
be a fast favorite with readers.”—booklist 	on  Fall For anything

”[an] expertly crafted novel about the quest for peace after 
a death in the family.”  
 —school l ibrary Journal on  Fall For anything

”Summers unzips eddie’s skin, crawls inside and stays 
there… one can’t deny the author’s courage in making 
risky artistic choices… an unusual, bold effort that deserves 
attention.” —kirkus (stArred	review)  on	 Fall For anything

courtneY summers	lives	and	writes	in	Canada.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	Online	Book	Community	

Outreach
•	Online	Promotion	to	Griffin	

Teen	Community
		Feature	placement	in	e-news-
letters	to	200,000	subscribers

		Bonus	material,	sweepstakes,	
excerpts,	and	more

		Spotlights	and	discussions	on	
GriffinTeen	Facebook	Page	

•	Extensive	Social	Media	
Promotion

•	Advanced	Readers’	Editions																																																																																																																																		
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-250-01181-7

teeN FIctIoN
978-0-312-65674-4 
$9.99 
$10.99		Canadian	
5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/320	Pages	
Trade	Paperback
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monarCh beaCh
ANItA HuGHes

an absorbing debut novel about one wom-
an’s journey back to happiness after an affair 
splinters her perfect marriage and life—what it 
means to be loved, betrayed and to love again

When	 Amanda	 Blick,	 a	 young	 mother	 and	 kindhearted	 San	
Francisco	 heiress,	 finds	 her	 gorgeous	 French	 chef	 husband	
wrapped	around	his	sous-chef,	she	knows	she	must	flee	her	life	
in	order	to	rebuild	it.	The	opportunity	falls	into	her	lap	when	her	
(very	lovable)	mother	suggests	Amanda	and	her	young	son,	Max,	
spend	 the	 summer	 with	 her	 at	 the	 St.	 Regis	 Resort	 in	 Laguna	
Beach.	With	the	waves	right	outside	her	windows	and	nothing	
more	to	worry	about	than	finding	the	next	relaxing	thing	to	do,	
Amanda	 should	 be	 having	 the	 time	 of	 her	 life—and	 escaping	
the	drama.	But	instead,	she	finds	herself	faced	with	a	kind,	older	
divorcee	who	 showers	her	with	 attention…	and	 she	discovers	
that	the	road	to	healing	is	never	simple.	This	is	the	sometimes	
funny,	 sometimes	 bitter,	 but	 always	 moving	 story	 about	 the	
mistakes	and	discoveries	a	woman	makes	when	her	perfect	world	
is	turned	upside	down.	

”a novel that cries out to be read by the surf with a cocktail 

and a cabana boy… anita hughes is an author of women’s lit-

erary fiction who delivers sex on the beach without insulting 

the reader’s intelligence.” —thelmA	AdAms,	Author	of	Playdate

”With honesty and heart, glamour and grit, anita hughes 

tells the inspiring story of an unusual woman discovering life 

on her own terms and finally spreading her wings. Loved it.”  

 —melissA	senAte,	Author	of	the loVe goddess’  cooking school

”absolutely riveting and brimming with emotion.  Monarch 
Beach charmed me from the very first page.” 	

	 —JAne	Porter,	Author	of	she’s gone country

anita HuGHes	attended	UC	Berkeley’s	Masters	in	Creative	Writing	

Program,	 and	 has	 taught	 Creative	 Writing	 at	 The	 Branson	 School	 in	

Ross,	California.	Hughes	has	lived	at	The	St.	Regis Monarch	Beach	for	

six	years,	where	she	is	at	work	on	her	next	novel.	

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Reading	Group	Guide	Bound		

in	Book
•	Online	Promotion	at	

ReadingGroupGold.com
•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Read-it-First.com	Selection
•	Online	Book	Community	

Outreach
•	Online	Outreach	to	reading	

groups
•	Online	Promotion	at	

SheLovesHotReads.com
•	Available	as	an	eBook:	

978-1-250-01584-6

FIctIoN
978-0-312-64304-1 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	288	Pages	
Trade	Paperback	

GrIFFIN orIGINAL
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Minotaur books

hIDeouT
KAtHLeeN GeorGe

“Hideout barrels like a locomotive.  The fast-
paced suspense pulls you along for the ride.“
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	—kAthy	reiChs, 	Author	of	the	bones	series 

This	novel	in	Kathleen	George’s	stunning	Pittsburgh-set	police	
procedural	series	begins	when	a	young	mother	dies	in	a	hit-and-
run	 accident	 caused	 by	 two	 young	 delinquent	 brothers.	 Jack	
and	 Ryan	 Rutter	 flee	 to	 Sugar	 Lake,	 the	 summer	 community	
where	they	vacationed	as	children.	As	Detective	Colleen	Greer	
searches	 for	 the	 brothers,	 Jack	 and	 Ryan	 create	 a	 terrifying	
hostage	situation.	Lightning	fast	and	brilliantly	plotted,	Hideout 
is	totally	riveting.	

“Stellar...  This is a top-notch, emotionally satisfying police 

procedural.“ —Publishers Weekly (stArred)	

“not only a crack mystery writer, Kathleen George is a crack 

writer.  Period. exciting and elegant. What a combination.“ 	

	 —robert	olen	butler,	 Pulitzer	Prize-winner

“a real tour de force. Transcends the genre of thriller.“ 	

	 —diAne	 Johnson

“Deftly-written and keenly observed.“	 —APril	 smith

Praise for The Odds:

“If anyone’s writing better police thrillers than George, I 

don’t know who it is. a-“  —entertainment Weekly 

KatHleen GeorGe	is	the	author	of	The Odds,	which	was	nominated	

last	year	for	the	Edgar	for	best	novel.	She	is	also	the	editor	of	the	short	

story	collection	Pittsburgh Noir.	She	and	her	husband	live	in	Pittsburgh,	

Pennsylvania.

hC: 978-0-312-56913-6

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
CriminalElement.com

•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Author	Website:	

KathleenGeorgeBooks.com																																																																																																																
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-8360-0

Mystery
978-1-250-00749-0 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	320	Pages	
Trade	Paperback	
Minotaur
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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homemaDe PreServeS 
anD jamS
Over	90	Recipes	for	Luscious	Jams,	Tangy	
Marmalades,	Crunchy	Chutneys,	and	More

MAry treGeLLAs

a delectable collection of recipes for sweet 
and savory jams and preserves 

If	you have	a	prolific	fruit	tree	in	your	garden	or	get	carried	away	
at	the	farmer’s	market	you	often	end	up	with	far	more	produce	
than	you	can	eat.	What to	do	with	the	surplus?	Homemade Preserves 
and Jams	 is	a	wonderful	collection	of	over	90	seasonal,	easy-to-
follow	recipes	for	all	kinds	of	delicious,	sweet	and	savory	jams,	
preserves,	 and	 more,  plus  recipes	 for	 incorporating	 them	 into	
your	cooking.	Stunningly	photographed,	there	are luscious	jams,	
juicy	jellies,	tangy	curds,	tropical	marmalades,	aromatic	chutneys,	
crunchy	pickles,	intoxicating	cordials,	and more to eat	on	their	
own	or	with	scones,	rice	pudding	or	waffles;	or	to	 incorporate	
into	plum	cake,	a mango	chicken	dish,	or	pesto	sauce.	And	even	
a	 few	 bread	 recipes	 to	 spread	 them	 on—the  possibilities	 are	
endless!

In	 addition	 to	 the	 recipes,	 the	 introduction	 offers	 a	 wealth	
of  specific  and	 invaluable	 advice	 on	 how  to	 plan,	 preserve,	
and store your	wares,	starting	with ”Useful	Equipment”,	”A	Note	
on	 Ingredients”,  and	 ”General	 Preserving	 Tips.”	 This	 beautiful	
book	is	both	entertaining	to	read—interspersed	with	anecdotes,	
literary	quotations,	and	a	 little	bit	of	history—and	practical	 to	
follow.  So	 whether	 you	 are	 new	 to	 preserving	 or	 a	 seasoned	
jam-maker	it	 is	sure	to	be	a	sweet	and savory	addition	to	your	
cookbook	shelf.	

marY treGellas	 acquired	 a	 garden	 with	 a	 prolific	 greengage	

plum tree	some	twelve	years	ago,	since	then	she	has	been	quietly	hon-

ing	her	preserving	skills	in	her	small	kitchen	in	southwest	London.	She	

produces	artisan-made	preserves	for	friends	and	family	(and	other	loyal	

customers),	and	sells	her	produce	at	local	fairs.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Library	Marketing	Campaign

cooKING
978-1-250-00446-8 
$24.99 
$28.99	Canadian	
7”	x	9”		/		192	pages		
Includes	over	150	color		
photos	throughout
Trade	Paperback	
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InTuITIve eaTInG,  
3rD eDITIon
eveLyN trIboLe, M.s.,  r.d. &  
eLyse rescH, M.s.,  r.d.,  F.A.d.A
The classic bestseller about rejecting diet 
mentality and finding the natural weight that’s 
right for you, now fully updated and revised 
for the intuitive eaters of today
First	published	in	1995,	Intuitive Eating has	become	the	go-to	book	
on	 rebuilding	 a	 healthy	 body	 image	 and	 making	 peace	 with	
food.	We’ve	all	been	there—angry	with	ourselves	for	overeating,	
for	our	lack	of	willpower,	for	failing	at	yet	another	diet.	But	the	
problem	is	not	us;	it’s	that	dieting,	with	its	emphasis	on	rules	and	
regulations, has	stopped us	from	listening	to	our	bodies.	Written	
by	two	prominent	nutritionists,	Intuitive Eating	will	teach	you:

•	How	to	reject	diet	mentality	forever
•		How	our	three	Eating	Personalities	define	our			

eating	difficulties
•	How	to	find	satisfaction	in	your	eating
•	How	to	feel	your	feelings	without	using	food
•	How	to	honor	hunger	and	feel	fullness
•		How	to	follow	the	ten	principles	of	”Intuitive	Eating”,		
•		How	to	achieve	a	new	and	safe	relationship	with	food	and,	

ultimately,	your	body	
•	How	to	raise	an	”intuitive	eater”–NEW!	
•	The	incredible	science	behind	intuitive	eating–NEW!
This	 revised	 edition	 includes	 updates	 and	 expansions	

throughout,	 as	 well	 as	 two	 brand	 new	 chapters	 that	 will	 help	
readers	integrate	intuitive	eating	even	more	fully	into	their	daily	
lives.	

”a valuable resource in the eating disorder field, both for cli-
nicians and clients, helping all keep the end goal in mind.” 
 —CArolyn	Costin

”both sound and supportive...This nurturing volume will find 
an eager audience in all those who are tired of living in the 
land of forbidden foods and the latest greatest diet fad.” 
 —Publishers Weekly

evelYn tribole, m.s., r.D.,	is	an	award-winning	registered	dietitian	
with	a	nutrition	counseling	practice	in	Newport	Beach,	California.	She	
was	the	nutrition	expert	for	”Good	Morning	America”	and	was	a	national	
spokesperson	 for	 the	 American	 Dietetic	 Association	 for	 six	 years.	
elYse rescH, m.s., r.D., F.a.D.a.,	has	been	 in	private	practice	 in	
Beverly	Hills,	California,	as	a	nutrition	therapist	for	thirty	years,	special-
izing	in	eating	disorders,	Intuitive		Eating,	and	preventative	nutrition.	

MArKetING

•	National	Television	Publicity
•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Authors	Websites:		

EvelynTribole.com	
ElyseResch.com

•	Available	as	an	eBook:	
978-1-250-01418-4

dIet/HeALtH
978-1-250-00404-8 
$14.99 
$18.50	Canadian	
6	1/8”	x	9	1/4”		/		320	pages		
Includes	9	charts	
Trade	Paperback	
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The Woman aT  
The LIGhT
A	Novel

joANNA brAdy

In the tradition of Leila meacham and 
Dorothea benton Frank, comes a stunning 
debut novel about a well-born Southern 
woman who finds courage and strength to over-
come tragedy with an unexpected new love
One	afternoon	 in	1839,	Emily	Lowry’s	husband	vanishes	 from	
Wreckers’	 Cay,	 an	 isolated	 island	 off	 the	 coast	 of	 Key	 West	
where	he	tends	to	the	lighthouse.	As	days	stretch	into	months,	
Emily	 has	 no	 choice	 but	 take	 charge	 of	 Wrecker’s	 Cay	 and	
her	 husband’s	 duties	 tending	 the	 light	 to	 support	 her	 three	
children—and	 a	 fourth	 on	 the	 way.	 Unexpected	 help	 arrives	
when	a	runaway	slave	named	Andrew	washes	up	on	their	beach.	
At	first,	Emily	is	intensely	wary	of	this	strange,	charming	man,	
whose	very	presence	there	is	highly	illegal.	But	Andrew	proves	
himself	 an	 enormous	 help	 and	 soon	 wins	 the	 hearts	 of	 the	
Lowry	 family.	 And—far	 from	 the	 outside	 world	 and	 society’s	
rules—his	place	in	Emily’s	life,	as	steadfast	now	as	the	light,	will	
forever	change	their	futures.	When	Emily’s	family	is	ripped	apart	
once	 again,	 she	 faces	 untold	 hardships	 that	 test	 her	 love	 and	
determination	and	 show	how	 the	passionate	 love	of	 a	defiant,	
determined	woman	can	overcome	any	obstacle.

”In her richly nuanced novel, brady has created a heroine 

readers are unlikely to ever forget. . . . an absolutely fantas-

tic and unputdownable read!” —miChelle	morAn,	nAtionAlly	

	 bestselling	Author	of	neFertiti 	And	madame tussaud

”Part history, part romance, told in clear prose, The Woman at 

the Light is compelling and rewarding.” 

 —dAPhne	kAlotAy,	Author	of	russian Winter

Joanna braDY’s	novel	was	inspired	by	Key	West’s	colorful	history	

and	its	female	lighthouse	keepers	in	the	19th	century.	She	divides	her	

time	between	Key	West	and	a	stone	cottage	in	a	medieval	village	of	the	

Southwest	of	France.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Reading	Group	Gold	Selection

		Discussion	guide	&	bonus	
material	bound	in	book

		Author	available	for	call-ins	to	
reading	groups

		Sweepstakes:	chances	for	
readers	to	win	copies	for	read-
ing	groups

			Online	Promotion	at	
ReadingGroupGold.com

•	Griffin	Select
•	Online	Advertising	Campaign
•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Online	Book	Community	

Outreach
•	Available	as	an	eBook:	

978-1-250-01089-6

HIstorIcAL FIctIoN
978-1-250-00356-0 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2”	x	8	1/4”		/		432	pages		
Trade	Paperback

GrIFFIN orIGINAL
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THE NEW YORK TIMES 
CroSSWorD GeTaWay
200	Relaxing	Puzzles

edIted by wILL sHortz

a beautiful omnibus-sized volume of 200  
New York Times puzzles

An	omnibus-sized	volume	of	200	New York Times	puzzles	to	
enjoy	while	you’re	having	fun	in	the	sun!
•	Big	omnibus	provides	lots	of	solving	fun
•		Our	line	of	beautiful,	relaxing crossword	omnibuses	have	been	

huge	hits!
•	Edited	by	the	#1	man	in	American	crosswords,	Will	Shortz.

“Why would anyone settle for anything less than Will 

Shortz?”  —the stamFord daily

“The New York Times is the gold standard of crosswords.”  

 —ken	burns

will sHortz	 has	 been	 the	 crossword	 puzzle	 editor	 of	 The New York 
Times since	 1993.	 Mr.	 Shortz	 founded	 both	 the	 American	 Crossword	

Puzzle	Tournament,	where	he	serves	as	director,	and	the	World	Puzzle	

Championship,	 where	 he	 is	 the	 captain	 of	 the	 U.S.	 team.	 He	 is	 the		

current	 Puzzlemaster	 for	 “Weekend	 Edition	 Sunday”	 on	 National		

Public	Radio.

MArKetING

•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	Online	Advertising	and	

Promotion
•	Feature	Author	at	Macmillan	

Speakers	Bureau

GAMes
978-1-250-00928-9 
$16.99 
$18.99	Canadian	
8	1/2"	x	11"	/240	Pages	
Trade	Paperback	
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WILL ShorTz 
PreSenTS SIzzLInG 
SuDoKu
100	Wordless	Crossword	Puzzles

INtroductIoN by wILL sHortz

100 easy to hard Sudoku puzzles

This	collection	of	easy	to	hard	sudoku	puzzles	from	puzzlemaster	
Will	Shortz	is	perfect	for	solvers	looking	for	a	fun	way	to	unwind.	
So	grab	a	pencil and	enjoy	these	hot	summer	puzzles.	

Features:
•	100	easy	to	hard puzzles
•		Edited	by	legendary	New York Times	crossword	editor		

Will	Shortz
•	Big	grids	with	lots	of	space	for	easy	solving.

“[Sudoku] has become a pop culture phenomenon.” —Cnn

“The latest craze in games.”  —bbC	news

will sHortz	 has	 been	 crossword	 editor	 of	 The New York Times since	

1993.	He	is	also	the	puzzlemaster	on	NPR’s	Weekend Edition Sunday and	

the	 founder	 and	 director	 of	 the	 annual	 American	 Crossword	 Puzzle	

Tournament.

GAMes
978-1-250-00920-3 
$7.99 
$8.99	Canadian	
6	1/8"	x	9	1/4"		/		128	pages		
Trade	Paperback

MArKetING

•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	Online	Promotion	
•	Feature	Author	at	Macmillan	

Speakers	Bureau
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DoLPhIn DIarIeS
My	25	Years	with	Spotted	Dolphins		
in	the	Bahamas

dr. deNIse L.  HerzING

“an extraordinary account of dolphin behavior 
written with emotional flair. This is a must-
read.“		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	—rAlPh	helfer , author oF modoc

Denise	 Herzing	 began	 her	 research	 with	 a	 pod	 of	 spotted	
dolphins	in	the	1980s.	Now,	almost	three	decades	later,	she	has	
forged	strong	ties	with	many	of	these	individuals,	has	witnessed	
and	 recorded	 them	 feeding,	 playing,	 fighting,	 mating,	 giving	
birth,	 and	 communicating.	 Dolphin Diaries is	 an	 account	 of  her	
research	 and	 her	 surprising	 findings	 on	 wild	 dolphin	 behavior	
and	interaction.	Readers	will	be	drawn	into	the	highs	and	lows—
the	births	and	deaths,	the	discovery	of	unique	and	personalized	
behaviors,	 the	 threats	 dolphins	 face	 from	 environmental	
changes,	and	the	many	funny	and	wonderful	encounters	Denise	
has painstakingly	documented. It	is	the	perfect	book	for	anyone	
who	loves	these	incredibly	versatile	and	intelligent	creatures	and	
wants	 to	find	out	more	 than	the	dolphin	show	at	 the	zoo	can	
offer.	Herzing	is	a	true	pioneer	in	her	field	and	deserves	a	place	
in	the	pantheon	of	naturalists	and	scientists	next	to	Dian	Fossey	
and	Jane	Goodall.	

“Tales of diving with wild dolphins, recalcitrant equipment, 

living on boats, and hurricanes really bring both the excite-

ment and the drudgery of field research to life.“ —booklist

Dr. Denise l. HerzinG	 is	 the	 founder	 and	 director	 of	 The	 Wild	

Dolphin	Project,	 a	 founding	member	of	 the	Marine	Mammal	Society,	

and	a	professor	in	biological	sciences	at	Florida	Atlantic	University.	She	

lives	in	Palm	Beach	County,	Florida.	

hC: 978-0-312-60896-5

MArKetING

•	Cross	Promotion	with	Dolphin	
and	Wildlife	Organizations

•	Email	Marketing	Campaign
•	Author	Website:		

WildDolphinProject.org																																																																																																																																	
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-8744-8

ANIMALs
978-1-250-00691-2 
$15.99 
$18.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		336	pages		
Plus	one	8-page	color	photo	insert	
Trade	Paperback
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From barCeLona, 
WITh Love
eLIzAbetH AdLer

bestselling favorites Sunny alvarez and mac 
reilly are back with more sizzle, scandal, and 
suspense in this stunning beach read that will 
take you from the hollywood hills to the 
streets of barcelona 

Bibi	 Fortunata	 was	 the	 hottest	 ticket	 in	 town;	 singer,	 actress,	
and	celebrity.	Two	years	ago	she	was	arrested	on	suspicion	of	
murdering	her	lover	and	his	new	mistress,	who	was	also	Bibi’s	best	
friend.	Bibi	was	front-page	news	in	a	way	her	publicists	had	never	
dreamed	off.	But	the	police	were	never	able	to	prove	anything	
and	Bibi	was	set	free,	with	the	cloud	of	suspicion	and	murder	still	
hanging	over	her.	Bibi	left	for	Barcelona	where	she	quite	simply	
disappeared.	But	when	Bibi’s	daughter	comes	to	Mac	and	Sunny	
for	help,	 they	can’t	 resist	 the	 temptation	 to	solve	 this	mystery	
once	and	for	all.	Who	really	killed	Bibi’s	husband	and	her	lover?	
Who	would	want	 to	 frame	Bibi?	And	who	 is	 beckoning	 them	
from	Barcelona?	Filled	with	Adler’s	trademark	lush	descriptions,	
twisty	plots,	and	decadent	luxury,	From Barcelona, With Love is	the	
perfect	escapist	novel.	

“as frolicsome as a champagne-stocked private jet, adler’s 

sexy, scintillating caper is a frothy addition to the mac reilly 

series.“	 —booklist 	on	 From b arcelona, With loVe

“a summer treat.“   

 —PeoPle magazine 	on	 it  all began in monte c arlo

“as bright and breezy as a sun-drenched riviera beach, 

adler’s taut romantic mystery manages to thrum with pal-

pable tension.“  —booklist on  it  all began in monte c arlo 

“It all goes down as easily—and deliciously—as an ice-cold 

bottle of French rosé.“   

 —PeoPle magazine 	on	there’s something about st. troPez

elizabetH aDler	is	the	internationally	acclaimed	author	of	22	novels.	

She	lives	in	Palm	Springs,	CA.	

hC: 978-0-312-66835-8

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
SheLovesHotReads.com

•	Email	Marketing	Campaign
•	Author	Website:		

ElizabethAdler.com																																																																																																																
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-8709-7

FIctIoN
978-1-250-00826-8 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		368	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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The InSIDer’S GuIDe 
To The CoLLeGeS, 
2013
Students	on	Campus	Tell	You	What	You	
Really	Want	to	Know,	39th	Edition

coMpILed ANd edIted by tHe stAFF oF 
tHe yALe dAILy News

”as intimate as a late-night chat in a dorm 
room.”                   —the atlantic monthly

The Insider’s Guide to the Colleges	 has	been,	 for	39	years,	 the	most	
relied-upon	 resource	 for	 high	 school	 students	 looking	 for	
honest	 reports	 on	 colleges	 from	 their	 fellow	 students.	 Having	
interviewed	hundreds	of	their	peers	on	more	than	330	campuses	
and	 by	 getting	 the	 inside	 scoop	 on	 everything	 from	 the	
nightlife	and	professors	to	the	newest	dorms	and	wildest	student	
organizations,	the	reporters	at	the	Yale Daily News	have	created	
the	most	candid	college	guide	available.	In	addition	to	the	well-
rounded	profiles,	this	edition	has	been	updated	to	include:
•		Essential	statistics	for	every	school,	from	acceptance	rates	to	

popular	majors
•		A	 ”College	 Finder”	 to	 help	 students	 zero	 in	 on	 the	 perfect	

school
•		All	new	FYI	 sections	with	 student	opinions	 and	outrageous	

off-the-cuff	advice
The Insider’s Guide to the Colleges	cuts	through	the	glossy	brochures	

to	 uncover	 the	 things	 that	 matter	 most	 to	 students,	 and	 by	
staying	on	top	of	trends,	it	gives	both	students	and	parents	the	
straightforward	 information	 they	 need	 to	 choose	 the	 school	
that’s	right	for	them.

Praise for the Insider’s Guide to the Colleges:

”Savvy parents and students hold this book to be a must-

read.” —neW york daily neWs

”Invaluable in choosing and getting into a college.”  

 —chic ago tribune

The	Yale Daily News	is	produced	by	the	undergraduates	at	Yale	University.	

It	has	been	serving	the	university	and	New	Haven,	CT	since	1878.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Academic	Marketing	Campaign
•	Online	Promotion
•	Social	Media	Campaign
•	Author	Website:		

yaledailynews.com

reFereNce
978-0-312-67296-6 
$24.99 
$28.99	Canadian	
6	1/8"		x	9	1/4"	/	1024	Pages	
Trade	Paperback	
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DarK DeSTIny
M.j. putNey

The third book in the Dark mirror series— 
Tory and her friends return to 1803 england 
to fight against napoleon’s approaching armies  
Tory	 and	 her	 friends	 are	 celebrating	 the	 success	 of	 a	 second	
mission	 to	 aid	 WWII	 Britain	 when	 an	 urgent	 summons	 calls	
them	 back	 to	 their	 own	 time:	 Napoleon	 is	 on	 the	 brink	 of	
invading	 England.	Can	 a	 handful	 of	 young	 mages	 stop	 an	
army?	 In	 desperation,	 Merlin’s	 Irregulars	 ask	 Rebecca	 Weiss,	
an	 untrained	 telepath	 from	 1940,	 to	 come	 back	 to	 1804	 and	
change	Napoleon’s	mind	before	it’s	too	late. As	Tory	and	Allarde	
make	a	commitment	that	will	cost	him	his	inheritance,	Rebecca	
promises	 to	 do	 what	 she	 can	 to	 stop	 Napoleon	 even	 though	
she	is	unsure	of	her	magical	abilities. 	But	Tory	and	her	friends	
saved	the	Weiss	 family	from	Nazi	 imprisonment,	and	Rebecca	
will	 risk	 anything,	 even	 her	 life	 and	 her	 budding	 relationship	
with	Nick	Rainford,	to	repay	them.	A	daring	mission	takes	Tory	
and	 Rebecca	 and	 their	 friends	 into	 the	 heart	 of	 the	 Army	 of	
Boulogne,	where	Napoleon	is	plotting	invasion. 	But	while	their	
success	may	 save	England,	 they	must	 still	 face	 the	bittersweet	
consequences	of	their	decisions	when	they	return	home. 	

Praise for Dark Mirror:

”absolutely riveting, Putney creates a vivid historical fantasy 

and delivers a page-turning read.”  

 —romantic times bookclub

”magical! a wondrous journey into a rich, imaginative world 

that will delight readers.”  

 —rAChel	hAwthorne,	Author	of	the	dArk	guArdiAn	series

”vivid historical details bring two time periods to life as gift-

ed young mages race to save england from wartime disaster. 

appealing characters, rousing adventure, forbidden magic, 

and sweet romance...” —shAron	shinn,	Author	of  quatrain

m. J. putneY	 is	 the	YA	alter	ego	of	New York Time bestselling	author	

Mary	 Jo	 Putney.	The	 winner	 of	 numerous	 awards	 for	 her	 historical	

romances,	M.	 J.	 is	 fond	of	 reading,	 cats,	 travel,	 and	most	of	 all,	 great	

stories. 

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	Online	Promotion	to	Griffin	

Teen	Community	
		Feature	placement	in	e-news-
letters	to	200,000	subscribers

			 		Bonus	material,	excerpts,	and	
more

			 		Spotlight	on	GriffinTeen	
Facebook	Page	

•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Author	Websites:		

MJPutney.com	
MaryJoPutney.com

teeN FIctIoN 
978-0-312-62286-2 
$9.99 
$10.99	Canadian
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	320	Pages	
Trade	Paperback

GrIFFIN orIGINAL
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Grammar GIrL’S  
101 TroubLeSome 
WorDS you’LL 
maSTer In no TIme
MIGNoN FoGArty

Are	you often	left	wondering	whether	to	use ”healthy”	or	”health-
ful”? Is	that	sugary	treat	a	”doughnut”	or	a	”donut”? Is	”data”	singu-
lar,	plural,	or	both?	Look	no	further	for	help	than	New York Times	
bestselling	author	Mignon	Fogarty,	aka	Grammar Girl. Millions	of	
fans	around	the	world	sound	better	thanks	to	Grammar Girl,	and	
with	 this	 fourth	book	 in	 the	 series	of	101	Words	books,	 she’s	
here	to	make	sure	you’re	never	stumped	by	another troublesome	
word	again.

Have	an	important	job	interview	coming	up?	Preparing	for a	
big	speech	or	presentation?	Just	want	to	avoid	the	embarrassment	
of	 using	 ”addictive”	 when	 you	 mean	 ”addicting”?  Grammar Girl	
has	you	covered	with	a	wide range	of	words	that	often trip	us	
up. Each entry	features	clear	definitions	and	examples	that	put	
each	word	in	context,	along	with	the	helpful	memory	tricks	and	
fun,	straight-forward	style	Grammar Girl	is	known	for.	

Developing	a	strong,	well-balanced vocabulary	is	an	important	
skill	that	will	help	you	throughout	your	life.	With	Grammar Girl’s	
help	you’ll	be	writing	better,	holding	your	own	in	conversation,	
and standing	out	from	the	crowd in	no	time	at	all.

miGnon FoGartY, the	creator	of	Grammar	Girl	and	the	founder	of	

the	Quick	and	Dirty	Tips	Network,	is	also	the	author	of	the	New York 
Times	bestselling	Grammar Girl’s Quick and Dirty Tips for Better Writing and	

The Grammar Devotional.	Her	straightforward,	bite-sized	tips	on	grammar	

have	 led	 to	 features	 in	 the	 New York Times,	 USA Today,	 the	 Los Angeles 
Times,	and	an	appearance	on	Oprah. She	lives	in	Reno,	Nevada.

hC: 978-0-8050-8943-1

MArKetING

•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	National	Print	Publicity
•	Online	Advertising	and		

Promotion	Campaign:		
QDT	Network	
o	Podcast	Advertising

	 o		eNewsletter	Marketing	
Campaign:	QDT	Network

•	Online	Promotion
•	Special	Promotion	to	Grammar	

Girl’s	Podcast	Subscribers
•	Social	Network	Promotion:	

Facebook	&	Twitter
•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Academic	Marketing	Campaign
•	Author	Website:		

Grammar.QuickandDirtyTips.com

reFereNce
978-0-312-57347-8 
$5.99 
$6.99	Canadian	
5"	x	7	1/8"		/		144	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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SemI-CharmeD LIFe
A	Novel

NorA zeLevANsKy

a laugh-out-loud magical tale of a young 
woman’s adventures as ghost blogger for a 
famous-for-nothing art world socialite and her 
entourage of crooked art-world hipsters, and 
her search for the perfect guy

In	 Nora	 Zelevansky’s	 hilarious	 debut,	 Semi-Charmed Life,	 an	
Upper	West	Side	naïf,	Beatrice	Bernstein,	gets	swept	up	in	the	
seeming	 magical	 life	 of	 socialite	 Veruca	 Pfeffernoose,	 while	
ghost	writing	her	blog.	Veruca’s	glitteringly	opulent	world	soon	
seduces	Beatrice	away	from	her	own	insular,	arty	family	with	a	
promise	of	fancy	parties,	travel	outside	Manhattan	(gasp!),	and	
one	 desperately	 cute	 guy.	 But	 when	 her	 new	 glitzy	 lifestyle	
starts	 to	 take	 on	 dark	 undertones,	 Beatrice	 has	 to	 decide	
who	 she	 is—once	and	 for	 all.	With	her	own	magical	 touch,	
Zelevansky	deftly	explores	the	world	of	rarified	Manhattan	in	
this	sparkling	modern	fairy	tale	of	first	love,	finding	one’s	voice	
and	growing	up.

"Semi-Charmed Life  is a deliciously dizzying comedic mys-

tery... nora captures beatrice’s over-the-top adventures 

through manhattan celebutante society with a freshness 

and authenticity that makes every page a pleasure... unself-

consciously stylish, giddy with references to art and pop-

culture, and wholly entertaining.”	
	
	 —Aury	wAllington,	Author	of  neW york times   bestseller

saVing charlie 	And	former	”sex	And	the	City”	writer

nora zelevansKY  has	 written	 for	 ELLE,  InStyle, the	

Los Angeles Times,	 and	 Travel & Leisure,	 among	 others.	 She	 lives	 in	

New	York	City.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	Online	Promotion	at	

SheLovesHotReads.com
•	Email	Marketing	Campaign
•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Online	Book		

Community	Outreach																																																																																																																																							
•		Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-250-01272-2

FIctIoN
978-1-250-00118-4 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	304	Pages	
Trade	Paperback

GrIFFIN orIGINAL
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manaGe your STreSS
Overcoming	Stress	in	the	Modern	World

joe sHrANd, Md wItH LeIGH devINe

a guide to understanding the human stress 
response and how to manage and relieve stress

This	 book	 aims	 to	 give	 readers	 a	 full  understanding	 of	 the	
how	and	why	of	the	human	stress	response.	While	once	a	vital	
ancient	survival	tool,	our	biological	stress	response	may	now	be	
in	overdrive	when	confronted	by	the	modern world	around	us. 	
Research	 has	 repeatedly	 shown	 that	 stress	 can	 cause	 physical	
illness	if	undetected	and	unmanaged.	
This	 book	 provides	 readers	 with	 psychological	 and	 physical	
strategies	 necessary	 to	 keep	 stress	 from	 undermining	 their	
health,	their	joy,	and	the	happiness	of	those	around	them.	These	
simple	 and	 practical	 strategies	 help	 relieve	 our	 stress,	 and	 the	
stress	of	those	around	us.

Joe sHranD, m.D.,	 is	 an	 Instructor	 of	 Psychiatry	 at	 Harvard	

Medical	School,	an	Assistant	Child	Psychiatrist	on	the	medical	staff	of	

Massachusetts	General	Hospital,	and	the	Medical	Director	of	CASTLE	

(Clean	and	Sober	Teens	Living	Empowered),	a	brand	new	intervention	

unit	for	at-risk	teens	which	is	part	of	the	highly	respected	High	Point	

Treatment	Center in	Brockton,	MA.	Dr.	Shrand	has	served	as	Medical	

Director	 of	 the	 Child	 and	 Adolescent	 outpatient	 program	 at	 McLean	

Hospital,	has	run	several	inpatient	psychiatric	units,	and	is	currently	also	

the	Medical	Director	of	the	Adult	Inpatient	Psychiatric	Unit	for	High	

Point	Treatment	Centers	in	Plymouth.	He	is	also	the	Medical	Director	

of	 Road	 to	 Responsibility,	 a	 community	 based	 program	 that	 tends	 to	

adults	with	significant	developmental	disability.

MArKetING

•	Major	Print	and	Online	
Marketing	Campaign	via	
Harvard	Health	Publications	
(HHP)

•	Social	Network	Promotion
•	eNewsletter	Campaign
•	HHP	Licensed	Content	on	

Sites	such	as	MSN.com,	AOL.
com,	HealthyLiving.com,	
RevolutionaryHealth.com

•	Syndicated	Newspaper	Column
•	Magazine-style	Special	Health	

Reports
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-5031-2

HeALtH 
978-0-312-60579-7 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	288	Pages	
Trade	Paperback
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The year’S beST 
SCIenCe FICTIon: 
TWenTy-nInTh 
annuaL CoLLeCTIon
edIted by GArdNer dozoIs

The multiple Locus award-winning annual 
compilation of the year’s best science fiction 
stories

In	the	new	millennium,	what	secrets	lay	beyond	the	far	reaches	
of	the	universe?	What	mysteries	belie	the	truths	we	once	held	
to	be	self	evident?	The	world	of	science	fiction	has	long	been	a	
porthole	into	the	realities	of	tomorrow,	blurring	the	line	between	
life	 and	 art.	 Now,	 in	 The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Twenty-Ninth 
Annual Collection the	very	best	SF	authors	explore	ideas	of	a	new	
world.	This	venerable	collection	brings	together	award	winning	
authors	 and	masters	 of	 the	field	 such	 as	Robert	Reed,	Alastair	
Reynolds,	Damien	Broderick,	Elizabeth	Bear, Paul	McAuley and	
John	 Barnes.	 And	 with	 an	 extensive	 recommended	 reading	
guide	and	a	summation	of	the	year	in	science	fiction,	this	annual	
compilation	has	become	the	definitive	must-read	anthology	for	
all	 science	 fiction	 fans	 and	 readers	 interested	 in	 breaking	 into	
the	genre.

Praise for Gardner Dozois and The Year’s Best Science Fiction:

”This smorgasbord of thought-provoking fiction ensures that 

any reader will likely find something appealing.”  

 —Publishers Weekly

”Gardner Dozois’s long-running ’best of’ series is rightly a 

favorite...mr. Dozois picks fiction that deserves to be better 

known to a wide audience.”  —the Wall street Journal

GarDner Dozois	has	been	working	 in	 the	 science	fiction	field	 for	

more	 than	 thirty	years.	For	 twenty	years	he	was	 the	editor	of	Asimov’s 
Science Fiction,	during	which	he	received	the	Hugo	Award	for	Best	Editor	

fifteen	times.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	National	Print	Advertising
•	Academic	Marketing	Campaign
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-250-00978-4
•	Also	Available	as	a		

Simultaneous	Hardcover:	
978-1-250-00354-6

scIeNce FIctIoN
978-1-250-00355-3 
$21.99 
$24.99	Canadian	
6	1/8”	x	9	1/4”		/		704	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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Minotaur books

The aSSaSSIn In The 
maraIS
A	Victor	Legris	Mystery

cLAude IzNer

The fourth title in the bestselling victor 
Legris mystery series, set in belle-epoque Paris

Intrepid	bookseller	Victor	Legris	finds	a	new	case	to	unravel	when	
his	business	partner’s	apartment	is	burgled.	Curiously,	the	only	
item	stolen	is	a	decorative	goblet	of	little	value.	But	on	learning	
that	two	people	who	were	connected	to	the	goblet	have	been	
murdered,	Victor	becomes	convinced	of	 its	secret	significance.	
He	launches	himself	into	a	new	investigation,	which	takes	him	
through	the	underbelly	of	Paris,	in	hot	pursuit	of	the	goblet	as	
it	 is	 thrown	 in	 the	garbage,	picked	up	by	a	 rag	collector,	 and	
resold	by	several	antique	merchants,	all	the	while	leaving	more	
dead	 bodies	 in	 its	 wake.	 How	 quickly	 can  Victor	 recover	 the	
goblet  and	 end	 the	 killing	 spree,	 in	 a	 city	beset	with	 terrorist	
activity?	 Equal	 parts	 action,	 character,	 and	 atmosphere,  this	 is	
Victor’s	most	challenging	case	yet.

Praise for the victor Legris mysteries:

“Izner combines a sparkling puzzle...with complex charac-

ters and appealing descriptions of Paris...a well-executed 

beginning to a series with great potential.“  

 —the richmond times disPatch

“an extremely satisfying traditional mystery with lots of sus-

pects and panache.“  —ProVidence Journal bulletin

“...taut pacing and vivid period detail...“  —Publishers Weekly

clauDe izner  is	 the	 pseudonym	 of	 two	 sisters,	 Liliane	 Korb	 and	

Laurence	Lefevre.	Both	are	second-hand	booksellers	on	the	banks	of	the	

Seine	and	experts	on	nineteenth-century	Paris.

hC: 978-0-312-66215-8

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
CriminalElement.com																																																																																																																																										

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4299-7367-0

Mystery
978-1-250-00754-4 
$14.99 
NCR	 	
5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	336	Pages
Includes	one	map	
Trade	Paperback	
Minotaur	Books
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reD Summer
The	Summer	of	1919	and	the	Awakening	of	
Black	America

cAMeroN McwHIrter

“a riveting account of the summer that trans-
formed american race relations.“  
       —vAnessA	bush,	booklist (stArred	review)

After	World	War	I,	black	Americans	fervently	hoped	for	a	new	
epoch	of	peace,	prosperity,	and	equality.	Black	soldiers	believed	
their	 participation	 in	 the	 fight	 to	 make	 the	 world	 safe	 for	
democracy	finally	earned	them	rights	 they	had	been	promised	
since	the	close	of	the	Civil	War.	Instead,	an	unprecedented	wave	
of	 anti-black	 riots	 and	 lynchings	 swept	 the	 country.	 Millions	
of	lives	were	disrupted,	and	hundreds	of	lives	were	lost.	Blacks	
responded	by	fighting	back	with	an	intensity	and	determination	
never	seen	before.	Their	resistance	began	the	great	dismantling	
of	institutional	prejudice	that	had	long	marred	American	society.	
Red Summer	 is	 the	first	narrative	history	written	 about	 this	 epic	
encounter.	Focusing	on	the	worst	riots	and	lynchings—including	
those	 in	Chicago,	Washington,	D.C.,	Charleston,	Omaha	and	
Knoxville—Cameron	McWhirter	chronicles	the	mayhem,	while	
also	exploring	the	first	stirrings	of	a	civil	rights	movement	that	
would	transform	American	society	forty	years	later.

“mcWhirter’s narrative style will engage general readers 

unfamiliar with events during america’s early 20th-century 

civil rights struggle. Professional historians will appreci-

ate the extensive, well-sourced newspaper and archival 

research.“ —frederiCk	 J . 	Augustyn,	 Jr. , 	 l ibrary Journal

cameron mcwHirter	 is a	 staff  reporter	 for	The Wall Street Journal.	
He	 was	 awarded	 a	 Nieman	 Foundation	 Fellowship	 for	 Journalism	 at	

Harvard	in	2007.	He	lives	in	Atlanta,	Georgia.

hC: 978-0-8050-8906-6

MArKetING

•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Author	Website:		

CameronMcwhirter.com																																																																																																							
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-7293-2

HIstory
978-1-250-00906-7 
$15.99 
$18.50	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		368	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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a TrICK oF The LIGhT
A	Chief	Inspector	Gamache	Novel

LouIse peNNy
a top five New York Times bestseller—the stunning next novel 
in Louise Penny’s award-winning, bestselling series featuring  
Chief Inspector Gamache

”Hearts	are	broken,”	Lillian	Dyson	carefully	underlined	in	a	book.	”Sweet	relationships	are	
dead.”

But	 now	 Lillian	 herself	 is	 dead.	 Found	 among	 the	 bleeding	 hearts	 and	 lilacs	 of	 Clara	
Morrow’s	garden	 in	Three	Pines,	 shattering	the	celebrations	of	Clara’s	 solo	show	at	 the	
famed	Musée	in	Montreal.	Chief	Inspector	Gamache,	the	head	of	homicide	at	the	Sûreté	
du	Québec,	is	called	to	the	tiny	Quebec	village	and	there	he	finds	the	art	world	gathered,	
and	with	it	a	world	of	shading	and	nuance,	a	world	of	shadow	and	light. Where	nothing	
is	as	it	seems. 	Behind	every	smile	there	lurks	a	sneer.	Inside	every	sweet	relationship	there	
hides	a	broken	heart.  	And	even	when	facts	are	slowly	exposed,	 it	 is	no	 longer	clear	 to	
Gamache	and	his	team	if	what	they’ve	found	is	the	truth,	or	simply	a	trick	of	the	light. 	

”The superbly gifted Louise Penny is on my secret shortlist of must-read authors, and  

A Trick of the Light proves why...[with Chief Inspector Gamache’s] trademark powers of 

deduction and his intuitive knack for the right question at the right time....ultimately, 

of course, it’s Louise Penny who steals the show, and A Trick of the Light will not only 

keep you engrossed from start to finish, it will teach you something new about love, 

truth, and the human heart.”—lisA	sCottoline, 	neW york times 	bestselling	Author	of  saVe me

”Penny, elevating herself to the pantheon that houses P.D. james, ruth rendell and 

minette Walters, demonstrates an exquisite touch with characterization, plotting and 

artistic sensitivity.”                        —kirkus reVieWs (stArred	review)

“Stellar….With her smart plot and fascinating, nuanced characters, Penny proves again 

that she is one of our finest writers.”     —PeoPle

louise pennY	 is	 the	 only	 writer	 ever	 to	 win	 the	 Agatha	 Award	 for	 Best	 Novel	 four	 times.	 Her	 novels	 are	

New York Times	bestsellers	and	have	been	translated	into	twenty	languages. 
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hC: 978-0-312-65545-7

MArKetING

• national Print advertising
• online advertising Campaign
• Griffin Select
• online Promotion at 

readingGroupGold.com
• online Promotion at 

Criminalelement.com
• Interactive author Q&a  

at Goodreads.com
• 18-Copy mixed Floor Display: 

978-1-250-01609-6 
(9x A Trick of the Light,
3x Still Life, 3x Cruelest Month,
3x Fatal Grace)

•  author Website:  
LouisePenny.com

• available on CD from 
macmillan audio: 
978-1-4272-1320-4

•   available as an ebook: 
978-1-4299-7289-5

”Few writers in any genre can match Penny’s ability to combine heartbreak and hope in the 

same scene.”                                                                     —Publishers Weekly (stArred	review)	

”Penny hits every note perfectly in...one of the most elaborately constructed and remarkably 

moving mysteries in years....one of the top ten crime novels of the year.”                        

                                                                                      —booklist (stArred	review), 	on  bury your dead

”Louise Penny applies her magic...giving the village mystery an 

elegance and depth.”                        —the neW york times book reVieW

Mystery
978-1-250-00734-6 

$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	

5	1/2”	x	8	1/4”		/		352	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
Minotaur	Books
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SParK
A	Sky	Chasers	Novel
AMy KAtHLeeN ryAN
In the thrilling second installment of the Sky Chasers series, Waverly, 
Kieran and Seth race against time to save their parents and reach  
new earth... while humanity hangs in the balance 
Waverly	and	Kieran	are	finally	reunited	on	the	Empyrean.	Kieran	has	led	the	boys	safely	
up	to	this	point,	and	now	that	the	girls	are	back,	their	mission	seems	slightly	less	impos-
sible:	to	chase	down	the	New	Horizon,	and	save	their	parents	from	the	enemy	ship.	But	
nothing	is	truly	as	it	seems…Kieran’s	leadership	methods	have	raised	Seth’s	hackles—	and	
Waverly’s	suspicions.	Is	this	really	her	fiancé?	The	handsome,	loving	boy	she	was	torn	from	
just	a	short	time	before?	More	and	more,	she	finds	her	thoughts	aligned	with	Seth’s.	But	if	
Seth	is	Kieran’s	Enemy	No.	1,	what	does	that	make	her?

In	one	night,	a	strange	explosion	rocks	the	Empyrean—shooting	them	off	course	and	
delaying	their	pursuit	of	 the	New	Horizon—and	Seth	 is	mysteriously	released	from	the	
brig.	Seth	is	the	most	obvious	suspect	for	the	explosion,	and	Waverly	the	most	obvious	
suspect	for	releasing	him.	As	the	tension	reaches	a	boiling	point,	will	Seth	be	able	to	find	
the	true	culprit	before	Kieran	locks	them	both	away—or	worse?	Will	Waverly	follow	her	
heart,	 even	 if	 it	 puts	 lives	 at	 risk?	With	 the	balance	of	power	precarious	 and	 the	 clock	
ticking,	every	decision	counts…	every	step	brings	them	closer	to	a	new	beginning,	or	a	
sudden	end...	

Incredible praise for Glow:

”This swift-moving epic is filled with plot twists and enigmatic characters… Fans of the 

hunger Games series will zip through and clamor for the next installment.”   

            —booklist

”ryan immediately throws her heroes into action as the new horizon attacks the 

empyrean, with little warning or mercy…. Waverly’s self-reliance, determination, and 

inner strength make her a heroine to remember.”              —Publishers Weekly

”Glow captivated me from start to finish. The action-packed narrative and the charac-

ters’ struggle to survive without losing their humanity make for a compelling read.”

                                  —AlexAndrA	Adornetto,	neW york times 	bestselling	Author	of  halo

amY KatHleen rYan	 earned	 an	 MA	 in	 English	 Literature	 at	 the	 University	 of	 Vermont,	 and	 an	 MFA	 in	

Creative	Writing	from	the	New	School	Creative	Writing	for	Children	Program	in	New	York	City.	She	is	also	the	

author	of	two	widely	acclaimed	young	adult	novels,	Zen and Xander Undone	and	Vibes.

GrIFFIN orIGINAL
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MArKetING

• national Print review attention
• online Publicity Campaign
• online advertising Campaign
•  online video advertising Campaign
•  extensive book Community 

outreach and advertising  
Campaign

•  Dedicated email marketing 
Campaign to Trade Publications

• blog ad Campaign 
•  online Promotion to Griffin Teen 

Community 
  Feature placement in e-newsletters 
to 200,000 subscribers

 bonus material, excerpts, 
and more

 Spotlights on GriffinTeen 
Facebook Page 

• extensive Social media Campaign
• Library marketing Campaign 
• author Website:  

amyKathleenryan.com
• available on CD from  

macmillan audio:  
978-1-4272-2202-2

• available as an ebook: 
978-1-250-01416-0

”utterly engrossing. Dinner went uncooked, children were left to fend for themselves, and 

dog howled all night, because I CouLD noT PuT IT DoWn.” 	 	 	 	
	 	 	
	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	—lAuren	myrACle, 	neW york times bestselling	Author	of  ttyl 	And	shine

”Glow  has an ingenious, twisty, heart-stopping plot, and characters that are in turns both sym-

pathetic and sinister all the way to the last page—I don’t know who I can trust, and I love it!”	

																																																																				—lisA	mCmAnn,  neW york times 	bestselling	Author	of	the	wAke	trilogy

”Glow is fast-paced and leaves teens itching to find out what hap-

pens next. readers will appreciate [this] intriguing and thought—

provoking read.”                                                        —slJ  teen

teeN FIctIoN 
978-0-312-62135-3 

$17.99 
$19.99	Canadian	

5	1/2”	x	8	1/4”	/	320	pages	
Hardcover	

St.	Martin's	Griffin

GrIFFIN orIGINAL
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GLoW
A	Sky	Chasers	Novel
AMy KAtHLeeN ryAN

The highly praised first installment in the 
most riveting series since The hunger Games 
is “utterly engrossing” (Lauren myracle, New 
York Times bestselling author)—now available 
in trade paperback

The	Empyrean	is	the	only	home	15-year-old	Waverly	has	ever	
known.	Part	of	the	first	generation	to	be	successfully	conceived	
in	 deep	 space,	 she	 and	 her	 boyfriend	 Kieran	 will	 be	 pioneers	
of New	Earth. Waverly	knows	she	must	marry	young	in	order	
to	have	children	who	can	carry	on	the	mission,	and	Kieran,	the	
handsome	captain-to-be,	has	everything	Waverly	could	want	in	
a	husband.	But,	there’s	a	part	of	Waverly	that	wants	more	from	
life	than	marriage,	and	she	is	secretly	intrigued	by	the	shy,	darkly	
brilliant	Seth.

Suddenly,	 Waverly’s	 dreams	 are	 interrupted	 by	 the	
inconceivable—a	 violent	 betrayal	 by	 the	 Empyrean’s	 sister	
ship,	 the	 New	 Horizon.	 In	 one	 pivotal	 moment,	 Waverly	
and	 Kieran	 are	 separated,	 and	 find	 themselves	 at	 the	 helm	 of	
dangerous	missions,	where	each	move	has	potentially	devastating	
consequences,	and	decisions	of	the	heart	may	lead	to	disaster...

“Fans of the hunger Games series will zip through and 

clamor for the next installment.“  —booklist

“no less than the fate of humanity is at stake in ryan's rich 

and emotional sci-fi tale... an entertaining read.” —usa today

“The opening salvo in a promising series.”  —PeoPle magazine

amY KatHleen rYan	 earned	 an	 MA	 in	 English	 Literature	 at	 the	

University	of	Vermont,	and	an	MFA	in	Creative	Writing	from	the	New	

School	Creative	Writing	for	Children	Program	in	New	York	City.	She	

is	also	the	author	of	two	widely	acclaimed	young	adult	novels,	Zen and 
Xander Undone	and	Vibes.

hC: 978-0-312-59056-7

MArKetING

•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	Online	Promotion	to	Griffin	

Teen	Community	
		Feature	placement	in	e-news-
letters	to	200,000	subscribers
		Bonus	material,	excerpts,	
and	more

		Spotlights	on	GriffinTeen	
Facebook	Page	

•	Extensive	Social	Media	
Campaign

•	Online	Book	Community	
Outreach

•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Author	Website:	

AmyKathleenRyan.com
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-9842-0

teeN FIctIoN 
978-1-250-00783-4 
$9.99 
$10.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		320	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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ThIrD Grave DeaD 
aheaD
dAryNdA joNes

The third installment in the award-winning 
series that features Charley Davidson:   
part-time Private Investigator and full-time 
Grim reaper

Charley	 Davidson—grim	 reaper	 extraordinaire,	 private	
investigator	 .	 .	 .	 meh—is	 practicing	 her	 profession	 under	 the	
influence,	caffeine	and	copious	amounts	of	it,	due	to	an	extreme	
desire	to	induce	insomnia.	Every	time	she	closes	her	eyes,	Reyes	
Farrow,	the	part-human,	part-supermodel	son	of	Satan,	is	there.	
Only	thing	is,	he’s	a	tad	peeved.	She	did	bind	for	all	eternity,	so	
it’s	hard	blame	him.	But	thirteen	days	without	a	wink	is	bound	
to	bring	out	the	crazy	in	a	girl.	So	when	she	accepts	a	missing	
persons	 case,	 she	 discovers	 that	 her	 focus	 is	 sketchy	 at	 best.	
But	a	woman’s	life	hangs	in	the	balance,	and	Charley	fights	her	
ADD	tendencies	to	find	her.	In	the	meantime,	Reyes	is	back	in	
prison	 and	 none	 too	 happy	 about	 it...so	 Charley	 thinks,	 until	
she	 is	 carjacked	by	 the	dark-haired	 rake,	who	 swears	 the	very	
man	 he	 went	 to	 prison	 for	 killing	 is	 not	 only	 alive,	 but	 close	
by.	And	he	wants	Charley	to	find	him.	Together	with	the	help	
of	her	 fashion-impaired	receptionist,	Charley	sets	out	 to	bring	
the	bad	guys	to	justice	and	to	single-handedly	make	bloodshot,	
sleep	deprived	eyes	the	newest	fashion	trend.	Too	bad	she	has	
to	deal	with	a	narcissistic	doctor,	a	curmudgeonly	father,	and	a	
motorcycle	 gang	 hell-bent	 on	 murder,	 all	 while	 searching	 for	
the	deadliest,	most	violent	man	she’s	ever	met.	Unfortunately,	
he	finds	Charley	first. 

“jones skillfully establishes the novel’s setting and keeps up 

the pace with plenty of action. and let’s be honest-the sex is 

pretty hot, too. Fans of Sherrilyn Kenyon and other authors 

of paranormal romance will love this series debut.”  

 —library Journal (stArred	review)	on	 F irst graVe on the right

Winner	of	the	2009	Golden	Heart®	for	Best	Paranormal	Romance	for	

her	manuscript	First Grave On The Right,	DarYnDa Jones	can’t	remem-

ber	a	time	when	she	wasn’t	putting	pen	to	paper.	Darynda	lives	in	the	

Land	of	Enchantment,	 also	known	as	New	Mexico,	with	her	husband	

of	more	than	25	years	and	two	beautiful	sons,	aka	the	Mighty,	Mighty	

Jones	Boys.

hC: 978-1-250-00154-2

MArKetING

•	Online	Advertising	Campaign
•	Featured	Author	on	

SheLovesHotReads.com
•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Author	Website:		

DaryndaJones.com
•	Available	on	CD	from	

Macmillan	Audio:		
978-1-4272-1479-9																																																																																										

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-250-00870-1

suspeNse/pArANorMAL
978-1-250-00828-2 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		336	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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WILL ShorTz 
PreSenTS The 
DanGerouS booK  
oF KenKen
100	Very	Hard	Logic	Puzzles	That	Make	You	
Smarter

tetsuyA MIyAMoto, INtroductIoN by 
wILL sHortz

100 very hard KenKen puzzles

KenKen	 is	 a	 crafty	 game;	 change	 a	 few	 numbers	 around	
and	 what	 was	 once	 a	 quick	 and	 easy	 puzzle	 is	 now	 a	 mind-
melting	 challenge!	 And	 that	 challenge	 is  what	 puzzle	 fans	
love	 best.  	 So	 Will	 Shortz	 is	 back	 with	 this	 volume	 contains	
100	 challenging  KenKen	 puzzles.  	 The	 puzzles	 range	 in	 size	
from 6x6	grids	to	9x9	grids.	Put	your	skills	to	the	ultimate	test	
and	 see	 if	 you’re	 tough	 enough	 for	 these	 dangerously	 devious	
puzzles.	Features:
•	100 very	challenging	KenKen	puzzles
•		Introduction	and	solving	instructions	by	puzzlemaster		 	

Will	Shortz
•	Big	grids	with	lots	of	space	for	easy	solving.

tetsuYa miYamoto, the	 creator	 of	 KenKen,	 is	 a	 math	 teacher	

whose	use	of	KenKen	in	his	classroom	has	proved	so	successful	that	it	

has	lead	to	a	worldwide	demand	for	his	puzzle	to	be	published	in	book	

form.

will sHortz has	 been	 crossword	 editor	 of The New York Times since	

1993.	He	is	also	the	puzzlemaster	on	NPR’s Weekend Edition Sunday. 

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	
•	Back-ads	in	all	St.	Martin’s	

Griffin	Sudoku	Books	
•	Dedicated	Website:		

KenKen.com	
•	Feature	Author	at	Macmillan	

Speaker’s	Bureau

GAMes
978-1-250-00443-7 
$7.99 
$8.99	Canadian	
6	1/8"	x	9	1/4"		/		128	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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THE NEW YORK 
TIMES  maD abouT 
CroSSWorDS
75	Easy-to-Challenging	Crossword	Puzzles

edIted by wILL sHortz

75 easy-to-hard puzzles from the New York 
Times in our popular $7.99 trade 
paperback format

The	name	says	it	all!	Millions	of	puzzle	fans	are	crazy	for	The	
New York Times crosswords.	This	collection	treats	crossword	
fans	to	75	of	the	Times’	puzzles,	perfect	for	solvers	of	every	skill	
level.
Features:
•		Seventy-five	of	the	Times’	best	puzzles,	perfect	for	solvers	of	all	

skill	levels
•	Portable	format	is	perfect	for	travel	or	solving	at	home
•	Edited	by	the	biggest	name	in	crosswords,	Will	Shortz.

will sHortz,	 puzzle	 editor	 of	 The New York Times	 since	 1993,	 also	

founded	and	directs	the	annual	American	Crossword	Puzzle	Tournament	

and	the	World	Puzzle	Championship.	He	is	the	Puzzlemaster	for	NPR’s	

”Weekend	Edition	Sunday.”	Will	lives	in	Pleasantville,	New	York.

GAMes
978-1-250-00923-4 
$7.99 
$8.99	Canadian	
6	1/8"	x	9	1/4"		/		96	pages		
Trade	Paperback

MArKetING

•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	Online	Advertising	and	

Promotion
•	Feature	Author	at	Macmillan	

Speakers	Bureau

GrIFFIN orIGINAL
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neFereT’S CurSe
p.c. cAst ANd KrIstIN cAst
The third novella in the thrilling new mini-series from the #1 bestselling 
authors of the house of night, Neferet’s Curse tells the fascinating story 
behind one of the house of night’s darkest, most beautiful professors... 
and zoey’s most powerful enemy 
With	more	than	12 million	books	in	print, rights	sold in	almost	40 countries,	and	over	two	
years	on	the	New York Times	bestseller	list, the	House	of	Night series	is	an	international	pub-
lishing	sensation.	Now,	the	excitement	continues	as	the	Cast	duo	shares	the	back	stories	
of	a	few	of	the	House	of	Night’s	most	important–and	mysterious–characters.	In	the	third	
House	of	Night	novella,	the	secret	history	we’ve	all	been	waiting	for	is	finally	revealed...

Neferet,	 the	 Tulsa	 House	 of	 Night’s	 darkly	 seductive	 High	 Priestess,	 wasn’t	 always	
a	 powerful	 vampyre,	 but	 she	 has	 always	 been	 beautiful.	 Raised	 in	 turn-of-the-century	
Chicago	in	a	motherless	home,	her	beauty	makes	her	the	prey	of	unwanted	attention	and	
abuse,	leaving	her	with	scars	that	will	never	heal	–	and	a	Darkness	that	will	eventually	need	
to find	its	way	out.	When	she	is	Marked	and	gains	strength,	both	physical	and	magical,	
she	turns	her	anger	into	power	and	looks	for	a	way	to	regain	what	was	stolen	from	her.	
From	victim	to	High	Priestess,	beautiful	young	woman	to	powerful	seductress,	Neferet’s	
journey	begins...	

”Twilight meets Harry Potter… zoey redbird… is basically the most relatable vam-

pire—sorry, fledgling vampyre—I’ve ever read about.”

                                                                  —mtv.Com	on	the	house	of	night	series

”Tragedy, sacrifice and choice are all themes that make this story gripping.”   

           —rt book reVieWs 	on  aWakened

”Fast paced and packed with mystery, suspense, and romance, this book is a hard one 

to put down...”                  —Voya on  burned 

#1	 New York Times and	 USA Today bestseller  p.c.  cast  is	 an	 award-winning	 fantasy	 and	 paranormal	 romance	
author,	as	well	as	an	experienced	speaker	and	teacher. Her	novels	have	been	awarded	YALSA	Quick	Picks	 for	
Reluctant	Young	Adult	Readers,	and	have	received	the	prestigious	Oklahoma	Book	Award,	as	well	as	the	PRISM,	
Daphne	du	Maurier,	Booksellers	Best,	Holt	Medallion,	Beacon,	Romantic	Times	Reviewer’s	Choice,	and	Affaire	
de	Coeur	awards.	She	lives	in Oklahoma	with	lots	of	dogs,	cats,	horses,	and	a	burro.	Kristin cast is	a New York 
Times and USA Today bestselling	author	who	teams	with	her	mother	to	write	the	House	of	Night	series.	She	has	
stories	in	several	anthologies,	as	well	as	editorial	credits.	Currently	Kristin	is	working	on	her	first	stand-alone	novel	
a	dark	mysterious	fairy	tale. 

GrIFFINGrIFFIN orIGINAL
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MArKetING

• national one Day Laydown: 
july 03, 2012 

• national Print review attention
• major online advertising and 

Promotion Campaign
• online marketing Campaign: 

houseofnightseries.com
     email campaign to more than 

350,000 subscribers
     Interactive Games, videos, yearbook,  

newsletter Sign up, Wallpapers 
and Icons, Design your own online 
Tattoos, Screensavers, Tour of Tulsa 
online map

• extensive Social media Campaign
     house of night Page: 

700,000 likes to date
     P.C. Cast author Page: 

225,000 likes to date
• Library marketing Campaign
• author Website: PCCast.net
• 12-copy mixed Floor Display:  

978-1-250-01569-3  
(4x Neferet’s Curse, 4x Lenobia’s Vow, 
4x Dragon’s Oath)

• available on CD from  
macmillan audio: 
978-1-4272-2205-3

• available as an ebook: 
978-1-4668-0190-5

”move over, Stephenie meyer.”     —PeoPle on  hunted

”a fast—moving and adventure—filled read, with engaging characters and just a touch of 

romantic chemistry to keep fans guessing. This is a well-written young adult series that should 

easily appeal to both teens and adults.”          —darque reVieWs 	on  untamed

”It does not matter if you are male or female, this series  will 

enthrall you…authors P.C. Cast and Kristin Cast are a danger-

ous writing duo with poisonous pens. highly recommended.”      

                                                         —huntress reVieWs on  betrayed

teeN FIctIoN 
978-1-250-00025-5 

$12.99 
$14.99	Canadian

5"		x	7	1/8"	/	160	Pages
Includes	10	b&w	illustrations		

Hardcover
St.	Martin's	Griffin

GrIFFIN orIGINAL
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ILLICIT
opAL cArew

a delectable new erotic romance about a 
woman who gets a chance to live out her  
most illicit fantasy

When	Lindsay	receives	an	invitation	in	the	mail	to	live	out	her	
most	illicit	fantasies,	she	thinks	it’s	her	best	friend	playing	a	joke.	
Little	does	Lindsay	know,	the	 invitation	 is	 from	someone	else. 	
Someone	 who	 knows	 of	 her	 deepest	 desires…and	 intends	 to	
fulfill	them.

Erik	 was	 the	 one	 who	 sent	 Lindsay	 the	 invitation—and	 the	
one	who	orchestrates	a	steamy	weekend	getaway	to	explore	her	
most	decadent	desires. 	From	their	first	night	together,	there	is	an	
inexplicably	deep	connection	between	them,	and	with	Lindsay	
in	his	arms,	he	feels	both	thrilled	and	unnerved.	  The	truth	is,	
he’s	hiding	a	deep	hurt,	and	as	Lindsay	brings	his	fantasies	to	life,	
he’s	unwilling	to	let	her	go. But	can	he	tell	her	how	he	knows	her	
deepest	fantasies,	and	will	stay	with	him	if	she	learns	the	truth? 	

opal carew  is	 the	 author	 of  ten	 previous	 erotic	 romances	 for	

St.	Martin’s	Griffin. 	She	lives	in	Canada	and	makes regular	trips	to	the	

US	to	speak	at	conferences	and	industry	events. 

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	National	Print	Advertising		

RT Book Reviews
•	Online	Promotion	at	

SheLovesHotReads.com		
	Featured	on	homepage
	E-newsletter	blast
		Sweepstakes	to	win	free	
finished	copies

•	Author	Website:		
OpalCarew.com

roMANce
978-0-312-67462-5 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2”	x	8	1/4”		/		288	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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La SeDuCTIon
How	the	French	Play	the	Game	of	Life

eLAINe scIoLINo

“Sciolino captures the anachronistic heart of 
contemporary France—and learns the hard 
way why one must always dress well, even 
when going to buy a baguette.“—Vogue 

France	is	a	seductive	country,	seductive	in	its	elegance,	its	beauty,	
its	 sensual	pleasures,	 and	 its	 joie	de	vivre. Elaine	Sciolino,	 the	
longtime	Paris	bureau	chief	of	The New York Times,	has	discovered	
that	 seduction	 is	 much	 more.	 It	 is	 the	 key	 to	 understanding	
France	and	plays	a	crucial	role	not	only	in	how	the	French	fall	
in	love,	but	also	in	how	they	conduct	business,	enjoy	food	and	
drink,	define	style,	engage	in	intellectual	debate,	elect	politicians,	
and	project	power	around	the	world. Sciolino	gives	us	an	inside	
view	of	how	seduction	works	in	all	areas	of	French	life,	from	the	
shops	of	Paris	to	the	halls	of	government,	from	the	gardens	of	
Versailles	to	the	agricultural	heartland.	

In	a	new	preface	written	 for	 the	paperback	edition,	Sciolino	
shows	how	the	Dominique	Strauss-Kahn	case	has	thrust	France	
into	 a	 searching	debate	 about	 the	 future	of	 seduction	 and	 the	
culture	of	pleasure,	which	cuts	to	the	heart	of	France’s	national	
identity.	 In	 this	 as	 in	 every	other	 aspect	of	 French	 life,	Elaine	
Sciolino	proves	herself	to	be	a	charming,	insightful,	and—yes—
seductive	guide.	

“Crackles with the sharp, rueful wit of an outsider who 

has achieved some insight into Gallic dos and don’ts. . . . 

Carefully researched and lucidly argued, La Seduction devel-

ops a wonderfully suggestive theory of French pleasure.”  

 —the neW york times book reVieW

elaine sciolino	 is	 the	 author	 of	 the	 award-winning	 book	 Persian 
Mirrors: The Elusive Face of Iran.	She	 is	a	Paris	correspondent	and	 former	

Paris	bureau	chief	for	The New York Times,	having	previously	served	as	the	

newspaper’s	chief	diplomatic	correspondent	and	UN	bureau	chief.	She	

has	also	been	a	foreign	correspondent	for	Newsweek,	based	in	Paris	and	

Rome.	In	2010,	she	was	decorated	a	chevalier	of	the	Legion	of	Honor.	

She	lives	in	Paris	with	her	husband.

hC: 978-0-8050-9115-1

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Advertising	
Campaign

•	Online	Advertising	Campaign
•	Social	Media	Outreach
•	Author	Website:		

ElaineSciolino.com																																																																																																																										
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-3329-2

curreNt eveNts
978-1-250-00744-5 
$15.99 
$18.50	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	352	pages		
Includes	one	16-page	b&w		
photo	insert	
Trade	Paperback

WITh a  
neW  
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Them or uS
dAvId Moody 

The pulse-pounding conclusion to the 
haTer trilogy!

The	war	that	has	torn	the	human	race	apart	is	finally	nearing	its	
end.		With	most	towns	and	cities	now	uninhabitable,	and	with	
the	country	in	the	grip	of	a	savage	nuclear	winter,	both	Hater	
and	Unchanged	alike	struggle	to	survive.

Hundreds	 of	 Hater	 fighters	 have	 settled	 on	 the	 east	 coast	
in	 the	 abandoned	 remains	 of	 a	 relatively	 undamaged	 town	
under	 the	command	of	Hinchcliffe—who’ll	 stop	at	nothing	to	
eradicate	the	last	few	Unchanged	and	consolidate	his	position	at	
the	top	of	this	new	world	order.	This	fledgling	society	is	harsh	
and	unforgiving—your	place	in	the	ranks	decided	by	how	long	
and	how	hard	you’re	prepared	to	fight.

Danny	McCoyne	is	 the	exception	to	the	rule.	His	ability	to	
hold	the	Hate	and	to	use	it	to	hunt	out	the	remaining	Unchanged	
has	given	him	a	unique	position	in	Hinchcliffe’s	army	of	fighters.	
But	as	the	enemy’s	numbers	reduce,	so	the	pressure	on	McCoyne	
increases	 until	 he	finds	himself	 at	 the	 very	 centre	of	 a	 pivotal	
confrontation,	the	outcome	of	which	will	have	repercussions	on	
the	future	of	everyone	who	is	left	alive

Praise for Hater:

”hater will haunt you long after you read the last page.”   

 —guillermo	del	toro

”This intelligent, well-written chiller heralds a significant 

new talent.”  —Publishers Weekly (stArred)

Praise for Dog Blood:

”If Hater gives you nightmares, Dog Blood will rewire your 

brain.”  —bookrePorter.Com	

DaviD mooDY is	 the	 author	 of	 the	 critically-acclaimed	 Hater	 and	
Autumn	series.

hC: 978-0-312-53583-4

MArKetING

•	Online	Book	Community	
Outreach

•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Author	Website:		

DjMoody.co.uk																																																																																																																													
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-9063-9

FIctIoN/Horror
978-1-250-00838-1
$14.99
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	368	Pages	
Trade	Paperback	
St.	Martin's	Griffin
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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The boy In The moon
A	Father’s	Journey	to	Understand	His	
Extraordinary	Son
IAN browN

”as relentlessly difficult and sorrowful as is the 
life that Walker shapes, it also insists on some-
thing beautiful in reaction to it.  Thus brown’s 
book.”  —the neW york times book reVieW (front	PAge	review)

Ian	Brown’s	son	Walker	is	one	of	only	about	300	people	worldwide	
diagnosed	 with	 cardiofaciocutaneous	 (CFC)	 syndrome—an	
extremely	 rare	 genetic	 mutation	 that	 results	 in	 unusual	 facial	
appearance,	the	inability	to	speak,	and	a	compulsion	to	hit	himself	
constantly.	At	age	thirteen,	he	is	mentally	and	developmentally	
between	 one	 and	 three	 years	 old	 and	 will	 need	 constant	 care	
for	 the	 rest	 of	 his	 life.	 Brown	 travels	 the	 globe,	 meeting	 with	
genetic	scientists	and	neurologists	as	well	as	parents,	to	solve	the	
questions	Walker’s	doctors	can’t	answer.	In	his	journey,	he	offers	
an	insightful	critique	of	society’s	assumptions	about	the	disabled,	
and	he	discovers	a	connected	community	of	families	living	with	
this	sybdrome.	As	Brown	gradually	lets	go	of	his	self-blame	and	
hope	for	a	cure,	he	learns	to	accept	the	Walker	he	loves,	just	as	
he	is.	Honest,	intelligent,	and	deeply	moving,	The Boy in the Moon 
explores	the	value	of	a	single	human	life.	

”a stark, lovely memoir…fiercely plainspoken and lyrical”  
 —the boston globe

”[a]n intimate glimpse into the life of a family that cares 
around the clock for a disabled child, that gets so close to 
the love and despair, and the complex questions the life of 
such a child raises...It is a beautiful book, heartfelt and pro-
found, warm and wise.”  —JAne	bernstein,	Author	of	 

 loVing rachel 	And  rachel in the World 

”In The Boy In The Moon, Ian brown achieves mastery by writ-
ing in a vein that is as disarmingly personal as St. augustine’s 
Confessions one of the world’s truly great (by which I mean 
life-changing) books.” —giles	 slAde,	the huFFington Post

ian brown	 is	 an	author	and	a	 feature	writer	 for	The Globe and Mail. 
The Boy in the Moon has	won	three	of	Canada’s	most	prestigious	literary	
awards:	 the	 Charles	 Taylor	 Prize,	 the	 Trillium	 Book	 Award,	 and	 the	
British	Columbia	National	Book	Award	for	Nonfiction.	

hC: 978-0-312-67183-9

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
ReadingGroupGold.com																																																																																					

•	Featured	Author	at	
Macmillan	Speaker’s	Bureau

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4299-7878-1
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beaD CroCheT 
jeWeLry
An	Inspired	Journey	Through	27	Designs

bert ANd dANA Freed

Learn how to make beautiful bead  
crochet jewelry from two experts!

Beading	 experts,  teachers,	 and	 jewelry	 designers  Bert	 and	
Dana	 Freed  share	 their	 techniques	 and	 complete	 step-by-step	
directions	 for  a	 delightful	 array	 of	 bead	 crochet	 jewelry	
projects. Using a	wide	range	of	stunning	beads	in	lovely	color	
combinations, the 27 bead	crochet pieces	may	look	complicated	
but	 are	 very  easy	 to	 make	 following  their  clearly	 explained	
techniques	and	expert	tips.	  

Organized	 so	 that	 you	 start	 with	 the	 foundations	 of	 bead	
crochet,	the basic	chain	stitch,	you	progress	through	each	level	
to	achieve more	advanced	techniques	like	creating	texture	with	
beads,	or	making	a	six-color	 tubular	 jewelry	design.	Beginning	
with	 a	 comprehensive	 tools	 and	 materials	 chapter,	 all	 the	
supplies	you	need are	covered	in	detail.	Next	come	the	projects,	
starting	 with	 simple	 chain	 stitch	 patterns	 and	 progressing	 to	
chunky	dimensional  rope-like	pieces.	Each	 section	opens	with	
step-by-step	 directions	 accompanied	 by	 clear	 photographs	 to	
illustrate	 the	 techniques	 needed	 for	 the  proceeding	 projects.	
The	 last  part	 of	 the	 book,  ”Advanced	 Tips	 and	 Tricks,”  offers	
troubleshooting	 advice	 and	 suggestions	 for	 making	 your	 bead	
crochet	experience	as	smooth	as	possible.	

Bead Crochet  provides	 all  the	 inspiration	 and	 skill	 you	 need	
to	 create	 unique	 jewelry	 pieces	 to	 wear	 or	 give	 as	 wonderful	
gifts.	 From	 dangling	 earrings	 to	 chunky	 necklaces	 and	 plaited	
bracelets,	these	beautiful	and	intricate-looking	pieces	are	sure	to	
standout	and	be	admired	by	all.	

bert and	Dana FreeD	are	a	mother-daughter	team	whose	one-of-a-

kind	couture	beadwork	 is	 currently	 sold	 in	New	York	City	 and	 inter-

nationally	at an	array of	boutiques.	 In	2008	they	exhibited	nearly	200	

pieces	in	an	exclusive	show	in	SoHo.	In	addition	to	designing	and	craft-

ing,	 they	also	 teach	bead	crochet	and	beading	 techniques	at	 specialty	

craft	stores,	events,	and	privately.	

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Feature	Title	in	Griffin’s	2012	

Craft	Catalog
•	Promotion	at	Major	Gift	and	

Craft	Expos
•		Online	Promotion	at	Craft	

Community:	SMPCraft.com,	
launching	early	2012	
	 		Regular	posts	from	authors,	

editors,	publicists,	and	more
		Features	new	books	and	
sample	projects

				 		Social	Media	Promotion	at	
Facebook	and	Twitter

•	Author	Website:		
purlingsprite.com

crAFts & HobbIes
978-0-312-67294-2 
$22.99 
$26.50	Canadian	
8	1/2”	x	9	1/2”		/		144	pages		
Includes	over	150	color		
photos	throughout		
Trade	Paperback
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PerFeCT IS 
overraTeD
KAreN berGreeN

a comic novel from the author of Following 
Polly featuring imperfect mother—and former 
aDa—Katie alger who works through 
her postpartum depression by discovering 
who’s killing the alpha-mommies in town

What	the	best	cure	 for	post-partum	depression?	After	years	of	
barely	moving,	Kate	springs	back	to	life	when	the	mothers-you-
love-to-hate	in	her	daughter’s	preschool	begin	to	turn	up	dead.	
Murder	as	a	cure	for	sadness?	Sounds	evil,	but	it’s	not.	In	Perfect Is 
Overrated,	stand-up	comedian	and	author	of	Following Polly	Karen	
Bergreen	presents	a	 lovable	heroine	who	 is	 so	at	 sea	 she’s	 still	
not	sure	whether	what	she	suffers	has	to	do	with	the	birth	of	her	
little	girl	or	with	the	fact	that	her	handsome	hunk	of	a	detective	
husband	doesn’t	live	with	her	anymore. 	She	might	fall	back	in	
love,	she	might	find	a	killer,	but	she	sure	won’t	be	spending	all	
day	in	bed	anymore.

Praise for Following Polly:

”a laugh-out-loud page turner.” —huFFington Post

”Stalking, dysfunctional family, murder and unrequited love: 

What could be more delightful? It’s a great read!” —JoAn	rivers	

”Part cozy mystery, part romance, and all parts outrageously 

funny.” —las Vegas reVieW

Karen berGreen	 is	 a	 former	 attorney	 who	 clerked	 for	 a	 fed-

eral	 judge.	 She	 gave	 that	 up	 to	 become	 one	 of	 New	 York	 City’s		

stand-up	 comics,	 preforming	 weekly	 at	 Caroline’s,	 Stand-Up	 New	

York,	 Gotham,	 and	 The	 Comic	 Strip.	 She	 has	 also	 appeared	 on		

Comedy	Centram,	the	Oxygen	network,	Court	TV	and	Law & Order. She	

lives	in	New	York	City.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	Online	Book	Community	

Outreach
•	Online	Promotion	at	

SheLovesHotReads.com																																																																																																							
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4668-0191-2

FIctIoN
978-1-250-00176-4 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2”	x	8	1/4”		/		320	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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PoLITICS anD PaSTa
A	Memoir

vINceNt ”buddy” cIANcI,  jr. ,  wItH 
dAvId FIsHer

”It’s pure buddy. beguiling, hilarious, with an 
excuse—and a joke—for everything, Cianci 
shows why he’s one of the most storied figures 
in modern urban politics.”       —Politico

”Colorful”	is	not	sufficient	to	describe	Buddy	Cianci. He	is	seen	
by	many	as	a	brilliantly	successful	politician and	by	others	as	a	
rogue.	Full	of surprising stories	and outrageous	anecdotes, this is	
a	one-of-a-kind	memoir	by	a master	of	the	political	game.	Take	
a	 bit	 of	 La	 Guardia,	 a	 dose	 of	 Daley,	 and	 a	 little	 of	 Boston’s	
Mayor	Curley	and	you	have	Buddy—master	politician,	master	
story	teller.	

”Look up controversial in the dictionary and buddy Cianci’s 

picture will be there. as he is happy to tell you, he never 

backed down from a fight or a challenge while rebuilding a 

great city, and he’ll make you laugh while doing it.”  

 —seAn	hAnnity

”Politics and Pasta is a compulsively readable—if not entirely 

candid—insider’s account of city politics by one of the most 

colorful and longest-serving mayors in memory. and it’s 

written by, as Cianci puts it, perhaps the only person who 

has ever been inside the White house, Windsor Castle and 

the federal penitentiary at Fort Dix in new jersey.” 

 —the associated Press 

vincent ”buDDY” cianci, Jr.	is	a	former	prosecutor	and	Mayor	of	

Providence.	As	mayor	he	was	credited	with	turning	the	city	around	and	

making	it	a	destination.	He’s now	one	of	the	top	radio	talk	show	hosts	

in	New	England	on	630	WPRO	AM	and	99.7	FM,	chief	political	analyst	

for	WLNE-ABC	Channel	6,	and	host	of	the	weekly	TV	talk	show	News 
on the Record. 

hC: 978-0-312-59280-6

MArKetING

•	National	Broadcast	Publicity
•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	Online	Advertising	
•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Author	Website:		

BuddyCianci.com																																																																																																																											
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-6550-7

MeMoIr
978-1-250-00652-3 
$15.99 
$18.50	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		384	pages		
Includes	one	8-page	b&w	
photo	section	
Trade	Paperback	
St.	Martin's	Griffin
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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CITy oF SeCreTS
KeLLI  stANLey

”City of Secrets is a superb mystery, a noir 
tale of high order… Intensely readable.”
	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	—t.	 Jefferson	PArker,	neW york times 	 bestselling

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Author	of	the borderlands 	And	 iron riVer

When	 Pandora	 Blake	 is  murdered	 at	 San	 Francisco’s	 1940	
World’s	 Fair	 and	 her	 body  marked	 with	 an	 anti-Semitic	 slur,	
private	eye	Miranda	Corbie	is	soon	entangled	in	a	web	of	deceit	
and	betrayal.	With	a	strong	female	protagonist	more	steel	than	
silk	 and	 a	 mystery	 that	 will	 grip	 you	 until	 the	 last	 page,	 this	
sequel	 to	 the	 critically-acclaimed  City of Dragons	 (which	 won	
the	 Sue	 Feder	 Memorial	 Macavity	 award	 for	 best	 historical	
mystery),will	appeal	to	both	fans	of	noir	and	historical	mysteries.	

”If you haven’t been reading Kelli Stanley you’ve been mak-

ing a mistake and it’s time to do yourself a favor: Grab up 

this book.” —sJ	rozAn,	edgAr-winning	Author	of	ghost hero

”a razor-sharp, tightly-plotted noir page-turner.”	

	 —Allison	brennAn,	neW york times 	 bestselling	Author	

Praise for City of Dragons:

”Stanley... knows how to bring the past to life...a joy to 

read.” 	 —tom	nolAn,  san Francisco chronicle

”Think barbara Stanwick meets myrna Loy, then toss in a 

hard-boiled crime story worthy of raymond Chandler. Will 

appeal to fans of noir historicals.”  —library Journal 	 (stArred)

”a winner...The noir atmosphere of 1940s San Francisco is 

brilliantly recreated—terrific.”  —romantic times 	 (4	 1/2	 stArs)

Kelli stanleY  is	 also	 the	 author	 of	 a	 critically	 acclaimed	 Roman	

Noir	series.	The	first	book	in	that	series,	Nox Dormienda,	won	the	Bruce	

Alexander	Award	for	best	historical	mystery.	Kelli	lives	in	San	Francisco,	

California.

hC: 978-0-312-60361-8

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
CriminalElement.com

•	Bonus	E-story	Campaign
•	Social	Media	Outreach
•	Author	Website:		

KelliStanley.com																																																																																																							
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-8387-7
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978-1-250-00748-3 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
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a FounTaIn FILLeD 
WITh bLooD
A	Novel

juLIA speNcer-FLeMING

The second in the acclaimed russ van alstyne 
and Clare Fergusson series—now in a stun-
ning new edition.  readers old and new can 
experience the beginning of this New York 
Times bestselling heralded mystery collection

It’s	summer,	and	a	violent	attack	on	a	doctor	triggers	a	series	of	
gay-bashing	episodes.	The	Episcopalian	priest	Clare	Fergesson,	
and	Police	Chief	Russ	Van	Alstyne,	who	have	been	carefully	
avoiding	one	another,	are	thrown	together.	Still	fighting	their	
mutual	attraction,	Russ	rudely	bars	Clare	from	any	part	in	
dealing	with	the	violent	homophobia,	and	from	any	contribu-
tion	to	the	investigation.	But	when	circumstances	dictate	their	
working	together,	closeness	is	inevitable.	The	pair	find	that	it’s	
hard	enough	trying	to	solve	a	crime	with	an	assortment	of	valid	
suspects;	but	even	harder	to	tamp	down	a	powerful	personal	
attraction.

“Freshly conceived and meticulously plotted... Clare is as 

tough and resourceful as she is compassionate.“ 

             —the neW york times book reVieW

“a riveting page-turner from start to finish...characters read-

ers will hope to meet again.“ —Publishers Weekly (stArred)

“The prose soars above the quality usually found in this 

genre...the story twists and turns to the last page.“  

 —maine sunday telegram

Julia spencer-FleminG is	an	Agatha,	Anthony,	Barry,	Dilys,	Gumshoe	

and	Macavity	Award	winner.	Her	books	have	been	shortlisted	 for	 the	

Edgar,	 and	 Romantic	 Times	 RC	 awards.	 Julia	 lives	 in	 a	 190-year-old	

farmhouse	in	Buxton,	Maine	with	her	husband	and	three	children.

hC: 978-0-312-30-410-2
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•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Online	Promotion	at	

SheLovesHotReads.com
•	Online	Promotion	at	

ReadingGroupGold.com
•	Email	Marketing	Campaign
•	Author	Website:	
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•		Available	as	an	eBook:		
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DeeP FuTure
The next 100,000 years of Life on earth

curt stAGer

“Deep Future a richly informative and deeply 
persuasive book—one that will be relevant for 
generations.” 
  —elizAbeth	kolbert,	Author	of  F ield notes From a c atastroPhe

Deep Future	is	a	bold,	far-reaching	look	at	how	our	actions	today	
will	decide	the	planet’s	future	for	millennia	to	come.

Imagine	a	planet	where	North	American	and	Eurasian	navies	
are	 squaring	 off	 over	 shipping	 lanes	 through	 an	 acidified,	 ice-
free	 Arctic.	 Centuries	 later,	 their	 northern	 descendants	 retreat	
southwards	as	the	recovering	sea	freezes	over	again.		And	later	
still,	future	nations	plan	how	to	avert	an	approaching	Ice	Age...	
by	burning	what	remains	of	our	fossil	fuels.

These	are	just	a	few	of	the	events	that	are	likely	to	befall	Earth	
and	human	civilization	in	the	next	100,000	years.	And	it	will	be	
the	choices	we	make	in	this	century	that	will	affect	that	future	
more	than	any	previous	generation.	We	are	living	at	the	dawn	
of	the	Age	of	Humans;	the	only	question	is	how	long	that	Age	
will	last.

Few	of	us	have	yet	asked	"what	happens	after	global	warming?"	
Drawing	upon	the	latest,	ground-breaking	work	of	a	handful	of	
climate	visionaries,	Deep Future helps	us	look	beyond	2100	AD	to	
the	next	hundred	thousand	years	of	life	on	Earth.		

“Deep Future is like one of jared Diamond’s magisterial 

accounts, except set in the future, not the past.”  

 —bill	mCkibben,	Author	of  eaarth

curt staGer	 is	 an	 ecologist,	 paleoclimatologist,	 and	 science	 writer	
with	a	Ph.D.	in	biology	and	geology	from	Duke	University.	He	has	pub-
lished	over	 three	dozen	climate-	and	ecology-related	articles	 in	major	
journals	including	Science	and	Quaternary	Research,	and	has	written	for	
popular	audiences	in	The Utne Reader, Fast Company,	and	National Geographic.	
He	 teaches	 at	 Paul	 Smith's	 College	 in	 the	 Adirondack	 Mountains	 of	
upstate	New	York,	and	holds	a	research	associate	post	at	the	University	
of	 Maine's	 Climate	 Change	 Institute,	 where	 he	 investigates	 the	 long-
term	history	of	climate	in	Africa,	South	America,	and	the	polar	regions.	

hC: 978-0-312-61462-1

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Advertising
•	Academic	Marketing	Campaign
•	Email	Marketing	Campaign
•	Author	Website:		

CurtStager.com
•	Feature	author	at	Macmillan	
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•	Available	as	an	eBook:	

978-1-4299-9023-3
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Dream LaKe
L IsA KLeypAs
From the bestselling author of Rainshadow Road comes a 
romantic and mystical story set against the back drop of  
Friday harbor, Washington 

Dream Lake	takes	readers	once	again	to	the	exquisite setting	of	Friday	Harbor,	and	tells	the	
story	of	Zoe	Hoffman,	an	 innkeeper	who	has	all	but	given	up	on	 love.  	She’s	 a	gentle,	
romantic	 soul,  	 but	 has	 been	 so	 hurt	 in	 the	 past	 that	 she	 dare	 not	 trust	 her	 heart	 with	
anyone. 	Especially	not	Alex	Nolan. 	Alex	is	the	most	haunted	of	all	the	Nolan	brothers. 	
He	drinks	to	keep	his	demons	at	bay	and	not	only	has	he	given	up	on	love,	he	has	never,	
ever	believed	in	it. Zoe	and	Alex	are	oil	and	water,	fire	and	ice,	sunshine	and	shadow. But	
sometimes,	it	takes	only	a	glimmer	of	light	to	chase	away	the	dark. Dream Lake	is	classic	Lisa	
Kleypas: 	romantic,	powerful,	emotional,	and	magical.	

Praise for Lisa Kleypas:

”a solid romance with strong leads, this is a refreshing holiday treat.” 

               —Publishers Weekly on  christmas eVe at Friday harbor

”Kleypas can do no wrong. If you want a fantastic read, pick up this poignant,  

heartbreaking and deeply satisfying book. Kleypas has a knack for making readers cry, 

laugh and cheer—often within the first couple of pages.”  

               —rt book reVieWs on  christmas eVe at Friday harbor

”...this well-written, heartwarming, gently humorous story is a charmer from start to 

finish.”      —library Journal on  christmas eVe at Friday harbor

”Kleypas’s fans and readers of women’s fiction alike will take to this richly rewarding 

story of love, commitment and family.”        —booklist on  smooth talking stranger

lisa KleYpas	is	the	award-winning	author	of	thirty-four novels.	Her	books	are	published	in	sixteen	languages	and	

are	bestsellers	all	over	the	world.	She	lives	in Washington State with	her	husband	and	two	children.
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• national Print review attention
• online Publicity Campaign
• national Print advertising Campaign
• online bookclub Site  

advertising Campaign
• Dedicated email marketing Campaign 

to Trade Publications
• major Social network Campaign 

to Lisa’s 80,000+ fans incl. pre-
order campaign, brand ambassador 
campaign, sweepstakes, celeb author 
co-promotions and more

   o Facebook Content release Strategy
   o email marketing Campaign
• extensive online Promotion Targeting 

romance and book Communities
• a read-it-First.com Selection
• advance readers’ editions
• 18-Copy mixed Floor Display:  

978-1-250-01424-5, 
$269.82/$305.82, (12x Dream Lake, 
6x Rainshadow Road)

• author Website: LisaKleypas.com
• available as an ebook:  

978-1-250-01427-6

”[Kleypas] delivers a page-turning, formula-breaking romance that takes on social issues and 

escalates passion to new heights.”                       —Publishers Weekly on  blue-eyed deVil

”Kleypas is a New York Times bestselling author for a reason. as a beloved historical romance 

writer, she’s mastered her craft, and it shows in this novel, her first work of contemporary 

romance and her hardcover debut.”                         —romantic times (toP	PiCk!) 	on  sugar daddy

”readers will be thinking about these superb characters long after closing the pages and rush-

ing out to grab everything Kleypas has ever written.”—romantic times on  smooth talking stranger

”Sinfully pleasurable melodrama.”    

                           —kirkus on  sugar daddy

”Kleypas’s second poignant, passionate, and perfectly written 

contemporary romance is richly emotional and sinfully sexy.” 

                      —booklist on  blue-eyed deVil

roMANce
978-1-250-00829-9 

$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian

5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	336	Pages	
Trade	Paperback
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The beLIevInG braIn
From	Ghosts	and	Gods	to	Politics	and	
Conspiracies—How	We	Construct	Beliefs	and	
Reinforce	Them	as	Truths
MIcHAeL sHerMer

bestselling author michael Shermer’s compre-
hensive and provocative theory on how beliefs 
are born, formed, reinforced, challenged, 
changed, and extinguished
Synthesizing	thirty	years	of research,	psychologist	and	science	
historian	Michael	Shermer	upends	the	traditional	thinking	about	
how	humans	 form	beliefs	about	 the	world.	Simply	put, beliefs	
come	 first	 and	 explanations	 for	 beliefs	 follow.	 The	 brain,	
Shermer	 argues,	 is	 a	 belief	 engine.  Using	 sensory	 data  that	
flow in	through	the	senses,	the	brain	naturally	begins	to	look	for	
and	find	patterns,	and	then	infuses	those	patterns	with	meaning,	
forming	beliefs.	Once	beliefs	are	formed	the	brain	begins	to	look	
for	and	find	confirmatory	evidence	 in	support	of	 those	beliefs,	
accelerating	 the	 process	 of	 reinforcing	 them,	 and	 round	 and	
round	the	process	goes	in	a	positive-feedback	loop.	

In	 The Believing Brain,	 Shermer	 provides	 countless	 real-world	
examples	of	how	this	process	operates,	from	politics,	economics,	
and	 religion	 to	 conspiracy	 theories,	 the	 supernatural,	 and	 the	
paranormal.	And	ultimately,	he	demonstrates	why	science	is	the	
best	tool	ever	devised	to	determine	whether	or	not our	beliefs		
match	reality.

“Insightful. . . brilliantly lays out what modern cognitive 
research has to tell us about his subject.”  
 —ronAld	bAiley, 	the Wall street Journal 

“[Shermer is] an able skewerer of sloppy thinking.”  
 —the economist

“absorbing and comprehensive. . .This stimulating book 
summarizes what is likely to prove the right view of how our 
brains secrete religious and superstitious belief.” —nature 

micHael sHermer	is	the	author	of	Why People Believe Weird Things,	The 
Science of Good and Evil,	and	eight	other	books	on	the	evolution	of	human	
beliefs	and	behavior.	He	is	the	founding	publisher	of	Skeptic	magazine,	
the	 editor	 of	 Skeptic.com,	 a	 monthly	 columnist	 for	 Scientific American,	
and	an	adjunct	professor	at	Claremont	Graduate	University.	He	lives	in	
Southern	California.	

hC: 978-0-8050-9125-0

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Promotion	with	Skeptic Magazine

		Online	Promotion	at	
skeptic.com

			 		Facebook.com/Skeptic.
Magazine:	30,000	likes		
to	date

			 		Twitter.com/michaelshermer:	
17,500	followers	to	date

•	Social	Media	Promotion	
	Facebook:	11,000	likes	to	date

•	Author	Website:		
MichaelShermer.com	

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4299-7261-1

psycHoLoGy/scIeNce
978-1-250-00880-0 
$15.99 
$18.50	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		400	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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my FavorITe FanGS
The	Story	of	the	von	Trapp	Family	Vampires

ALAN GoLdsHer

The hills are alive with the Sound of Sucking 
in this inventive remix of The Sound of Music, 
in which maria von Trapp is a vampire and 
the streets of europe are patrolled by nazi 
undeath Squads

Maria	 von	 Trapp	 is	 sweet,	 innocent,	 and	 can	 sing	 like	 an	
angel. Oh,	and	she’s	also	a bloodthirsty	vampire. 
When	 Maria	 is	 kicked	 out	 of	 the	 Abbey	 where	 she’s	 been	
residing	 for	 the	 past	 thousand	 or	 so	 years,	 she	 lands	 a	 job	
caretaking	the	family	von	Trapp,	a	rowdy	clan	in	need	of	some	
serious	discipline…	or	vampirification.	After	Maria	turns	the	von	
Trapp	children	 into	children	of	 the	night and marries	 the	von	
Trapp	 patriarch,	 the	 family	 seems	 destined	 for	 eternal	 (really,	
really	 eternal)	 bliss.	 But	 Hitler’s	 Undeath	 Squads	 are	 on	 the	
march,	intent	on	ridding	Europe	of	bloodsuckers.	And	Maria	will	
have	to	do	everything	in	her	power—supernatural	or	otherwise	
—to	save	her	vampire	brood.

In	 the	 open	 vein	 of	 Abraham Lincoln, Vampire Hunter,  My 
Favorite Fangs	 is	 a	 hilarious  horror  novel  that	 will	 have	 readers	
screaming, ”Do Re	Mi.” Or	just	plain	screaming.

Praise for Paul is Undead:

”bloody brilliant.”  —Parade

”Goldsher imbues his broad, over-the-top, gleefully gore-

flecked horror with nuance. a gag-per-minute pace.”—nPr.org

alan GolDsHer is	the	author	of	nine	books,	including	the	acclaimed	
Beatles/horror/humor	 remix	 novel  Paul is Undead: The British Zombie 
Invasion.  	 He	 has	 written	 for  Bass Player	 and  Guitar Player,	 ESPN The 
Magazine,	ESPN.com,	NBA.com,	and	ChicagoBulls.com.	Alan	lives	and	
writes	in	Chicago,	Illinois.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	Author	Website:		

AlanGoldsher.com																																																																																																															
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-250-01153-4

FIctIoN
978-0-312-64020-0 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	304	Pages	
Trade	Paperback	
St.	Martin's	Griffin
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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GLITCh
HeAtHer ANAstAsIu

The first book in a thrilling debut young adult 
series, set in an underground society where 
emotions no longer exist

In	 the  Community,  there	 is	 no	 more	 pain	 or	 war.	 Implanted	
computer	 chips  have	 wiped	 humanity	 clean	 of	 destructive	
emotions,	 and	 thoughts	 are	 replaced	 by	 a	 feed	 from	 the	 Link	
network.	

When	 Zoe	 starts	 to	 malfunction	 (or	 ”glitch”),	 she	 suddenly	
begins	 having	 her	 own	 thoughts,	 feelings,	 and	 identity.	
Any anomalies	must	be	immediately	reported	and	repaired,	but	
Zoe	has	a	secret	so	dark	it	will	mean	certain	deactivation	if	she	
is	caught:	her glitches	have	given	her uncontrollable	telekinetic	
powers.	

As	 Zoe	 struggles	 to  control	 her	 abilities	 and	 stay	 hidden,	
she	meets	other	glitchers	 including Max,	who	can	disguise	his	
appearance,	and	Adrien,	who	has	visions	of	the	future.	Both	boys	
introduce	Zoe	to	feelings	that	are	entirely	new. Together,	this	
growing	 band	 of	 glitchers	 must	 find	 a	 way	 to	 free	 themselves	
from	 the	 controlling	 hands	 of	 the	 Community	 before	 they’re	
caught	and	deactivated,	or	worse.

In	 this	 action-packed	 debut,	 Glitch	 begins	 an	 exciting	 new	
young	adult	trilogy.

”a taut, irresistible novel, Glitch  delivers a pitch-perfect 

blend of action, romance, and twists that take your breath 

away.”      —AndreA	Cremer,	bestselling	Author	of	nightshade

HeatHer anastasiu her  poetry	 and	 short	 stories	 have  been	 pub-

lished	 in	 several	 literary	 journals,	 and	 she	 is	 a	 contributor	 to	an	essay	

collection,  Theorizing Twilight: Essays on What’s at Stake in a Post-Vampire 
World, to	publish	in	Fall	2011. This	is	her	first	novel.	She	lives	with	her	

husband	and	son	in	Kyle,	Texas.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Bonus	E	Teaser	Campaign
•	Online	Book	Community	

Outreach	
•	Online	Promotion	to	Griffin	

Teen	Community
		Feature	placement	in	e-news-
letters	to	200,000	subscribers

		Bonus	material,	excerpts,	
and	more

		Spotlights	on	GriffinTeen	
Facebook	Page	

•	Author	Website:		
HeatherAnastasiu.com

•	Available	as	an	eBook:	
978-1-250-00911-1

teeN FIctIoN
978-1-250-00299-0 
$9.99 
$10.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	320	Pages	
Trade	Paperback
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a burIaL aT Sea
cHArLes FINcH

“agatha Christie meets Patrick o'brian as“* 
Charles Lenox sets sail on a clandestine mis-
sion for the government in the newest mystery 
in a series called “beguiling” (marilyn Stasio, 
New York Times Book Review)

1873	is	a	perilous	time	in	the	relationship	between	France	and	
England.	When	a	string	of	English	spies	is	found	dead	on	French	
soil,	 the	 threat	 of	 all-out	 war	 prompts	 government	 officials	 to	
ask	Charles	Lenox	to	visit	the	newly-dug	Suez	Canal	on	a	secret	
mission.  Once	 he	 is	 onboard	 the	 Lucy,	 however,	 Lenox	 finds	
himself	using	not	his	new	skills	of	diplomacy	but	his	old	skills	
of	detection:	the	ship’s	second	lieutenant	is	found	dead	on	the	
voyage’s	first	night,	his	body	cruelly	abused.	The	ship’s	captain	
begs	the	temporarily	retired	detective	to	join	in	the	hunt	for	a	
criminal.	Lenox	finds	 the	trail,	but	 in	 the	ship’s	claustrophobic	
atmosphere,	where	everyone	is	a	suspect,	he	has	to	race	against	
time	to	solve	the	next	crime—and	make	sure	he	doesn’t	become	
the	victim.	At	once	a	compulsive	murder	mystery,	a	spy	story,	
and	a	joyful	journey	with	the	Victorian	navy,	A Burial at Sea shows	
that	 no	 matter	 how	 far	 Lenox	 strays	 from	 his	 old	 life,	 it	 will	
always	come	back	to	find	him.

Praise for A Stranger in Mayfair:

“Finch vividly brings 1860s London to life.”  —usa today

“readers of anne Perry should be snatching up Finch’s 

books and clamoring for more.”   

 —library Journal (stArred	review)

cHarles FincH	 is	 a	 graduate	 of	 Yale	 and	 Oxford.	 His	 novels	 have	

been	nominated	for	Agatha	and	Nero	Awards	and	been	among	Library 
Journal’s	Best	Books	of	the	year.	He	lives	in	Oxford.

*Publishers Weekly

hC: 978-0-312-6250-85

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
CriminalElement.com

•	20-copy	Mixed	Floor	Display:	
978-1-250-01568-6	
(8x	Burial at Sea,	
3x	Beautiful Blue Death,	
3x	September Society,	
3x	Fleet Street Murders, 
3x	Stranger in Mayfair)																																																																																																																																				

•	Author	Website:		
Charles-Finch.com

•	Available	as	an	eBook:	
978-1-4299-8070-8

Mystery
978-1-250-00814-5 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		320	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
Minotaur	Books	

Minotaur books
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rIvaLS anD 
reTrIbuTIon
A	13	to	Life	Novel
sHANNoN deLANy

The fifth book in the 13 to Life series where 
Pietr and jessie will find themselves caught in 
a pack war with a new breed of werewolves
Marlaena’s	 pack	 puts	 more	 pressure	 on	 the	 Rusakova	 family	
with	the	kidnapping	of	Jessie	and	the	surprise	that	comes	from	
triggering	 the	wolf	 side	of	Pietr	once	again.	Alexi	 realizes	 the	
impact	of	Pietr’s	 change	 sooner	 than	either	 Jessie	or	Pietr	 and	
rushes	to	find	a	permanent	cure	for	the	life	sentence	lycanthropy	
brings	 in	 hopes	 it	 will	 squelch	 an	 unexpected	 side-effect.	 But	
Gabriel	 is	 still	 not	 satisfied	 with	 his	 role	 in	 the	 pack	 and	 is	
determined	that	getting	rid	of	Pietr	permanently	in	his	new	and	
weakened	state	is	the	best	way	he	can	grab	power	in	the	pack.	
Meanwhile	at	Junction	High,	the	company’s	meddling	with	the	
school	 food	 may	 have	 stopped	 but	 it	 doesn’t	 mean	 all	 of	 the	
kids	the	food	triggered	are	suddenly	without	powers.	With	the	
enrollment	 of	 the	 rest	 of	 the	 pack’s	 pups,	 Counselor	 Harnek,	
Sophie	and	Jessie	decide	to	try	training	the	pups	alongside	the	
other	 powerful	 misfits.	 But	 Dmitri’s	 influence	 is	 far-reaching	
and	even	pacifist	Gareth	must	make	a	dark	decision	or	risk	the	
destruction	of	everything	he	holds	dear.

Praise for Bargains and Betrayals:

”The action is unabated, and several characters continue 
to share narration duties in another rousing foray into the 
fantastic from Delany.”  —booklist

Praise for 13 to Life:

”a unique tale with a bright heroine and dark secrets.”  

 —neW york times bestselling	yA	Author	mAriA	v. 	 snyder	

Since	 she	 was	 a	 child	 sHannon  DelanY has	 written	 stories,	

beginning	 writing	 in	 earnest	 when	 her	 grandmother	 fell	 unexpectedly	

ill.	 Previously	 a	 teacher	 and	 now	 a	 farmer	 raising	 heritage	 livestock,	

Shannon	lives	and	writes	in	Upstate	New	York	and	enjoys	traveling	to	

talk	to	people	about	most	anything.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Promotion:	at	

GriffinTeen.com
	Featured	on	Facebook	Page
		Featured	in	eNewletter	to	
200,000+	subscribers

		Sweepstakes	to	win	free	
finished	copies	

•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Online	Book	Community	

Outreach
•	Available	as	an	eBook:	

978-1-250-01590-7

teeN FIctIoN
978-0-312-62518-4 
$9.99 
$10.99	Canadian	
5	1/2”	x	8	1/4”		/		320	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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a CrImSon WarnInG
A	Lady	Emily	Mystery

tAsHA ALexANder

Secrets prove deadly in this new novel  
featuring Lady emily hargreaves from 
acclaimed author Tasha alexander

Newly	returned	to	her	home	in	Mayfair,	Lady	Emily	Hargreaves	
is	 looking	forward	to	enjoying	the	delights	of	the	season.	The	
delights,	that	is,	as	defined	by	her	own	eccentricities—reading	
The Aeneid,	waltzing	with	her	dashing	husband,	and	joining	the	
Women’s	Liberal	Federation	in	the	early	stages	of	its	campaign	
to	 win	 the	 vote	 for	 women.	 But	 an	 audacious	 vandal	 disturbs	
the	 peace	 in	 the	 capital	 city,	 splashing	 red	 paint	 on	 the	 neat	
edifices	of	 the	homes	of	London’s	elite.	This	mark,	 impossible	
to	 hide,	 presages	 the	 revelation	 of	 scandalous	 secrets,	 driving	
the	hapless	victims	into	disgrace,	despair	and	even	death.	Soon,	
all	of	London	high	society	is	living	in	fear	of	learning	who	will	
be	 the	 next	 target,	 and	 Lady	 Emily	 and	 her	 husband,	 Colin,	
favorite	agent	of	the	crown,	must	uncover	the	identity	and	reveal	
the	 motives	 of	 the	 twisted	 mind	 behind	 it	 all	 before	 another	
innocent	life	is	lost.

“alexander is one to watch—and read . . . [she] knows how 

to construct a compelling plot.”  

 —the huFFington Post on	dangerous to knoW

“Infused with wit and charm, with just the right amounts of 

danger, romance and detection blended in.” 

 —denVer Post 	on	tears oF Pearl

tasHa aleXanDer	 attended	 the	University	of	Notre	Dame,	where	

she	signed	on	as	an	English	major	in	order	to	have	a	legitimate	excuse	

for	spending	all	her	time	reading.	She	and	her	husband,	novelist	Andrew	

Grant,	divide	their	time	between Chicago	and	the	UK.

hC: 978-0-312-66175-5

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
ReadingGroupGold.com

•	Online	Promotion	at	
CriminalElement.com

•	Online	Promotion	at	
SheLovesHotReads.com	

•	Author	Website:	
TashaAlexander.com																																																																																																		

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4299-5105-0

suspeNse
978-1-250-00718-6 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		336	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
Minotaur	Books

Minotaur books
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WhaT more CouLD 
you WISh For
sAMANtHA HoFFMAN

a happily unmarried woman receives a  
marriage proposal from her boyfriend on her 
50th birthday—the same day she reconnects 
with her high school sweetheart online in this 
charming debut

Do	you	ever	think	about	your	first	love,	the	one	you	thought	you	
couldn’t	live	without? 	Libby	Carson	does,	and	when	she	receives	
a	 marriage	 proposal	 she	 turns	 to	 SearchForClassmates.com	 to	
reach	out	to	her	high-school	boyfriend,	Patrick	…	just for fun. 	But	
fun	soon	turns	to	flirtation	and	Libby,	startled	to	feel	the	same	
stirrings	of	passion	she	felt	at	seventeen,	wonders	if	she’s	having	
a	mid-life	crisis.	Is	it	possible,	she	wonders,	to	feel	so	giddy	and	
carefree	 at	 fifty?	 Is	 it	 possible	 to	 sustain	 it?	Events	 take	 a	 turn	
when	Libby	 is	 faced	with	not	one,	but	 two	offers	of	marriage.	
There’s	no	getting	around	it	now—Libby	must	take	stock	of	her	
life	and	everyone	 in	 it,	 to	answer	 for	herself	 the	question	 that	
everyone	has	been	asking	her—What more could you wish for?	

samantHa HoFFman is	a	runner,	reader,	film	buff,	tech	geek,	blog-

ging	queen,	personal	assistant,	chef,	wine	enthusiast,	volunteer,	animal	

lover,	sister,	friend,	lover	of	life	and…oh	yes,	a	writer. Her	stories	have	

appeared	in	The Corner Magazine	(London),	Chicken Soup	for the	Dieter’s Soul	
and	 numerous	 other	 print	 and	 online	 publications.	 She	 also	 writes	 a	

popular	blog	about	life	in	Chicago.	What More Could You Wish For is	her	

first	novel.	

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	A	Read-it-First.com	Selection
•	Online	Promotion	at	

SheLovesHotReads.com
•	Online	Book	Community	

Outreach
•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Email	Marketing	Campaign
•	Author	Website	and	Blog:	

SamanthaHoffman.com

•	Available	as	an	eBook:	
978-1-250-01581-5

FIctIoN
978-1-250-00303-4 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2”	x	8	1/4”		/		256	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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The FavoreD Queen
A	Novel	of	Henry	VIII's	Third	Wife

cAroLLy erIcKsoN
From The New York Times bestselling author of 
The Last Wife of Henry VIII comes a powerful 
and moving novel about jane Seymour, third 
wife of henry vIII, who married him only 
days after the execution of anne boleyn and 
ultimately lost her own life in giving him the 
son he badly needed to guarantee the Tudor 
succession

Born	 into	 an	 ambitious	 noble	 family,	 young	 Jane	 Seymour	 is	
sent	 to	 Court	 as	 a	 Maid	 of	 Honor	 to	 Catherine	 of	 Aragon,	
Henry	 VIII’s	 aging	 queen.	 She	 is	 devoted	 to	 her	 mistress	 and	
watches	with	empathy	as	the	calculating	Anne	Boleyn	contrives	
to	supplant	her	as	queen. Once	Anne	becomes	queen,	no	one	
at	court	 is	 safe,	and	Jane	herself	becomes	the	victim	of	Anne’s	
venomous	rage	when	she	suspects	Jane	has	become	the	object	
of	 the	 king’s	 lust.	 Henry,	 fearing	 that	 Anne’s	 inability	 to	 give	
him	a	son	is	a	sign	of	divine	wrath,	asks	Jane	to	become	his	next	
queen.	Deeply	reluctant	to	embark	on	such	a	dangerous	course,	
Jane	must	choose	between	her	heart	and	her	loyalty	to	the	king.

“an exquisitely realistic portrait of Tudor england. . . . com-

pelling reading. . . . historical fiction fans can’t get enough 

of the Tudors; this engaging story is a worthy addition to 

the genre.”  —library Journal 	on	riVal to the queen

“I re-read the final pages, as hungry for more as a child scrap-

ing the last crumbs of chocolate cake off her plate with her 

fingers.” 	—the 	neW york times book reVieW 	on	the hidden diary oF 
 marie antoinette

Among	 carollY ericKson’s	 twenty-eight	 critically	 acclaimed,	

prize-winning,	 bestselling	 books	 are	 biographies,	 histories	 and	 the	

recent	series	of	fictional	historical	entertainments.	Her	range	is	wide,	her	

audience	worldwide.	She	lives	in	Hawaii.

hC: 978-0-312-59690-3

MArKetING

•	Reading	Group	Guide	Bound	
in	Book

•	Online	Promotion	at		
ReadingGroupGold.com																																																																																																

•		Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4299-8895-7

HIstorIcAL FIctIoN
978-1-250-00719-3 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		304	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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CaPITaL GIrLS
eLLA MoNroe

Four best friends, Capital Girls forever, nothing and no one could tear 
them apart...until a tragic accident takes one of them away 

Jackie	Whitman,	Washington	DC’s	“It	Girl.”	She’s	drop-dead	gorgeous,	brilliant	and	dating	
the	President’s	son.		Under	24/7	media	scrutiny,	she	never	makes	a	mistake…but	there’s	
a	new	guy	on	the	scene	with	all	the	right	moves.		Suddenly,	being	bad	has	never	looked	
so	good.

Taylor	Cane,	blonde	bombshell	and	wild	child	extraordinaire.		She’s	the	leader	of	the	pack	
and	 the	glue	 that	binds	 the	 four	of	 them	together.	 	Reckless	adventure	 is	her	 specialty,	
flirting	with	danger	her	drug	of	choice,	no	matter	the	consequences.	

Lettie	Velasquez,	she’s	all	brains	and	blind	ambition.	Her	goal:	Princeton.		Though	money	
and	privilege	elude	her,	she’s	counting	on	hard	work	to	pay	off	one	of	these	days.	So	long	
as	her	heart	doesn’t	lead	her	astray.

Laura	Beth	Ballou,	poor	little	rich	girl	and	a	real	southern	belle.	She	dreams	of	Julliard	and	
the	bright	lights	of	Broadway.	She’s	sweet	as	pie…until	the	new	girl	in	town	starts	messing	
with	her	friends.

Capital Girls	 forever…But	 when	 one	 of	 them	 dies	 in	 a	 mysterious	 accident,	 their	 once	
impenetrable	bond	is	shaken.	 	And	as	secrets	 long	kept	rise	to	the	surface,	the	future	of	
their	 friendship	hangs	 in	 the	balance.	One	 thing’s	 for	certain,	 though:	Washington	DC	
will	never	be	the	same	again.			

ella monroe	is	the	pseudonym	for	the	Washington,	DC	based,	debut	writing	duo	Marilyn	Rauber	and	Amy	

Reingold.		Maz	Rauber	is	a	former	reporter	who	covered	national	politics—and	all	its	scandals—for	the	New York 
Post.	The	Australian-born	writer	lives	in	the	DC	area	with	her	husband	and,	on	occasion,	their	two	college-aged	

children.	Amy	Reingold	is	a	writer,	a	textile	artist,	and	a	classically-trained	Cordon	Bleu	chef.	Raised	in	small-town	

Illinois,	she	has	lived	in	London	and	Hong	Kong.	But	her	favorite	by	far	is	the	nation’s	capital,	where	she	and	her	

husband	have	raised	two	daughters	and	assorted	pets.
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• national Print review 
attention

• online Publicity Campaign
• online book Community 

outreach
• online Promotion to Griffin 

Teen Community
     Feature placement in 

e-newsletters to 200,000 
subscribers

     bonus material, excerpts, 
and more

     Spotlight on GriffinTeen 
Facebook Page 

• Social media Campaign
• Library marketing Campaign
• advance readers’ editions
• available as an ebook: 

978-1-250-01426-9

The heels of her strappy sandals sank a few inches into the ground,  and she wished for a moment she were at 
Laura Beth’s, lying flat on her back on one of the pool floats, letting her long brown hair trail in the water while 
she worked on her tan.  
That’s how she and Laura Beth–and Taylor–had spent most of their summers since elementary school. 

But instead of her hot pink bikini and a day at the pool with nothing on her mind, Jackie chose a navy blue 
sundress and a trip to the cemetery.  To see Taylor.         —EXCERPT	FROM	CAPITAL GIRLS

teeN FIctIoN 
978-0-312-62303-6 

$9.99
$10.99	Canadian

5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	288	Pages

Trade	Paperback
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THE NEW YORK TIMES 
aLL The CroSSWorDS 
ThaT are FIT To 
PrInT
150	Easy	to	Hard	Puzzles

edIted by wILL sHortz

a stylish collection with 150 easy to 
hard puzzles in a smaller, more portable  
trim size

Whether	it	be	news	or	crosswords,	the	New York Times	only	serves	
up	the	best.	And	with	a sophisticated	look	and	clever	cover,	this	
crossword	collection	is	no	exception. 	
 
Features:
•	150 easy	to	hard New York Times	crosswords
•	Portable	and	perfect	for	solving	on	the	go
•	Edited	by	the	#1	man	in	American	crosswords,	Will	Shortz.

 

 

will sHortz has	been	 crossword	 editor	of	 The New York Times	 since	

1993.	 He	 founded	 the	 American	 Crossword	 Puzzle	 Tournament	 and	

the	World	Puzzle	Championship.	He	is	also	Puzzlemaster	for	”Weekend	

Edition	Sunday”on	NPR.	Will	lives	in	Pleasantville,	New	York.
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WILL ShorTz 
PreSenTS KeeP CaLm 
anD SuDoKu on
200	Easy	to	Hard	Puzzles

edIted by wILL sHortz

200 easy to hard sudoku puzzles to savor and 
solve, in a portable, affordable package

When	 the	 going	 gets	 tough,	 the	 tough	 solve	 sudoku!  	 Based	
on	 the	British	WWII	poster,	 “Keep	Calm	and	Carry	On“,	 this	
lighthearted	collection	 is	 sure	 to	make	every	clever	puzzle	 fan	
smile. 

This book packs	hours	of	 solving	 into	a	portable	paperback	
with	a	flashy,	fun	cover.	
So	grab	a	pencil	and	enjoy	200 easy	to hard puzzles!	
Features:
•	200	easy	to	hard	Will	Shortz	sudoku	puzzles
•	Portable	and	perfect	for	solving	on	the	go
•	Edited	by	the	#1	man	in	American	crosswords,	Will	Shortz.

“The riddler’s got nothing on Will Shortz.“ 

 —time out neW york

“Will Shortz is [the crossword book world’s] john 

Grisham.“ —mArtin	Arnold

will sHortz has	edited	The New York Times	crossword	puzzles	since	1993.	

He	 founded	 and	directs	 the	American	Crossword	Puzzle	Tournament	

and	captains	the	U.S.	team	in	the	World	Puzzle	Championship.	He	is	

also	 Puzzlemaster	 for	 “Weekend	 Edition	 Sunday“on	 NPR.	 He	 lives	 in	

Pleasantville,	New	York.

MArKetING

•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	Online	Promotion	
•	Feature	Author	at	Macmillan	

Speakers	Bureau
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CouraGe beyonD  
The Game
The	Freddie	Steinmark	Story

j IM deNt

“jim Dent, dadgum him, keeps writing books 
I wish I’d written. now here he comes with 
another terrific effort, Courage Beyond the 
Game, the story of the most courageous kid to 
ever pull on a football suit. If you pick it up, 
it’s guaranteed to pick you up.’’     —dAn	 Jenkins

Jim	Dent,	the	award-winning,	New York Times	bestselling	author,	
once	again	pens	a	powerful	Texas	story	which	transcends	
football,	displaying	the	courage	and	determination	of	one	of	
the	game’s	most	valiant	players.	Freddie	Steinmark	was	small	
but	scrappy	when	he	arrived	at	the	University	of	Texas	in	
1967. A	tenacious	competitor,	Freddie	became	UT’s	star	safety	
by	the	start	of	the	1969	season,	but	he’d	also	developed	a	crip-
pling	pain	in	his	thigh.	Freddie	continued	to	play,	helping	
the	Longhorns	to	rip	through	opponents	like	pulpwood.	His	
final	game	was	for	the 1969 national	championship,	when	the	
Longhorns	rallied	to	beat	Arkansas	in	a	legendary	game	that	
has	become	known	as	“the	Game	of	the	Century.” 	Tragically,	
bone	cancer	took	Freddie	off	the	field	when	nothing	else	could.	
But	nothing	could	extinguish	his	irrepressible	spirit.	With	this	
moving	story,	a	Brian’s Song	for	college	football,	Jim	Dent	brings	
readers	to	cheers	and	tears	with	a	truly	American	tale	of	resolu-
tion	and	bravery	in	the	face	of	the	worst	odds.	

“jim Dent is a world class story teller... [he] will bring tears 

to your eyes, and Steinmark’s example will make you want 

to be a better person.’’	 	

	 —Joe	drAPe, 	neW york times 	 bestselling	Author	of	our boys

Jim Dent,	 a	 long-time	 award-winning	 journalist	 who	 covered	 the	

Dallas	Cowboys	for	eleven	years	at	the	Dallas Times Herald and	the	Fort 
Worth Star-Telegram, has	written	eight	books,	including	The Junction Boys,	
the	New York Times bestseller	and	ESPN	movie	that	remains	a	fan	favorite	

to	this	day.
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yanKee DooDLe DIXIe
A	Novel
L IsA pAttoN

The SIba-bestselling sequel to the charming 
debut, Whistlin’ Dixie in a Nor’easter

Returned	 from	 her	 stint	 as	 an	 Innkeeper	 in	 Vermont,	 Leelee	
Satterfield	 tackles	 the	 daunting	 task	 of	 starting	 over	 in	
her hometown	of	Memphis...a	task	easier	said	than	done	when	
you’re	a	single	mom	and fodder	for	the	town	gossips. Chock	full	
of	a	comedic	cast	of	characters, including	the	return	of	Leelee’s	
second-mother	Kissie,	 a	host	of	harebrained	nonsensical	 radio	
hosts,	her	three	daiquiri-sipping	best	friends,	Elvis	impersonators,	
and	a	1980s	pop	heartthrob	who	tries	to	sweep	Leelee	off	her	
feet—Lisa	 Patton	 returns	 to	 the	 laughs	 and	 sass	 she	 debuted	
in	Whistlin’ Dixie in a Nor’easter.	Still,	no	 southern	belle	 lets	 love	
have	the	last	laugh—and	readers	will	anxiously	await	a	particular	
Yankee	with	unfinished	business.

A	 laugh-out-loud	 romp	 around	 Memphis,	 with	 the	
heartwarming	truths	about	coming	home,	Yankee Doodle Dixie	 is	
a	testament	to	women,	mothers,	family	and	friends—in	snow	or	
sunshine,	alike.

“Southern to the core…funny to the bone.“   —fAnnie	flAgg

“not a beat missed when we head below the mason-Dixon 

Line.  Lisa Patton’s voice leaves us laughing, crying, and 

definitely wanting more!“ —susAn	gregg	gilmore,	bestselling	
	
	 Author	of  looking For salVation at the dairy queen

 “reading this book is like sipping a peach daiquiri on your 

best friend’s porch.  So pull up a chair and stay a while.“ 

 —kAren	white, 	neW york times bestselling	Author

lisa patton	 spent	 over	 twenty	 years	 in	 the	 music	 industry	 before	

turning	to	writing	fiction.	Born	and	raised	in	Memphis,	Lisa	spent	time	

as	a	Vermont	innkeeper	until	three	sub-zero	winters	sent	her	speeding	

back	down	South.

hC: 978-0-312-556938
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SnIPer eLITe
The	World	of	a	Top	Special	Forces	Marksman

rob MAyLor wItH robert MAcKLIN

a gritty, no-holds-barred behind-the scenes 
memoir of life as one of the world’s top  
snipers

In	Sniper Elite,	Rob	Maylor	takes readers	inside	the	closed	world	
of	 the  elite	 Special	 Forces	 sniper,	 detailing  his	 dedication	 to	
the	dark	art	of	sniping	and	touching	on	the	history	of	the	great	
snipers	who	came	before	him.	As	one	of	Australia’s	most	highly	
trained	 and	 successful	 combat	marksmen,	he	 tells	 the	 story	of	
his	years	on	the	front	lines,	from	his	early	service	with	the	Royal	
Marines	in	Northern	Ireland,	to	action	in	Iraq	and	most	recently	
in	Afghanistan	where	he	engaged	in	some	of	the	heaviest	fighting	
in	the	conflict.	He also	chronicles his	near-death	experience	in a	
Blackhawk	helicopter	that	crashed	off	of	Fiji,	killing	two	of	his	
friends,	and how he	walked	for	hours,	sometimes	days,	through	
hostile	 country	 until	 he	 found	 the	 right	 position,	 sometimes	
more	than	half	a	mile	away	from	his	target.	When	the	moment	
was	right	he	aimed,	and	with	absolute	precision,	put	the	bullet	
just	where	it	was	going	to	have	the	most	effect...

Filled	 with	 dark	 humor  and	 the	 almost	 religious	 sense	 of	
brotherhood	within such	an	exclusive	group	of	warriors,	this	is		
an	explosive	and	revealing	combat	memoir—and	an	inside	look	
at	the	shadowy	world	of	the	modern	sniper.

“a chilling glimpse of the hazards encountered by SaS 

troops.“ —daily telegraPh

“a rare beast in this genre, this is an honest, insider’s account 

of the dark arts of sniping and special forces.“  —herald sun

rob maYlor is	 a	 former	member	of	Australia’s	SAS,	 an	elite	 sniper	

who	saw	combat	all	over	the	world,	including	three	tours	of	Afghanistan	

in	2005,	2007,	and	2008.	He	lives	in	Australia.	robert macKlin	is	a	

well-known	Australian	biographer	and	historian,	with	more	than	twenty	

books	to	his	credit.
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The orCharD
A	Novel
jeFFrey stepAKoFF

a sweeping and heartbreaking story of finding 
love for the first, and second, time—this is a 
savory book that follows seamlessly in  
the footsteps of Stepakoff’s debut,  
Fireworks Over Toccoa
Grace	Lyndon	is	a	rising	ingenue	in	the	world	of	perfumes	and	
flavors.	Dylan	 Jackson	 is	 a	widowed	 single	 father	whose	heart	
and	hands	have	been	calloused	in	the	fields	of	his	North	Georgia	
apple	farm.	When	Grace	happens	to	taste	an	apple	picked	from	
Dylan’s	trees,	it	changes	both	their	lives	forever.	Determined	to	
track	down	the	apple’s	origin,	Grace	sets	off	in	the	middle	of	the	
night	where	she	finds	not	only	a	beautiful	mountain	orchard	in	
the	clouds,	but	the	mysterious	man	who	owns	it.	In	Stepakoff’s	
heartbreaking	eloquence,	their	sudden	yet	undeniable	attraction	
is	 threatened—leaving	 readers	 with	 a	 momentous	 finale	 that	
proves	Jeffrey	Stepakoff	is	a	master	craftsman	of	the	heart.	

“an unforgettable story that will follow the reader’s heart for 

a long time.“  

 —PAtti	CAllAhAn	henry,	neW york times 	 bestselling	Author

“a reminder of why I love to read.“  

 —sAndrA	brown,	neW york times 	 bestselling	Author

“a delicious page-turner. anyone who enjoys a good love 

story will have a wonderful couple of days settling down 

with this Southern tale of unexpected romance.“  
	
	 —kAtie	CrouCh,	neW york times 	 bestselling	Author

“readers with an itch for a solid love story won’t be disap-

pointed.“ —Publishers Weekly

JeFFreY stepaKoFF	has	written	for	more	than	a	dozen	different	televi-

sion	series,	including	the	Emmy-winning	The Wonder Years,	and	Dawson’s 
Creek. He	lives	in	Atlanta,	Georgia	with	his	wife	and	three	young	chil-

dren.
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From bestselling author Cheyenne mcCray, 
writing as jaymie holland, comes the third 
novel in a very sexy paranormal series about 
four powerful shapeshifter brothers who are 
each destined to find—and claim—their one 
true mate

Long	ago	when	she	was	fresh	out	of	high	school	and	too	young	
to	 know	 better,	 Awai	 Steele	 married	 a	 brutal	 man.	 Once	 she	
escaped	him	she	created	a	new	life	for	herself,	vowing	never	to	
be	dominated	by	any	man.	Now	she	runs	a	successful	corporation	
and	is	known	in	business	circles	as	a	ball-buster,	the	woman	with	
brass	ovaries.	And	in	her	secret	life	as	a	Dominatrix,	she’s	known	
as	Mistress.	But	when	Ty,	King	of	Clubs,	spirits	Awai	away	to	a	
magical	world,	the	sexy	muscle-bound	rogue	of	a	man	literally	
has	her	tied	in	knots.	Awai	finds	that	being	the	King’s	submissive	
definitely	has	its	advantages,	but	she	doesn’t	think	she	can	let	go	
of	her	past	 long	enough	to	embrace	a	future	with	a	Dominant	
man.	King	Ty	is	determined	to	show	Awai	that	she	belongs	with	
him,	and	he	will	do	whatever	it	takes	to	make	her	his	Queen	of	
Clubs.	

”as usual, ms. mcCray has written a spellbinding tale that 

will have the reader eagerly wanting more.” 

 —sensualromance reVieWs

JaYmie HollanD	 is	the	romantic	erotica	alter-ego	of	New York Times	
and	 USA Today bestselling	 author	 Cheyenne	 McCray.	 Jaymie’s	 work	

should	 always	be	handled	with	oven	mitts!	A	multiple	 award-winning	

author,	Cheyenne	grew	up	on	a	ranch	in	southeastern	Arizona.	She	has	

three	sons,	two	dogs,	and	is	an	Arizona	native	who	loves	the	desert,	the	

sunshine,	and	the	beautiful	sunsets.
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WICKeD auTumn
A	Mystery

G. M. MALLIet

“a superb new series... a true homage to 
agatha Christie...malliet, like Louise Penny, 
brings a contemporary freshness to the tradi-
tional mystery.“      —library Journal, 	 stArred	review

Having	spent	almost	three	years	in	the	idyllic	village	of	Nether	
Monkslip,	Max	Tudor	is	well	acclimated	to	his	post	as	vicar	at	
the	church	of	St.	Edwold’s.  	This	quaint	town	seems	to	be	the	
perfect	new	home	for	Max,	who	has	fled	a	harrowing	past.	But	
this	 serenity	 is	 quickly	 shattered	 when	 the	 highly	 vocal	 and	
unpopular	 president	 of	 the	 Women’s	 Institute	 turns	 up	 dead.	
Agatha-award	 winning	 author	 G.M.	 Malliet	 first	 won	 over	
the	 mystery	 community	 with	 her	 St.	 Just	 trilogy,  prompting	
critics to	compare	her to	Golden	Age	greats	like Agatha	Christie	
and	 Dorothy	 Sayers.    	 This	 new	 series	 confirms	 such	 praise,	
serving	up	the	perfect	English	village	deliciously	skewered in	a	
brilliantly	modern	version	of	the	traditional	mystery.

”exquisitely well written, a tongue-in-cheek village mystery 

to be savored.”	 —JuliA	sPenCer-fleming

“rarely have I read descriptions that have left me gasping, 

in both their hilarity and their painful truth.  a wonderful 

read.” 	 —louise	Penny

“G. m. malliet has brought the village cozy into the 21st 

century.”  	 —ChArles	todd

Winner	 of	 the  Agatha	 Award  for	 Death of a Cozy Writer, G.m. 
malliet attended	Oxford	University	and	holds	a	graduate	degree	from	

the	University	of	Cambridge,	the	setting	for	her	previous series,	the St.	

Just	mysteries.
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IT ’S aLL abouT  
The DreSS
What	I	Learned	in	Forty	Years	About	Men,	
Women,	Sex,	and	Fashion
vIcKy tIeL
“a delicious romp...her memoir reads 
like all of the juiciest bits of your favorite  
gossip magazine, pushing back the curtains  
of an over-the-top life among the who’s  
who of the ’60s-’80s.“    —kirkus reVieW 

Vicky	 Tiel,	 a	 1960s	 “it“	 girl,	 began	 her	 four	 decade	 career	
designing	 clothes	 as	 a	 student	 at	 New	 York’s	 Parsons	 School	
of	 Design,	 shocking	 peers	 and	 professors	 in	 her	 transparent	
tops	 and	 barely-there	 miniskirts.	 In	 Paris,	 Tiel	 rose	 to	 fashion	
stardom,	known	as	much	for	her	tabloid-worthy	escapades	as	for	
her	 scandalous	designs.	Her	boutique,	on	 the	ever-fashionable	
Rue	 Bonaparte,	 drew	 chic	 and	 famous	 women.	 Tiel’s	 life	 was	
over-the-top	dance-the-night-away	fun,	in	It’s All About the Dress,	
she	bares	all	including:	
•		How	Vicky	and	best	friend	Elizabeth	Taylor	stole	a	sneak	peek	

at	Richard	Burton’s	gift	for	Taylor	and	almost	lost	the	priceless	
La	Peregrina	pearl	for	good.

•		Warren	Beatty’s	secret	with	women	(it’s	not	what	you	think)	
•		Why	modern	stars	like	Halle	Berry	and	Kim	Kardashian	love	

Vicky’s	dresses	
•		Seduction	secrets	of	greats	from	Ursula	Andress	(“Wear	animal	

prints	and	show	your	nipples.“)	to	Kim	Novak	(“Find	a	color	
that	represents	you	and	stick	to	it.“)	

•		Why	“no	sex	for	shoes“	was	the	smartest	thing	Vicky’s	father	
ever	taught	her	

“If you have not been frolicking throughout europe and 
hollywood with the rich and famous this summer, dive into 
the memoir of fashion designer and bon vivant vicky Tiel…
reading her stories is a grand time all on its own.”  
 —Wall street Journal

”Delicious!” —diAne	 Johnson,	Author	of	 le diVorce

vicKY tiel	 began	 designing	 clothes	 forty	 years	 ago	 in	 Paris	 and	 still	
owns	a	boutique	there	as	well	as	dedicated	mini-boutiques	in	Bergdorf	
Goodman	and	Neiman	Marcus.	In	fall	2010,	she	launched	a	line	of	cock-
tail	 dresses	 and	 special	 occasion	wear	 sold	 through	department	 stores	
nationwide.	She	lives	in	upstate	New	York,	Paris,	and	Florida. 
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The Way ThInGS 
LooK To me
roopA FArooKI 

In her moving latest, longlisted for the  
orange Prize, Farooki “deftly depicts how 
family can encapsulate strife while also being a 
form of salvation” (Publishers Weekly)—now in 
trade paperback

The	 Murphy	 family	 has	 never	 tried	 to	 be	 different;	 they	 just	
are.	 When	 Yasmin,	 the	 youngest	 sibling,	 was	 diagnosed	 with	
Asperger’s	 Syndrome,	 her	 older	 siblings	 learned	 to	 adapt	 to	
less	 attention	 and	more	 responsibility,	 to	 a	 sister	with	 “special	
abilities”	that	no	one,	not	even	they,	could	ever	truly	understand.	
Since	the	deaths	of	their	parents,	the	three	siblings	have	become	
adults	 in	 their	unique,	 tragic	ways.	Asif,	 the	 responsible	oldest	
brother,	 has	 been	 left	 to	 take	 care	 of	 Yasmin	 by	 their	 middle	
sister	Lila,	the	stubbornly	rebellious	beauty	who	resents	Yasmin	
for	her	emotional	distance,	and	for	stealing	their	mother’s	love	
and	 attention.	 As	 Yasmin’s	 committed	 caretaker,	 Asif	 is	 worn	
down.	A	young	professional,	he	feels	his	freedom	slipping	away	
as	he	tries	hard	to	keep	the	remains	of	their	family	together.	

When	 the	 unthinkable	 happens,	 threatening	 the	 Murphy	
siblings’	delicate	balance,	will	they	stand	together	or	fall	apart?	
The Way Things Look to Me is	a	deeply	moving	portrait	of	Brothers	
and	Sisters,	of	three	siblings	caught	between	duty	and	love	in	a	
tangled	relationship	both	bitter	and	bittersweet.

“Farooki writes with warmth and realism about families on 

the verge of crisis, and fans of zadie Smith or monica ali 

will enjoy getting to know her characters.”  —library Journal

roopa FarooKi was	born	 in	Pakistan	 and	brought	 up	 in	London.	
She	graduated	 from	New	College,	Oxford	and	now	 lives	 in	 southeast	
England	 and	 southwest	 France	with	her	husband,	 twin	baby	girls	 and	
two	 sons.	 Bitter Sweets,	 her	 first	 novel,	 was	 nominated	 for	 the	 Orange	
Award	for	New	Writers	2007.	The Way Things Look to Me	was	longlisted	
for	the	Orange	Prize	and	the	2011	Impac	Dublin	Literary	Award.	Her	
four	novels	have	been	published	to	literary	acclaim	internationally	and	
translated	into	a	dozen	languages.	
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•	Reading	group	guide	bound		
in	book	

•	Online	Promotion	at		
ReadinGgroupGold.com

•	Email	Marketing	Campaign
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-5993-3

FIctIoN
978-0-312-57788-9 
$14.99
NCR	 	
5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	352	Pages	
Trade	Paperback

GrIFFIN
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WaKe
AMANdA HocKING
Wake is the first book in a new, never-before-published series by 
million-copy bestselling author amanda hocking. Fall under the spell 
of the new Watersong series and lose yourself in the magic….

Gemma	Fisher	lives	an	ordinary	life	in	the	quiet	seaside	town	of	Capri,	where	she	shares	
a	close	bond	with	her	sister	Harper	and	a budding	attraction	with	her	gorgeous	neighbor	
Alex.	 But	 everything	 changes	 when	 three	 stunningly	 beautiful	 girls	 arrive	 in	 Capri	 and	
seem	to	cast	a	spell	the	whole	town. 	

After	 a	 chance	 encounter	 with	 them,	 Gemma	 wakes	 up	 alone	 on	 the	 beach	 with	 no	
memory	of	what	happened…and	a	sneaking	suspicion	that	they	somehow	bespelled	her.	

Now	Gemma’s	has	a	host	of	new	powers	she	can’t	control	or	understand. 	She’s	growing	
more	beautiful	 every	day,	 and	 she	has	a	 strange	effect	on	men	 that	makes	 them	unable	
to	resist	her—especially	when	she	sings. But	she’s	also	overwhelmed	by	strange	cravings	
that	feel	all	wrong,	and	she	begins	to	suspect	the	girls	have	a	dark	side	that	goes	beyond	
anything	she	ever	knew	existed.

The	girls,	she	discovers,	are	sirens—and	now	she’s	about	to	enter	a	strange	new world	
brimming	with	dark	beauty…and	unimaginable	secrets.

Praise for the novels of amanda hocking:

”I started reading  this book in the  evening and stayed up until 3 a.m. because 

I didn’t want to put it down. I had to be at work the next day and all I could 

think about was going home and finishing the book. yes, it’s ThaT good.”   

                                                                             —a tale oF many reVieWs on  sWitched

”I LoveD this book!   The characters are quite likable…and there is never a dull 

moment.  I highly suggest you take a look at this book if you want to read some fantasy 

that leaves you panting for the next installment.”        —the l ight under the coVers on  torn

amanDa HocKinG	is	a	lifelong	Minnesotan.	She	is	the	author	of	the	USA Today	bestselling	Trylle	trilogy	and	

six	additional	self-published	novels.	After	selling	over	a	million	copies	of	her	books,	primarily	in	eBook	format,	

she	became	the	exemplar	of	self-publishing	success	in	the	digital	age.	
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”This  series has a bit of everything—magic, myth, action, romance…ah, the romance!  There is  

something so appealing about forbidden love, especially when 

it leads to a happily-ever-after.”   —diary oF a bibl ioPhile on ascend

MArKetING

• national one Day Laydown: 
august 21st, 2012

• national author Tour
• national Television Publicity
• national Print review attention
• national Television advertising 

Campaign with video
• extensive online Pre-pub  

buzz Campaign
• online advertising Campaign
• online marketing Campaign 
• extensive book Community 

outreach and advertising
• online Promotion: at 

GriffinTeen.com 
    Featured on Facebook Page
     Featured in e-newsletter to 

200,000+ subscribers
     Sweepstakes to win free 

finished copies

• Library marketing Campaign
• Social network Promotion and 

advertising
• advance reader editions
• 15-copy Floor Display:  

978-1-250-01571-6
• available on CD from  

macmillan audio:  
978-1-4272-2214-5

• available as an ebook: 
978-1-4299-5658-1

teeN FIctIoN 
978-1-250-00812-1 

$17.99 
$19.99	Canadian

5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	304	Pages
Hardcover

St.	Martin's	Griffin

AuGust 150
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The ChaLICe oF 
bLooD
A	Mystery	of	Ancient	Ireland

peter treMAyNe

“Superior…The clever solution, one of the 
author’s best, enhances a pitch-perfect  
reproduction of medieval Ireland.”  
          —Publishers Weekly (stArred	review)

Ireland	AD	670:	When	an	eminent	 scholar	 is	 found	murdered	
in	 his	 cell	 in	 the	 Abbey	 of	 Lios	 Mor,	 fear	 spreads	 among	 his	
brethren.	His	door	was	secured	from	the	inside,	with	no	other	
means	of	exit. 	How	did	the	murderer	escape?	And	what	was	the	
content	of	the	manuscripts	apparently	stolen	from	the	scholar’s	
room?

Abbot	 Iarnla	 insists	 on	 sending	 for	 Sister	 Fidelma	 and	 her	
companion	Brother	Eadulf	 to	 investigate	 the	killing.  	But	even	
before	they	reach	the	abbey	walls,	there	is	an	attempt	on	their	
lives.	 As	 the	 mystery	 deepens,	 Fidelma	 and	 Eadulf	 must	 also	
wrestle	with	problems	of	their	own,	problems	which	threaten	to	
separate	them	forever...

“murder, mayhem and religious dissent plague Ireland in 

670 Ce….Like all Fidelma’s cases this one is literate, histori-

cally detailed and demanding.“ —kirkus reVieW

“Tremayne, a master of the medieval mystery, continues to 

shine...“  —booklist on  the doVe oF death

peter tremaYne is	a	pseudonym	of	Peter	Berresford	Ellis,	a	renowned	

scholar	who	has	written extensively	on	the	Ancient	Celts	and	the	Irish.	

As	 Tremayne,	 he	 is	 best	 known	 for	 his	 stories	 and	 novels	 featuring	

Fidelma	of	Cashel.	He	lives	in	London.

hC: 978-0-312-551216

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
CriminalElement.com

•	Social	Media	Promotion																																																																																																																		
•	Author	Website:		

SisterFidelma.com	
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-7845-3

Mystery
978-1-250-00407-9 
$14.99 
NCR	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		384	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
Minotaur	Books
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The baLLaD oF  
Tom DooLey
A	Ballad	Novel
sHAryN MccruMb
The New York Times bestseller—a Wuthering 
Heights set in appalachia. Sharyn mcCrumb’s 
newest novel in her ballad series—now  
in paperback
Hang down your head, Tom Dooley…The	folk	song,	made	famous	
by	the	Kingston	Trio,	recounts a tragedy	in	the	North	Carolina	
mountains	after the	Civil	War.	Laura	Foster,	a	simple	country	
girl,	was	murdered	and	her	lover	Tom	Dula	was	hanged	for	the	
crime.	The	sensational	elements	in	the	case	attracted	national	
attention:	a	man	and	his	beautiful,	married	lover	accused	of	
murdering	the	other-woman;	the	former	governor	of	North	
Carolina	spearheading	the	defense;	and	a	noble	gesture	from	the	
prisoner	on	the	eve	of	his	execution,	saving	the	woman	he	really	
loved. 

With	the	help	of	historians,	 lawyers,	and	researchers,	Sharyn	
McCrumb	visited	the	actual	sites,	studied	the	legal	evidence,	and	
uncovered	a	missing	piece	of	the	story	that	will	shock	those	who	
think	 they	 already	 know	 what	 happened.	 Bringing	 to	 life  the	
star-crossed	 lovers	of	 this	mountain	tragedy,	Sharyn	McCrumb	
gifts  understanding	 and	 compassion	 to	 her	 compelling	 tales	
of	 Appalachia,	 and	 solidifies	 her	 status	 as	 one	 of	 today’s	 great	
Southern	writers.

Praise for The Devil Amongst The Lawyers:

“ms. mcCrumb may have written the americana historical 
thriller of the year.” —midWest book reVieW

“mcCrumb…demonstrates the novelist’s genius.”  
 —Asheville	Citizen-times

“Sharyn mcCrumb uses historical records and masterful sto-
rytelling to put a fresh spin on the infamous n.C. crime.”  
 —the charlotte obserVer

“True to the language and culture of its time and place, this 
latest entry in the ballad series could be headed for best-
sellerdom…” —library Journal

sHarYn mccrumb’s books	have	been	named	Notable	Books	of	the	
Year	by	the	New York Times,	she	has	been	named	as	a	”Virginia	Women	of	
History”	and	won the	Appalachian	Writer	of	the	Year	Award.

hC: 978-0-312-558178

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
ReadingGroupGold.com

•	Author	Website:	
SharynMcCrumb.com																																																																																												

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4299-9048-6

FIctIoN
978-1-250-00745-2 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	336	Pages	
Trade	Paperback	
St.	Martin's	Griffin
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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THE NEW YORK TIMES 
eaSy CroSSWorD 
PuzzLe omnIbuS 
voLume 8
200	Solvable	Puzzles	from	the	Pages	of		
The New York Times

edIted by wILL sHortz

The latest edition to one of the bestselling 
series in crosswords

Like	its	successful	popular	predecessors,	this	Will	Shortz	edited	
collection	features:	
•		200	 Monday	 and	 Tuesday	 puzzles,	 the	 easiest	 crosswords	

published	in	The New York Times 
•	Big	grids	for	easy	solving
•	The New York Times and	Will	Shortz—the	#1	name	in	crosswords.

will sHortz,	 puzzle	 editor	 of	 The New York Times since	 1993,	 also	

founded	and	directs	the	annual	American	Crossword	Puzzle	Tournament	

and	the	World	Puzzle	Championship.	He	is	the	Puzzlemaster	for	NPR’s	

“Weekend	Edition	Sunday.”	Will	lives	in	Pleasantville,	New	York.

MArKetING

•	National	Radio	Publicity
•	Online	Advertising	and	

Promotion
•	Feature	Author	at	Macmillan	

Speakers	Bureau

GAMes
978-1-250-00929-6
$16.99 
$18.99	Canadian	
8	1/2"	x	11"		/		240	pages		
Trade	Paperback
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vaCaTIon
MAttHew costeLLo

jack murphy and his family need a vacation. 
This one might just kill them...

After	a	global	crisis	causes	crops	to	fail	and	species	to	disappear,	
something	even	more	deadly	happens.	Masses	around	the	world	
suddenly	became	predators,	 feeding	off	 their	own	kind.	These	
’Can	Heads’	grow	to	such	a	threat	that	fences,	gated	compounds,	
and	SWAT-style	police	protection	become	absolutely	necessary	
to	live.

And	after	one	attack	leaves	NYPD	cop	Jack	Murphy	wounded	
and	his	partner	dead,	Jack	takes	his	wife	and	kids	on	a	vacation.	
Far	 up	 north,	 to	 the	 Paterville	 Family	 Camp,	 a	 fortress-like	
compound	in	the	mountains,	where	families	can	still	swim	and	
take	boats	out	on	a	lake.

At	first,	 it’s	 idyllic. There’s	plenty	of	 food,	 fun	stuff	 for	 their	
children,	 and	 another	 nice	 young	 couple	 with	 kids	 of	 their	
own.  And	 when	 the	 camp	 suffers	 a	 Can	 Head	 attack,  Jack	
even  helps	 defend	 it.  He’s  immediately	 offered	 a	 job	 in	
security. Jack’s	family	wants	to	stay.

But	Jack	slowly	comes	to	realize	that	something	else	is	going	
on	at	Paterville	Family	Camp...	and	when	he	makes	a	gruesome	
discovery,	 he	 will	 be	 forced	 to	 get	 his	 family	 out,	 no	 matter	
who...	or	what...	stands	in	his	way.

“It’s dark, subversive, deeply disturbing and absolutely com-

pelling.“  

 —JonAthAn	mAberry,	neW york times 	 bestselling	Author

“I read this book in three big gulps.  and had life not intrud-

ed I’d have swallowed it whole...“  

 —JACk	ketChum,	AwArd-winning	horror	Author

mattHew costello is	an award-winning	novelist,	screenwriter	and	

video	 game	 writer.  	 He	 also	 speaks,	 consults	 and	 mentors	 transmedia	

teams	around	the	world.

hC: 978-0-312-68007-7

MArKetING

•	Available	as	an	eBook:		
978-1-4299-9051-6

Horror
978-1-250-00837-4 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		320	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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hanDmaDe FabrIC 
FLoWerS
yoHo Lu

Learn the secrets to making stunning  
fabric flowers!

Now	you	can	 learn	all	 the	 secrets	 to making	handmade	 fabric	
flowers	 from	an	 accredited	 expert	 in	 the	field.	Translated	 into	
English	this	guide	showcases	complete	 instructions	 for	making	
40	gorgeous	flowers—roses,	peonies,	daises,	pansies,	and	more—
using	 heat	 tools	 and  a	 range	 of	 stunning	 materials  like  silk,	
lace,	 velvet,	 and  ribbon.	 Each  flower	 is	 accompanied	 by  step-
by-step	 directions	 and  full-color,	 close-up	 photographs,	 plus	
clear,  illustrated	 diagrams	 and	 full-size	 flower	 templates.	 The	
beautiful photography also	provides	inspiration	for	how	to use	
the  blooms  as	 corsages	 and  brooches,	 embellishments	 for	
headbands,	fascinators, and	bracelets,	or	even	to	brighten	up	a	
room.

A  comprehensive	 tools	 and	 techniques  section	 introduces	
crafters	 to	 the	 specialized	 instruments	 and	 the	 trade	 secrets	
behind	 the	 starching	 process	 utilized	 to	 manipulate	 the	 fabric	
and	to	construct	the flowers	in	the	book.	As	the	process	is	broken	
down	into	simple	steps,	even	complete	beginners	will	be	able	to	
follow,	making	this	book	perfect	for	new	flower	crafters	or	for	
more	experienced	ones	looking	to	improve	their	techniques. 	

YoHo lu	 earned	 her	 senior	 teacher	 accreditation	 from	 the	 Japan	

Ribbon	Flower	Making	Association.	She	now	teaches	fabric	flowermak-

ing	classes	in	Taiwan.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Library	Marketing	Campaign
•	Feature	Title	in	Griffin’s	2012	

Craft	Catalog
•	Promotion	at	Major	Gift	and	

Craft	Expos
•	Online	Promotion	at	Craft	

Community:	SMPCraft.com,	
launching	early	2012

		Regular	posts	from	authors,	
editors,	publicists,	and	more

		Features	new	books	and	
sample	projects

		Social	Media	Promotion	at	
Facebook	and	Twitter

crAFts & HobbIes
978-1-250-00902-9 
$24.99 
$28.99	Canadian	
8”	x	10”	/	160	pages	
Includes	color	photos	throughout	
Trade	Paperback
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you ShouLD reaLLy 
WrITe a booK
Moving	Your	Memoir	From	Conception		
to	Sales

reGINA brooKs wItH breNdA LANe 
rIcHArdsoN

how to conceptualize, sell, and market  
your memoir even if you don’t happen 
to be a celebrity

The	days	are	long	gone	when	publishing	professionals were willing	
to  take	 on  a	 manuscript	 simply	 because	 it’s	 based	 on	 a	 ”good	
idea”	or	even	because	it’s	well	written.	With	eyes	focused	on	the	
bottom	line,	agents	and	editors	now look	for	skilled	and	creative	
authors	 who	 come	 with	 an	 established	 audience,	 too.  You 
Should Really Write a Book  is	essential	 reading	 for	 those	wanting	
to	write	commercially	viable	memoirs	in	today’s	vastly	changed	
publishing	industry.	It	is	designed	as	a	guide	for	writers,	editors,	
and	marketing	professionals.	Brooks	and	Richardson	utilize	the	
newest	 social	 networking,	 marketing	 and	 promotional	 trends	
and explain how	to conceptualize	and	strategize	campaigns	that	
cause	buzz,	dramatically	fueling	word-of-mouth	and	boosting the	
chances	 of	 attracting	 attention	 in	 the	 publishing	 world	 and	
beyond.	Created	 to	give	writers	 a	 competitive	 advantage,  this	
handy	and	concise	book focuses	on	six	major	memoir	categories,	
explains	what	 sells	 and	why,	 and	 teaches writers	 to	 think	 like	
publishers. 

reGina l. brooKs	 is	 a	 literary	 agent,	 conference	 speaker,  and	 co-

developer	of	the	Harvard	Writers	Conference.	She is	the	author	of Never 
Finished! Never Done! and	Writing Great Books For Young Adults	 and	 lives	 in	

Brooklyn,	 NY.  brenDa lane ricHarDson	 is	 an	 award-winning	

journalist,	author,	and	trained	social	worker.	She	lives	in	Berkeley,	CA.

MArKetING

•	National	Print	Review	Attention
•	Academic	Marketing	Campaign
•	Cross-Promotion	with	Writing	

Workshops
•	Available	as	an	eBook:	

978-1-250-01566-2

wrItING
978-0-312-60934-4 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/240	Pages	
Trade	Paperback	

GrIFFIN orIGINAL
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GhoST hero
s. j .  rozAN

“engaging characters, crisp dialogue, and 
intelligent storytelling add up to another  
winner for rozan.“  
        
                              —Publishers Weekly 	 (stArred	review)

After	a	dry	 spell	 and	verging	on	desperate	 for	work,	Chinese-
American	P.I.	Lydia	Chin	 agrees	 to	 take	 a	 case	different	 from	
her	 usual	 fare.	A	man	 calling	himself	 Jeff	Dunbar	hires	her	 to	
track	 down	 a	 rumor	 about	 a	 very	 unusual	 Chinese	 painter.	
Contemporary	Chinese	painting	is	blazing	hot	in	the	art	world	
and	no	one	is	hotter	than	Chau	Chun	–	Ghost	Hero	Chau. 	A	
brilliant	and	widely-recognized	artist,	known	for	mixing	classical	
forms	and	contemporary	political	comment,	his	works	are	highly	
prized.	The	rumor	of	new	paintings	by	Chau	is	racing	through	
the	 Manhattan	 art	 world.	 There’s	 only	 one	 problem	 –	 Ghost	
Hero	Chau	has	been	dead	for	twenty	years.

Something	is	clearly	amiss.	Not	only	is	the	Ghost	Hero	dead,	
but	Lydia’s	client	isn’t	who	he	claims	to	be. 	And	she’s	not	the	
only	 PI	 looking	 into	 the	 case—Bill	 Smith	 and	 Lydia	 discover	
that	Jack	Lee,	also	Chinese-American,	a	PI	and	an	art	expert	as		
well—has	been	hired	 to	chase	down	 the	 same	 rumors.  	What	
starts	 as	 buzz	 over	 new	 paintings	 by	 a	 dead	 artist	 quickly	
becomes	something	far	more	complex	and	dangerous,	involving	
secrets	 that	 more	 than	 one	 person	 seems	 willing	 to	 go	 to	
extremes	to	protect.

“rozan keeps the level of suspense high and keeps the twists 

realistic as the story takes the characters from midtown 

manhattan to tunnels and secret buildings in Chinatown. 

rozan again proves that the private detective novel thrives 

in the 21st century.“  

 —oline	Cogdill, 	the sun-sentinel on on the l ine

s.J. rozan is	 author	 of	 many	 critically	 acclaimed	 novels	 which	

have	won	most	of	crime	fiction’s	greatest	honors,	including	the	Edgar,	

Shamus,	Anthony,	Macavity,	and	Nero awards. 	Born	and	raised	in	the	

Bronx,	Rozan	now	lives	in	lower	Manhattan.  

hC: 978-0-312-54450-8

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at	
CriminalElement.com

•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Author	Website:	SjRozan.com																																																																																																																																						
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-7463-9

Mystery
978-1-250-00693-6 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		336	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
Minotaur	Books
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zero Day
A	Novel
MArK russINovIcH;  
Foreword by HowArd A. scHMIdt
“a very scary and too plausible novel. Zero 
Day is not science fiction; it is science fact, 
and it is a clear warning of Doomsday.  
a must-read.“   —nelson	demille

Over	the	Atlantic,	an	airliner’s	controls	suddenly	stop	reacting.	
In	Japan,	an	oil	tanker	runs	aground	when	its	navigational	system	
fails.	And	in	the	Midwest,	a	nuclear	power	plant	nearly	becomes	
the	next	Chernobyl.	

At	first,	these	computer failures	seem	unrelated.	But	Jeff	Aiken,	
a	former	government	analyst	who	saw	the	mistakes	made	before	
9/11,	fears	that	there	may	be	a	more	serious	attack	coming.	And	
he soon	realizes	that	there	isn’t	much	time	if	he	hopes	to	stop	an	
international	disaster.	

“mark came to microsoft in 2006 to help advance the state 
of the art of Windows, now in his latest compelling creation 
he is raising awareness of the all too real threat of cyber ter-
rorism.“  —bill	gAtes

“While what mark wrote is fiction, the risks that he writes 
about eerily mirror many situations that we see today.“   
—howArd	A.	sChmidt, white	house	Cyber	seCurity	CoordinAtor

“When someone with mark russinovich’s technical chops 
writes a tale about tech gone awry, leaders in the public and 
private sector should take notes.“  
 —dAniel	 suArez,	Author	of  daemon

“a compelling story with thrills and chills to entertain you. 
I found it more plausible and fun than Dan brown’s Digital 
Fortress.“ 	 —the seattle Post- intelligencer

marK russinovicH  works	 at	 Microsoft	 as	 a	 Technical	 Fellow,	
Microsoft’s	 senior-most	 technical	 position.  He	 joined	 the	 company	
when	Microsoft	acquired	Winternals	software,	which	he	co-founded	in	
1996.	He	is	also	author	of	the	popular	Sysinternals	tools. He	is	coauthor	
of	the	Windows	Internals	book	series,	a	contributing	editor	for	TechNet 
Magazine,	and	a	senior	contributing	editor	for	Windows IT Pro Magazine.	
He	lives	in	Washington	State.

hC: 978-0-312-61246-7

MArKetING

•	Online	Publicity	Campaign
•	Author	Speaking	Engagements:	

Technical	conferences		
worldwide

•	Online	Promotion
•	Author	Website	and	blog:	

ZeroDayTheBook.com	
•	Technet.com/MarkRussinovich
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-6804-1

FIctIoN
978-1-250-00730-8 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		336	pages		
Trade	Paperback	
St.	Martin's	Griffin
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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enTer nIGhT
A	Biography	of	Metallica

MIcK wALL
The exciting and definitive biography of 
metallica, the biggest heavy metal band  
in the world
Lars	Ulrich	and	James	Hetfield	invented	80s	thrash	metal	when	
they	 created	 Metallica,	 the	 last	 of	 the	 superstar	 rock	 bands.  	
With	roots	 in	 the	heavy	rock	of	70s	groups	 like	Deep	Purple,	
Metallica	rose	to	become	the	biggest	selling	band	in	the	world	
during	 the	90s,	with	 their	Black Album	 and	 its	hit	 single	 “Enter	
Sandman“.	 Surviving	 death,	 divorce,	 drugs	 and	 rehab,	 legal	
battles,	 and	 the	 filming	 of	 the	 rock	 documentary	 Some Kind of 
Monster,	Metallica	surmounted	all	odds	in	2008	with	their	Rick	
Rubin-produced	No.	1	album,	Death Magnetic. 	This	is	the	story	
of	the	band’s	soaring	highs	and	devastating	lows,	told	by	a	man	
who	 has	 known	 Metallica	 for	 twenty-five	 years.	 Mick	 Wall	
spoke	to	band	members,	record	company	execs,	road	crew	and	
fellow	stars	to	create	an	unflinching	portrait	of	America’s	most	
famous	heavy	metal	band.	Fans	will	read	how:	
•		they	made	such	classics	as	Master of Puppets and	the	25-million-

copy	selling	Black Album 
•		the	death	of	bassist	Cliff	Burton	changed	everything	
•		they	nearly	lost	everything	in	a	battle	with	Napster,	threatening	

to	sue	300,000	fans	
•		their	self-reinvention	saved	the	band	from	90s	grunge		
Enter Night is	the	closest	fans	will	get	to	the	truth	without	having	
lived	through	it	themselves.	

“Wall...has a long history with metallica...his deep archive 

of interviews...give[s] a...sense of the story unfolding in real 

time.“ —the neW york times

“In this extensive biography...no lowlight goes unnoticed...

Straightforward and fast-paced...entertaining.“—rolling stone

micK wall	is	one	of	the	UK’s	best	known	music	journalists;	his	work	

has	appeared	 in	Mojo,	Classic Rock,	The Times of London,	 and	a	variety	of	

other	publications.	He	has	written	ten	rock	’n’	roll	biographies,	includ-

ing	W.A.R.: The Unauthorized Biography of William Axl Rose and	When Giants 
Walked the Earth, about	Led	Zeppelin.	He	lives	in	England.	

hC: 978-0-312-64989-0

MArKetING

•	Social	Media	Promotion
•	Author	Website	and	Blog:	

MickWall.com																																																																																																														
•	Available	as	an	eBook:		

978-1-4299-8703-5

bIoGrApHy
978-1-250-00731-5 
$17.99 
$19.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"	/	480	pages		
Plus	threee	8-page	color	photo	inserts	
Trade	Paperback
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Minotaur books

The barbary DoGS
cyNtHIA robINsoN

opera singer extraordinaire max bravo is back 
in this sequel to The Dog Park Club, and “may 
well attract a cult following“ (yahoo Shine) 

When	one	of	Max	Bravo’s	old	friends	takes	a	leap	off	the	Golden	
Gate	Bridge,	Max	realizes	that	this	wasn’t	a	simple	suicide.	The	
jumper,	 Frank	 Kelly,	 was	 a	 failed	 writer	 and	 an	 accomplished	
hothead.	 Max	 acquires	 Frank’s	 journal	 and	 is	 soon	 following	
the	dead	man	through	a	foggy	landscape	of	romantic	intrigues.	
Along	the	way,	he	encounters	a	motley	crew	of	crackpots	and	
wily	ghosts	 that	haunt	San	Francisco’s	Barbary	Coast	past	 and	
may	well	have	a	fatal	effect	on	Max’s	present.	

Praise for The Dog Park Club :

“an amusing dark comedy with charismatic characters.“ 

 —kirkus reVieWs (stArred)

“Compelling and readable, this offbeat debut will appeal to 

all lovers of dog mysteries.“  —booklist

“That rarest of gems, a comic tour de force that steals your 

heart.“ 	 —dAvid	Corbett,	Author	of	the deVil’s  redhead

“This book is a lot of fun, full of unexpected depths and 

twists.“	 —Josh	bAzell, 	bestselling	Author	of	beat the reaPer

cYntHia robinson’s	stories	have	appeared	in	OpiumMagazine.com	

and	 the	 First Thrills anthology.	 Nominated	 for	 the	 Best	 New	 American	

Voices	Award,	she	lives	in	San	Francisco.	

hC: 978-0-312-55974-8

MArKetING

•	Online	Promotion	at		
CriminalElement.com

•	Author	Website:	
CynjaiRobinson.com																																																																																					

•	Available	as	a	eBook:		
978-1-4299-8401-0

Mystery
978-1-250-00727-8 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"		x	8	1/4"	/	336	Pages	
Trade	Paperback	
Minotaur
Thomas	Dunne	Books
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GrIFFIN

a DeaTh In WIChITa
Abortion	Doctor	George	Tiller	and	the		
New	American	Civil	War

stepHeN sINGuLAr

Called ”a disturbing, haunting journey into 
unrepentant hatred” (Kirkus Reviews), an 
in-depth account of the life and death of a 
controversial abortion doctor and the place 
where the two americas collide

On	May	31,	2009,	Scott	Roeder	walked	into	a	Wichita	church	
and	shot	Dr.	George	Tiller	at	point	blank	range.	Tiller,	who	was	
the	most	public	practitioner	of	 late-term	abortions	in	America,	
had	been	a	lightning	rod	for	controversy,	regularly	referred	to	in	
the	conservative	media	as	”Tiller,	the	Baby	Killer.”	Tiller’s	death	
was	not	an	isolated	act	of	violence,	but	a	pivotal,	public	murder	
in	 a	war	 that’s	 been	 raging	 for	 decades.  It’s	 a	war	of	 violently	
opposing	ideologies,	encompassing	abortion,	but	also	questions	
of	privacy,	personal	 freedom,	sexuality,	and	religion.	 It’s	being	
fought	in	our	nation’s	Congress	and	courtrooms,	at	school	and	
churches,	 on	 television	 sets,	 at	 our	 dinner	 tables,	 and	 in	 our	
bedrooms.	 And	 more	 and	 more,	 the	 key	 battlegrounds	 are	 in	
Kansas,	once	home	to	Brown	vs.	Board	of	Education	and	some	of	
the	bloodiest	conflicts	of	the	Civil	War.	This	is	a	gripping	look	
at	a	cold-blooded	murder,	at	two	men	and	two	families	trapped	
inside	this	war,	and	at	the	roots	of	America’s	deepening	cultural	
and	political	divide.

”[a] stirring account… Singular expertly folds in Tiller’s life 

story and roeder’s steady decline with the blood-soaked his-

tory of the abortion debate.”   —Publishers Weekly

stepHen sinGular	 is	 a	 New York Times	 bestselling	 author.	 He	 has	

appeared	on	Good Morning America,	Court	TV,	and	Anderson Cooper 360.	He	

is	the	author	or	coauthor	of	twenty	books.

hC: 978-0-312-62505-4

MArKetING

•	Available	as	an	eBook:	
978-1-4299-3461-9

curreNt AFFAIrs
978-1-250-00815-2 
$16.99 
$18.99	Canadian	
5	1/2"	x	8	1/4"		/		368	pages		
Plus	one	8-page	b&w	photo	insert	
Trade	Paperback



The	 mind,	 says	 Osho,	 has	 the	 potential	 to	 be	 enormously	
creative	 in	 dealing	 with	 the	 challenges	 of	 everyday	 life,	 and	
the	 problems	 of	 the	 world	 in	 which	 we	 live.	 The	 difficulty,	
however,	 is	 that	 instead	of	using	the	mind	as	a	helpful	servant	
we	have	 largely	 allowed	 it	 to	become	 the	master	of	our	 lives.	
Its	 ambitions,	 belief	 systems,	 and	 interpretations	 rule	our	days	
and	 our	 nights—bringing	 us	 into	 conflict	 with	 minds	 that	 are	
different	from	ours,	keeping	us	awake	at	night	rehashing	those	
conflicts	or	planning	the	conflicts	of	tomorrow,	and	disturbing	
our	sleep	and	our	dreams.	If	only	there	was	a	way	to	switch	it	off	
and	give	it	a	rest!	Finding	the	switch	that	can	silence	the	mind	
—not	 by	 force	 or	 performing	 some	 exotic	 ritual,	 but	 through	
understanding,	watchfulness,	and	a	healthy	sense	of	humor—is	
meditation.	 A	 sharper,	 more	 relaxed	 and	 creative	 mind—one	
that	can	function	at	the	peak	of	its	unique	intelligence—is	the	
potential.The	 book	 will	 include	 a	 link  to  tutorials	 on  OSHO	
Nadabrahma	Meditation.

osHo	is	one	of	the	most	provocative	and	inspiring	spiritual	teachers	of	

the	twentieth	century. 	He	is	known	for	his	revolutionary	contributions	

to	the	science	of	inner	transformation,	and	the	influence	of	his	teachings	

continues	to	grow,	reaching	seekers	of	all	ages	in	virtually	every	country	

in	the	world.	
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LearnInG To 
SILenCe The mInD: 
WeLLneSS ThrouGh 
meDITaTIon
osHo

Finding the switch that can silence the mind—
not by force or performing some exotic ritual, 
but through understanding, watchfulness, and 
a healthy sense of humor—is meditation. a 
sharper, more relaxed and creative mind—one 
that can function at the peak of its unique 
intelligence—is the potential

MArKetING

•		National	Print	Review	Attention	
Social	Media	Promotion	
		Facebook:	225,000	
Likes	to	date

		 		Youtube	Channel:	
OSHOInternational,		
10	million	views

		Google	PPV	on	YouTube
		Twitter:	OSHOtimes,	
20,000	followers	to	date

•	Author	Website:		
osho.com	

4	million	visitors	annually
		E-newsletter	with	more	
than	200,000	subscribers

New AGe
978-1-250-00622-6 
$14.99 
$16.99	Canadian	
5	1/2”	x	8	1/4”		/		192	pages		
Trade	Paperback

GrIFFIN orIGINAL



a Place in the Country  
Adler,	Elizabeth	 	
978-0-312-66836-5	
June,	2012

Spring Fever
Andrews,	Mary	Kay	
978-0-312-64271-6	
June,	2012

The Last rhinos 
Anthony,	Lawrence	
978-1-250-00451-2	
July,	2012

The reckoning 
Casey,	Jane	
978-0-312-62200-8	
May,	2012

Granddad, There’s a  
head on the beach  
Cotterill,	Colin	 	
978-0-312-56454-4	 	
June,	2012

True Sisters  
Dallas,	Sandra	 	
978-1-250-00502-1	 	
April,	2012

Simple  
George,	Kathleen	 	
978-0-312-56914-3	 	
August,	2012
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Die a Stranger 
Hamilton,	Steve	
978-0-312-64021-7	
July,	2012

When in Doubt add butter 
Harbison,	Beth	
978-0-312-59909-6	
July,	2012

Dandy Gilver and an unsuitable  
Day for a murder 
McPherson,	Catriona	
978-1-250-00737-7	
May,	2012

Leader of the Pack 
Rosenfelt,	David		
978-0-312-64804-6	 	
July,	2012

ruler of the World  
Rutherford,	Alex		
978-0-312-59702-3	 	
July,	2012

The Whole Lie  
Ulfelder,	Steve	 	
978-0-312-60454-7	
May,	2012
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2030	 william	morris	Agency	 same
21st	Century	dead	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
40	love	 inkwell	management	llC	 same
Affirmed	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
Always	something	there	to	remind	me	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
American	heiress,	the	 A.P.	watt	 same
Assassin	in	the	marais,	the	 univers	Poche	 same
Awakened	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
ballad	of	tom	dooley,	the	 irene	goodman	 same
barbary	dogs,	the	 st.	martin's	Press			 reece	halsey	north	
basketball	Junkie	 vigliano	Associates,	ltd	 same
battle	of	the	Crater,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
bead	Crochet	 st.	martin's	Press	 david	black		

	 	 	 literary	Agency
believing	brain,the	 st.	martin's	Press	 brockman	inc
beneath	a	starlet	sky	 gelfman	&	schneider	literary	Agency	 	 	same
big	hair	and	Plastic	grass	 ltd	editions,	llC	 same
blueberry	years,	the	 folio	literary	 same
borgia	mistress,	the	 Jane	rotrosen	Agency	 same
boy	in	the	moon,	the	 westwood	Creative	Artists	 same
bride's	house,	the	 browne	&	miller	literary	Agency	 same
broken	illusions	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
burial	at	sea,	A	 iCm	international	 same
burning,	the	 zoe	Pagnamenta	Agency	 same
Capital	girls	 nancy	Coffee	literary	&	management	 same
Chalice	of	blood,	the	 brandt	&	hochman	 same
Change	Comes	to	dinner	 st.	martin's	Press	 defiore	&	Company
City	of	secrets	 reece	halsey	north	 same
Cold	day	in	Paradise,	A	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
Coming	up	for	Air	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
Complete	machine	Quilting	manual,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 Quatro	ltd
Corner	office,	the	 fletcher	&	Company	 same
Courage	beyond	the	game	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
Crimson	warning,	A	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
dandy	gilver	and	the	Proper		

treatment	of	bloodstains	 hodder	&	stoughton,	ltd	 same
dark	destiny	 writer's	house	 same
death	in	wichita	 st.	martin's	Press	 william	morris	

endeavor
deep	future	 sandra	dijkstra	Agency	 st.	martin's	Press
dolphin	diaries	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
dream	lake	 william	morris	endeavor	 same
elephant	whisperer,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
enter	night	 orion	Publishing	 same
fated	 brandt	&	hochman	literary	 same
favored	Queen,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 sandford	J	greenberger	
fountain	filled	with	blood,	A	 Julia	spencer-fleming	 same
from	barcelona	with	love	 Janklow	&	nesbit	Associates	 same
game	of	groans	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
get-fit	guy's	guide	to	Achieving	your	ideal	body	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
get	some	headspace	 hodder	&	stoughton,	ltd	 same
ghost	hero	 Axelrod	Agency	 same
glitch	 inkwell	management	llC	 same
glow	 st.	martin's	Press	 Anderson	literary	

management
good	thief's	guide	to	venice,	the	 georges	borchardt,	inc	 same
hand	that	trembles,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 leonhardt	&	hoier	

literary
handknitter's	yarn	guide,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 rotovision	sA
handmade	fabric	flowers	 st.	martin's	Press	 world	book		
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hex	Appeal	 the	knight	Agency	 same
hidden	gardens	of	Paris	 st.	martin's	Press	 the	spieler	Agency
hideout	 Ann	rittenberg	Agency	 same
homemade	Preserves	and	Jams	 st.	martin's	Press	 new	holland	

	 	 	 Publishers
hunt,	the	 inkwell	management	llC	 same
if	you	give	a	kid	a	Cookie,		

will	he	shut	the	f**k	up?	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
illicit	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
insider's	guide	to	the	Colleges,	2013,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
intuitive	eating,	3rd	edition	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
iron	house	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
it's	All	About	the	dress	 fred	hill	bonnie	nadel	 same
Jane	Austen	marriage		manual,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 fletcher	&	Company
kept	by	seduction	 ethan	ellenberg	Agency	 same
killed	at	the	whim	of	a	hat	 Quercus	editions	ltd	 same
kingdom	divided,	A	 inkwell	management	llC	 same
la	seduction	 iCm	international	 same
learning	to	silence	the	mind	 st.	martin's	Press	 osho	international
leftovers,	the	 lippincott,	massie,	mcQuilk	 same
lies	of	sarah	Palin,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
london	boulevard		 Philip	g.	spitzer	Agency	 same
mad	men	on	the	Couch	 st.	martin's	Press	 Carol	mann	Agency
manage	your	stress	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
mercy	train	 weed	literary	Agency	 same
misery	bay	 Jane	Chelius	literary	Agency	 same
monarch	beach	 st.	martin's	Press	 trident	media	group,	

llC
my	favorite	fangs	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
neferet's	Curse	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
never	knowing	 william	morris	Agency	 same
new	york	times	AbCs	of
		Crosswords,	the	 	 st.	martin's	Press	 	

new	york	times
new	york	times	All	the		

Crosswords	that	Are	fit	to	Print,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 new	york	times
new	york	times	best	of	monday	Crosswords,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 new	york	times
new	york	times	best	of	
		tuesday	Crosswords,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 new	york	times
new	york	times	Crossword	getaway,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 new	york	times
new	york	times	easy	Crossword		

	Puzzle	omnibus	volume	8,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 new	york	times
new	york	times	good	morning	Crosswords,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 new	york	times
new	york	times	mad	About	Crosswords,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 new	york	times
new	york	times	sunday	in	the			

surf	Crosswords,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 new	york	times
not	dead	yet	 linda	konner	literary	Agency	 same
one	dog	night	 writers	house	llC	 same
orchard,	the	 levine,	greenburg	literary	 same
Perfect	is	overrated	 levine,	greenburg	literary	 same
Politics	and	Pasta	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
Prodigal	father,	Pagan	son	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
Purgatory	Chasm	 fine	Print	literay	Agency	 same
QuickieChick's	Cheat	sheet	 folio	literary	management	 same
reckless	endangerment	 st.	martin's	Press	 writers	represent	

	 	 	 literary
red	summer	 markson	thoma	literary	Agency	 same
reunited	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
rivals	and	retribution	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
rubber	balls	and	liquor	 trident	media	group,	llC	 same
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seAl	team	six	 trident	media	group,	llC	 same
semi-Charmed	life	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
smile	as	big	as	the	moon	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
sniper	elite	 trident	media	group,	llC	 same
spark	 st.	martin's	Press	 Anderson	literary	

	 	 	 management
stories	i	only	tell	my	friends	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
suffer	in	silence	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
suicide	of	a	superpower	 fredica	friedman,	inc	 same
summer	rental	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
task	force	black	 little	brown	uk	 same
them	or	us	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
third	grave	dead	Ahead	 linda	Chester	Agency	 same
this	is	not	a	test	 st.	martin's	Press	 signature	literary
top	Pops	 st.	martin's	Press	 becker	&	mayer	books
trick	of	the	light,	A	 teresa	Chris	literary	Agency	 same
understanding	your	food		

Allergies	and	intolerances	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
vacation	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
wake	 st.	martin's	Press	 Axelrod	Agency,	inc
walking	dead,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
way	things	look	to	me,	the	 macmillan	Publishers,	ltd	 same
what	more	Could	you	wish	for	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
when	morning	Comes	 waxman	literary	Agency	 same
wicked	Autumn	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
will	shortz	Presents	keep	Calm	and	sudoku	on	 st.	martin's	Press	 new	york	times
will	shortz	Presents	sizzling	sudoku	 st.	martin's	Press	 new	york	times
will	shortz	Presents	the	1,	2,	3s	of	sudoku	 st.	martin's	Press	 new	york	times
will	shortz	Presents	the	dangerous		

book	of	kenken	 st.	martin's	Press	 new	york	times
wizard	of	lies,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
woman	at	the	light,	the	 writers	house	 same
yankee	doodle	dixie	 scott	waxman	Agency	 same
year's	best	science	fiction:		

twenty-ninth	Annual	Collection,	the	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
you	should	really	write	a	book	 serendipity	literary	Agency	 same
zero	day	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
zombie	island:	A	shakespeare	undead	novel	 st.	martin's	Press	 same
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2030;	Albert	Brooks	 15

21st Century Dead;	Christopher	Golden,	Editor	 85

40 Love;	Madeleine	Wickham	 82

Adler,	Elizabeth;	From	Barcelona,	with	Love	 97

affirmed;	Lou	Sahadi	 17

Alexander,	Tasha;	Crimson	Warning,	A	 133

always Something There to remind me; 
Beth	Harbison	 60

american heiress, The;	Daisy	Goodwin	 12

Anastasiu,	Heather;	Glitch	 130

Andrews,	Mary	Kay;	Summer	Rental	 24

Anthony,	Lawrence;	Elephant	Whisperer,	The	 63

Asp,	Karen;	Understanding	Your	Food	Allergies	and	
Intolerances	 55

assassin in the marais, The;	Claude	Izner	 104

awakened;	P.	C.	Cast	and	Kristin	Cast	 64

ballad of Tom Dooley, The;	Sharyn	McCrumb	 151

barbary Dogs, The;	Cynthia	Robinson	 159

basketball junkie; Chris	Herren	and	Bill	Reynolds	 87

battle of the Crater, The;	Newt	Gingrich	and	
William	R.	Forstchen	 42

bead Crochet jewelry;	Bert	and	Dana	Freed	 120

believing brain, The; Michael	Shermer	 128

beneath a Starlet Sky;	Amanda	Goldberg	and	Ruthanna	
Khalighi	Hopper		 73

Bergreen,	Karen;	Perfect	Is	Overrated	 121

big hair and Plastic Grass;	Dan	Epstein	 78

blueberry years, The;	Jim	Minick	 40

Bonansinga,	Jay;	Walking	Dead,	The	 79

borgia mistress, The;	Sara	Poole	 58

boy in the moon, The;	Ian	Brown	 119

Brady,	Joanna;	Woman	at	the	Light,	The	 93

bride’s house, The; Sandra	Dallas	 9

broken Illusions; Ellie	James	 23

Brooks,	Albert;	2030	 15

Brooks,	Regina;	You	Should	Really	Write	a	Book	 155

Brown,	Ian;	Boy	in	the	Moon,	The	 119

Brown,	Mack;	Courage	Beyond	the	Game	 140

Bruen,	Ken;	London	Boulevard	 3

Bryant,	Adam;	Corner	Office,	The	 16

Buchanan,	Patrick	J.;	Suicide	of	a	Superpower	 70

burial at Sea, a; Charles	Finch	 131

burning, The;	Jane	Casey	 38

Cahill,	Susan;	Hidden	Gardens	of	Paris	 14

Capital	Girls;	Ella	Monroe	 136

Carew,	Opal;	Illicit	 116

Casey,	Jane;	Burning,	The	 38

Cast,	Kristin;	Awakened	 64

Cast,	Kristin;	Neferet’s	Curse	 114

Cast,	P.	C.;	Awakened	 64

Cast,	P.	C.;	Neferet’s	Curse	 114

Chalice of blood, The;	Peter	Tremayne	 150

Change Comes to Dinner;	Katherine	Gustafson	 31

Cianci,	Vincent	Buddy,	Jr.;	Politics	and	Pasta	 122

City of Secrets;	Kelli	Stanley	 123

Cold Day in Paradise,	A;	Steve	Hamilton	 62

Coming up for air;	Patti	Callahan	Henry	 52

Complete Guide to machine Quilting, The; 
Joanie	Zeier	Poole	 36

Corner office, The;	Adam	Bryant	 16

Costello,	Matthew	J.;	Vacation	 153

Cotterill,	Colin;	Killed	at	the	Whim	of	a	Hat	 54
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